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2017 World Conference on Natural Resource Modeling

Main Sponsor:

SITEP
SITEP is a GIS & ICT engineering specializing in consultancy, development and implementation of
custom-made computer systems for management of territory. As well as, twenty years of
collaboration with public entities and private companies endorse us as specialists in the treatment,
analysis and implementation of geographic information.The knowledge gained has led us to develop a
Mobile Mapping division focused on integral engineering projects, allowing us to provide innovative
solutions to customers in multiple sectors. Starting from the customer’s needs, we provide comprehensive
project management, from the design of the aerial platform, to result’s delivery. Along these lines, we
have developed innovative projects that tackle real-life security, defense and emergency issues.
sitep.com
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2017 World Conference on Natural Resource Modeling

Main Sponsor:

GREThA
GREThA (Research Group Theoretical and Applied Economics) is a joint research institute (Unité Mixte de
Recherche), associating University of Bordeaux and CNRS (Centre National Recherche Scientifique), and
developing research in economics. An important part of its research activity regards environmental economics
with a focus on bio-economics, ecosystems and biodiversity management. GREThA especially aims at
developing quantitative methods, models and indicators for i) Operationalizing resilience, sustainability and
viability ii) Operationalizing ecosystem approach iii) Public policies governance. Applied fields include landuse, water and fisheries management. At the national scale, GREThA actively participates to the Labex COTE
(Continental To coastal Ecosystems: evolution, adaptability and governance), a French center of excellence
dealing with both continental and coastal ecosystems with an interdisciplinary perspective. GREThA actively
participates to several international research networks and associations related to ecosystem management
including SIAG-MPE, RMA, SEAVIEW, LIGA and GEOSAFE.
http://gretha.u-bordeaux.fr/en
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Main Sponsor:

GEO-SAFE
The GEO-SAFE project, aims at creating a network enabling the two regions to exchange knowledge, ideas
and experience, thus boosting the progress of wildfires knowledge and the related development of innovative
methods for dealing efficiently with such fires.

Objectives:
–– Developing a dynamic risk cartography of a region with regard to the possibility of a wildfire. Involving
data collection (satellite and remote sensors), risk analysis and development of a tool enabling to
forecast fire extension and in particular to predict fire and risk evolution during the response phase.
–– Designing and testing a resource allocation tool for the response phase using the dynamic risk cartography. E.g. such as schools and hospitals, evacuation, human factor.
–– Developing analyses of relevant management processes as well as training tools to facilitate the
implementation of solutions.
http://geosafe.lessonsonfire.eu

Co-funded by the Horizon 2020
Marie Skłodowska-Curie (RISE)
of the European Union
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In cooperation with:

SIAG-MPE:
The purpose of this activity group in SIAM (Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics) is to provide a
forum for mathematicians and computational scientists to study Planet Earth, its life-supporting capacity,
and the impact of human activities. By opening up a new area of applications, the SIAG will stimulate
interesting research in the mathematical sciences. Activities of the SIAG will include the biennial SIAM
Conference on Mathematics of Planet Earth, minisymposia at SIAM Annual Meetings and other conferences.
www.siam.org/activity/mpe
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Welcome!
Pau Costa Foundation Welcome

Our present and future mission is
to continue giving a voice to the
fire community so their experience
is imprinted in leading national
and international projects.

Since then, Pau Costa Foundation
has been working with and for the
forest fire community to enlarge
the knowledge-exchange platform;
first starting in Spain, but rapidly
growing and expanding to many
countries around the world.

Our present and future mission is to continue giving a voice to the fire community so their experience is
imprinted in leading national and international projects. The community’s knowledge and experience should
be used as a tool to help firefighters in their duty, but also to guide researchers and develop new technology.
We aim to reach more local and regional forest fire communities that due to their active fire history have developed knowledge currently unknown in other countries. We commit to spread and disseminate their valuable
knowledge and make sure it can be used and shared with others.
It is our pleasure to welcome all participants to the 2017 World Conference on Natural Resource Modeling.
We are sure that your participation and the participation of many of us, will allow to share knowledge, experiences and help improve the current state of natural resource modeling. This event brings the opportunity to
learn and exchange experiences with leading scientists and practitioners across Europe and beyond. We hope
each participant will get most out of the event.
It is the first time that such an event is taking place in Spain and we are proud to be part of the organising
committee that have put together an outstanding program, ga thering participants from more than 20 different countries.

We also aim to reach countries with little experience on fire ecology and management, that due to climate
change are expected to face forest fires in the upcoming years, for example northern Europe countries.
It is fundamental to contribute to societal education on forest fire ecology and management in order to develop more secure and resilient societies, we will continue spreading our children’s educational programs and
fostering fire education in rural communities.
We help the forest fire community to have a voice and take part of political decision-making, so the experience
of many is taken into account on safety, forest management and fire management legislation.

We wish each participant will get opportunities to network and return back home with unprecedented knowledge and new connections that will help to develop the vanguard natural resource modeling needed to face
the challenges and threats of socio-ecological systems in the upcoming years all together.
Pau Costa Foundation was founded in 2011 with the ambition to become an international platform on forest
fire management, as well as an instrument to investigate, train and disseminate on fire ecology and wildland
fire management.
The creation of such Foundation was motivated by the “need to establish a common platform, capitalizing the
knowledge and experience gathered by specialists in fire ecology and management and sharing it with others
at national and international level” (Marc Castellnou).
12

BECOME A MEMBER! Pau Costa Foundation is a non-profit organisation that is actively developing projects and actions that benefit the entire fire community. Without the support, collaboration and participation of their members most of these
projects would not be possible. We encourage everyone (firefighters, technical
staff, scientists, students, environmental journalists, forest managers, land owners…) to become members of the Foundation and take part of this prolific project.
#WCNRM2017

www.paucostafoundation.org/ing/formulari_membres.php

RMA Welcome

CERTEC Welcome

The Resource Modeling Association is an international and interdisciplinary association of scientists working
at the intersection of mathematical modeling, environmental sciences, and natural resource management.
Scientists engaged in RMA aim at formulating and analyzing models to understand and inform the management of ecosystems. RMA particularly focuses on the sustainability of renewable resources and their vulnerability to anthropogenic and environmental disturbances. RMA was established over a quarter of a century
ago and since that time brings together numerous scientists from various disciplines ranging from ecology,
economics, mathematics and computer sciences. The activities and strengths of RMA are numerous: the
annual WCNRM conferences, the journal NRM (Natural Resource Modeling) edited by Wiley, the Lamberson
award, the RMA bi-annual newsletter, the RMA website and electronic networks (ResearchGate, LinkedIn,
Facebook, ..) . The yearly WCNRM conference started in 1995 with Juneau, USA and has been hosted since
then in many countries worldwide over America, Europe, Africa and Australia. Warm welcome to this 2017
RMA conference in Barcelona.

As the Director of the Centre for Technological Risk Studies, on behalf of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya·BarcelonaTech (UPC), I welcome all of you to Barcelona and thank you for having chosen to participate in
the Conference and in its related events. Our University is a public institution dedicated to higher education
and research, specialised in diverse fields of engineering and science. It harnesses the potential of basic
and applied research and transfers technology and knowledge to society being therefore an agent and
driver of economic and social changes. UPC is highly committed to sustainability, cooperation and social
responsibility and has always put its scientific and technological infrastructure at the service of research
initiatives related to these interests. This is why I believe that UPC, and more particularly its new
Diagonal-Besòs Campus, is a very appropriate host for the 2017 World Conference on Natural Resource
Modeling. I wish that the WCNRM 2017 will meet your expectations of networking while increasing
knowledge and capability in natural resources modeling. I hope you will enjoy attending and that your
stay in Catalonia and in Barcelona will be a pleasant and fruitful experience for all of you.
Eulàlia Planas, Director of the Centre for Technological Risk Studies Deputy Director for Quality and Social
Responsibility of Barcelona East School of Engineering Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
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Scientific Committee

Organising Committee

CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE
(CNRS, FR)

RESOURCE MODELING ASSOCIATION (RMA)

Dr. Luc Doyen

PAU COSTA FOUNDATION (PCF)

ROYAL MELBOURNE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
(RMIT, AUSTRALIA)

THE CENTER FOR TECHNOLOGICAL RISK STUDIES (CERTEC),
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF CATALONIA (UPC)

Prof. John Hearne

UNIVERSITAT POLITÈCNICA DE CATALUNYA.
BARCELONATECH (UPC, SPAIN)
Dr. Elsa Pastor

UNIVERSIDAD COMPLUTENSE DE MADRID
(UCM, SPAIN)
Dr. Begoña Vitoriano

CHRISTIAN-ALBRECHTS-UNIVERSITÄT ZU KIEL
(CAU, GERMANY)
Dr. Martin Quaas
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Photos: Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya

2017 World Conference on Natural Resource Modeling

Venue:
Campus Diagonal Besòs
The Diagonal Besòs Campus has a potential gross building area of 150,000 m2, of which 53,000 m2 has
currently been built. The campus consists of three buildings dedicated to teaching and research in the following engineering areas: biomedical, electrical, electronics and industrial automation, energy, materials,
mechanical, nanotechnology and chemical.

FROM CITY CENTER

FROM THE AIRPORT

Tram Station: T4
tram Stop: Diagonal-Besòs

By Taxi
22 Km (25€-30€)

Metro Station: L4 (Yellow)
metro Stop: Maresme-Fòrum (11 min walk)

By Bus (Both Terminals)
Aerobus A2 AeroBus
Stop: Plaça Catalunya + Metro

Bus Station: Line 7
bus2 Stop: Diagonal-Pl. Llevant (10 min walk)

Public Transport Ticket
T10 (1 zone): Public transport ticket
(10€ approx.) valid for 10 journeys

20

By Metro (From Terminal 1)
metro L9 + L1 + L4
Stop: Maresme-Fòrum (11 min walk)
By Train (From Terminal 2)
rodalies R2 Nord
Stop: Estació de Sants + Metro

#WCNRM2017
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Program Wednesday, June 7 2017
09:00 / 09:20

Conference welcome

10:20 / 09:30

Keynote Lecture: New understanding of wildfire behavior
Finney, Mark (US Forest Service)

10:20 / 10:50

Coffe break

Sessions
ROOM A

2A · Chair: A. Stein

Conservation challenges in fire prone landscapes
Hearne, John (Australia)
Flexible design of a network of helipads for
a fleet of forest firefighting helicopters
Pereira Pacheco, Abílio (Portugal)
Multicriteria and Stochastic Optimization applied
to wildfires León, Javier (Spain)

-

Inter-annual versus spatial variation: which drives mushroom biomass and diversity in Mediterranean elevational
gradients? Alday, Josu G. (Spain)
Land use analysis and impacts on trade-offs between
biodiversity conservation and carbon sequestration.
Daunes, Lise (France)
Land-use policies to deal with biodiversity: a bio-economic analysis Mouysset, Lauriane (France)
Are the Impacts of Global Changes so Irreversible? An
Application of the Viability approach on tropical agrosystems Bates, Samuel (France)
A tale of two diversities
Courtois, Pierre (France)

-

Modeling the complexity of wildfire regimes from a transdisciplinary approach; statistical patterns, the vision of fire
experts community and the concept of wildfire generations
Oliveres, Jordi (Spain)
Using land-use changes to influence the fire regime in
fire-prone landscapes
Aquilué, Núria (Spain)
The complex interaction of land use changes and fire
regime in the Central Mountains Range region (Spain)
Montiel Molina, Cristina (Spain)
The challenge of emergence in fire regimes in landscape
succession models
Duane, Andrea (Spain)
-

3B · Chair: P. Courtois

3A · Chair: M. de Cáceres

Characterization of fire scenarios at a regional scale. The
case of Spain Galiana Martín, Luis (Spain)

Forest fire prevention using SMOS soil moisture and land
surface temperature measurements from satellite
Vall-llossera, Mercè (Spain)
Combining LiDAR data and stereoscopic hemispherical
images for 3D forest structure characterization
Marino, Eva (Spain)
Development of a modeling framework to monitor
drought stress of forests at the regional level
de Cáceres, Miquel (Spain)

Adaptation and farming trajectories: the example
of organic farming
De Cacqueray Valmenier, Yannick (France)

Modeling quota prices in multispecies fisheries with
and without a discard ban
Hatcher, Aaron (UK)

Farmers’ social network changes during decision process
about transformational adaptation Xu, Quing (France)

Optimal harvesting strategies of a fish stock affected by
habitat degradation Kelly, Michael (USA)

Bifurcations in a Model of Natural Resources
and Human Activity
Trullols, Enric (Spain)
How pollinator diversity affects the probability distribution of pollination and of farm income
Henselek, Yuki (Germany)
The role of economic cooperation between
two rural communities
Olivar Tost, Gerard (Colombia)
Effect of sedimentation ponds on the mitigation
of eutrophication lake: evidence from lake Aydat (France)
Caen, Auguste (France)
#WCNRM2017

3C · Chair: O. Thebaud

15:30 h / 15:50
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ROOM C

Keynote Lecture: Decision taking during
forest fire emergencies
Castellnou, Marc (Catalan Fire And Rescue Service)
COFFE BREAK

14:35 h / 15:30

15.50 / 17.50

ROOM B
Viability of agro-ecological systems under climatic
uncertainty Oubraham, Aichouche (Canada)
Development of an integrated generic model for multiscale assessment of the impacts of agro-ecosystem on
major ecosystem services in West-Africa
Saqalli, Mehdi (France)
Legumes production in Europe to mitigate agricultural emissions in a global perspective Prudhomme, Rémi (France)

2C · Chair: C. Montiel

-

1B · Chair: G. Olivar Tost

A data-driven fire spread simulator: validation in
Vall-llobrega’s fire. Rios, Oriol (Spain)

A modeling framework for ecological wildfire
effects studies in tropical ecosystems
Pastor, Elsa (Spain)
LUNCH BREAK

12:30 h / 13:30

13.30 / 14.30

Uncertainty in the modeling of spatial big data on bushfires
Stein, Alfred (The Netherlands)

2B · Chair: P. Gajardo

10.50 / 12.30

1A · Chair: A. Cortés

Spatial and time resolutions: two critical aspects for operational forest fire spread simulation Farguell, Angel (Spain)

Optimal harvesting for a stochastic fishery model - the
role of information
Kovacevic, Raimund (Austria)
Optimal quota allocation in a fishery with habitat effects
Nichols, Rachel (Australia)
Real option approach for optimal fishery harvesting
with jumps in stock dynamics
Sadefo Kamdem, Jules (French Guyane)
How to measure quotas in second-best fisheries?
Stoeven, Max (Germany)
23
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Program Thursday, June 8 2017 (1/2)
ROOM B

ROOM C

Economic growth, international trade, and the depletion
or conservation of renewable natural resources
Regnier, Esther (France)

-

A flood risk preparedness model that aims at the construction of resilience indicators Sylvie, Huet (France)

A comparative analysis on the effects of carbon trade on
different forest plantation management
Zhou, Wei (China)
Shadow-price valuation of multifunctional natural
capital under different conceptions of sustainability
Hussain, Tanvir (Germany)

COFFE BREAK

11:00 / 11:55

Keynote Lecture: Social resilience in honeybee colonies
Van Langevelde, Frank (Wageningen University)

12.00 / 13.00

5A · Chair: L. Nostbakken

10:40 / 11:00

13:00 / 14:00

Optimal Management when Extraction Damages Habitat: A Dynamic Model Neubert, Michael (USA)
The Point-Input, Point-Output Forest: A Micro Prototype for
Economic Accounting Cairns, Robert (Canada)
Social tipping points and environmental management
decision-making: a biodiversity offsets example
Thebaud, Olivier (France)

5B · Chair: L. Sandal

POSTER PRESENTATIONS

Forming coalitions against climate change
Asheim Geir B (Norway)
An integrated approach to analyzsing risk in bioeconomic
models Krishna, Paudel (Nepal)

16:00 / 16:15

6B · Chair: J. Hearne

6A · Chair: B. Cairns

Methods for a sustainable rebuilding of overexploited natural
resources: a viability approach
Gajardo, Pedro (Chile)

Wetlands Response to Climate Change Impacts
Esteban, Encarna (Featured speaker) (Spain)

24

Modeling the effect of climatic and soil moisture conditions on mushroom productivity and related ecosystem
services under different climate change scenarios
de Miguel Magaña, Sergio (Spain)
Resilience and self-governance in social-ecological systems: Effect of scarcity on cooperation of a small-scale
irrigation community Nhim, Tum (The Netherlands)

The role of food web interactions in multispecies fisheries
management: an optimal bioeconomic analysis of Baltic
salmon Lai, Tin-Yu (Finland)
Turbulence and fishing alter size-abundance scaling
relationships in the aquatic biosphere
McKerral, Jody (Australia)
Dynamics and biological reference points of a stochastic
age-structured fish population model with illustration
with the Patagonian toothfish population
Riquelme, Victor (Chile)

How ecosystem sustainability could impact the spread of
infectious diseases. Duffy Kevin, Jan (South Africa)

Optimal biodiversity loss in mixed fisheries
Tromeur, Eric (France)

Marketable pollution permits with intermittent energy
sources Chiba, Fadoua (France)

Is forest insurance a relevant vector to induce adaptation
efforts to climate change? Brunette, Marielle (France)

Spatial differences between ALS-based forest inventory
units have an impact on the spatial efficiency and
dynamic treatment units in forest management planning
Pascual, Adrián (Finland)
Viable control of an epidemiological model
De Lara, Michel (France)

LUNCH BREAK
Market size and the resilience of the commons
Quaas, Martin (Germany)

14.00 / 16.00

Predominant sources and sinks of carbon from Mauna
Loa data Nadeau, Alice (USA)

Identification and characterization of storm damage to
forests using Sentinel-2 imagery and LiDAR data: study
case in Sierra Espadán Natural Park (Spain)
Martin-Alcon, Santiago (Spain)
Cat-3/MOTS optical and GNSS-R Earth Observation data
fusion satellite mission for mapping surface soil moisture
as a key environmental variable Castellví Esturi, Jordi
(Spain)
The chaotic nature of wind generated power and how to
forecast future output McArthur, Lynne (Australia)

5C · Chair: W. Reed

Stochastic Shadow Pricing of Renewable Natural
Resources Dragicevic, Arnaud (Turkey)

4C · Chair: Jerzy Filar

ROOM A

4B · Chair: M. Neubert

9.00 / 10.40

4A · Chair: G. Asheim

Sessions

Will conflicts between Eucalyptus globulus and protected
areas increase in Iberian Peninsula under climate change
scenarios? A model-based framework
Deus, Ernesto (Portugal)
Development of a regional forest inventory and a fuel
model cartography for Castilla-La Mancha (Spain) using
LiDAR and remote sensing information Lizarralde, Iñigo
(Spain)

-

-

Spatially-connected concessions with limited tenure
Quérou, Nicolas (France)

-

Forest Inventory combining dense image matching data
and terrestrial Photogrammetry in a Mediterranean pine
forest
Navarro, José Antonio (Spain)

-

Multi-objective forest management under risk by exploring Pareto frontier Couture, Stéphane (France)

-

COFFE BREAK
#WCNRM2017
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Program Thursday, June 8 2017 (2/2)
Sessions
ROOM B

Cooperative vs Non-Cooperative Benefits in the Black Sea Anchovy Fishery
Tunca, Sezgin (Finland)
Dynamic food web model and fisheries interactions of Bay of Bengal ecosystem
Dutta, Sachinandan (India)

The interaction of investments in harvesting capacity and the social norms
of cooperation in a fishery Richter Andries (Germany)

7B · M. Quaas

16.15 / 17.35

7A · Chair: A. Hatcher

ROOM A
Application of a mixed modeling approach to standardize catch-per-unit-effort data
for an abalone dive fishery in Western Victoria, Australia Gorfine, Harry (Australia)

Spatially replicated mark-recapture study reveals demographic responses to protection in a
harvested marine species Fernández Chacón, Albert (Spain)

A step-by-step approach for operationalizing viability in systems based management, an example
from fisheries management in the Southern Benguela Cooper Rachel (France)
Development of a state-space multi-species age-structured fisheries assessment model
Trijoulet Vanessa (USA)
On the importance of accurate estimation of coarse woody debris decomposition rates
when modeling forest ecosystems Blanco, Juan A (Spain)

8B · Chair: E. Esteban

Dynamic range modeling of ESA-listed Acropora coral distributions
in the U.S. Caribbean and Southeast Florida Chen, Yi-Hsiu (USA)
Optimal policy of water extraction of coastal lagoon under state constraints
Sebba, Mattieu (France)
Wildlife management and the sea turtles in Florida
Perez-Barahona, Agustin (France)
Vulnerability, Resilience and Adaptive Capacity measures for a Coastal Community
Moll, Richard (Canada)
Interaction of ocean acidification, warming and eutrophication: A general equilibrium analysis
Hänsel, Martin C. (Germany)

9B · Chair: V. Angeon

About equivalence of finite dimensional input-output models of solute transport
and diffusion in geosciences Rapaport, Alain (France)
A parsimonious method for modeling complex nonlinear relationships
Strimbu, Bogdan (USA)
A Contraction Approach to discrete Multi-Periodic and Mulity-State Optimization with
Infinite Horizon Sandal Leif, Kristoffer (Norway)
Some Uncertainty Issues in Mathematical Models of the Environment
Filar, Jerzy (Australia)

On OPEC’s evaporating market power and climate policies
Van der Meijden, Gerard (The Netherlands)
Cost-effectiveness of conservation payments under climate change
Wätzold, Frank (Germany)
Impacts of Protected Areas on Local Livelihoods: Evidence of Giant Panda Biosphere Reserves
in Sichuan Province, China Wei, Duan (China)
Interactions between pelagic trawlers, demersal trawlers and small-scale fisheries and
consequences on biological and socio-economic trade-offs Gourguet, Sophie (France)

10B · Chair: F. Watzhold

9.00 / 10.40

8A · Chair: B. Fray

Program Friday, June 9 2017

Converting into Agroecological Transition in the Tropics: Brakes and Levers
from a Viability Perspective Valerie, Angeon (Guadalupe)
A discrete element numerical tool for the analysis of rotary fertilizer spreaders
Casas González, Guillermo (Spain)
The effect of environmental regulations on forest products trade in China
Yijing, Zhang (China)
Incompetence in microbial games
Kleshnina, Maria (Australia)
Modeling the relationship between forest management, tree growth and fungal dynamics
Collado, Eduardo (Spain)
Drivers and impacts of forest sector dynamics in France.
Lobianco, Antonello (France)

10.40 / 11.00

12.00 / 13.20

9A · R. Moll

11.00 / 11.55

14.10 / 16.10

16:10 / 16:45
16:45 / 18:00
26

10A · Chair: S. Baumgartner

13.20 / 14.10

COFFE BREAK
Keynote Lecture: Distribution And Sustainable Fisheries Management
Nøstbakken, Linda (Norwegian School Of Economics)
A dynamical systems framework for exploring resilience
Zeeman, Mary Lou (USA)
Sudden social-ecological changes with rising inequality
Mirza M Usman (Netherlands)
Measuring responsibility for ecosystem collapse through over-harvesting in a stylized
ecological-economic model Voß, Theresa (Germany)
Applying the social-ecological system framework to construct a biophysical-social forest
growth model of the Vercors forest Houballah, Moitaba (France)
LUNCH BREAK
The window of opportunity to prevent a collapse of a fishery under different population
productivity regimes Winter, Anna (Norway)
The valuation of Tasmanian coastal and marine sites through the study of real-time visitor
GPS location data Spanou, Elisavet (Australia)
How MMEY mitigate bio-economic effects of climate change on mixed fisheries
Lagarde, Adrien (France)
Modeling coastal upwelling of the eastern Arabian Sea and its potential
implications on fisheries Kunal, Chakraborty (India)
Evaluating impacts of fish stock enhancement and biodiversity conservation actions on
the livelihoods of small-scale fishers on the Beijiang River, China Yiming, Liu (China)
Quantitative Undergraduate Biology Education and Synthesis (QUBES)
Eaton, Carrie Diaz (USA)
AWARDS & CLOSURE
RMA MEETING

#WCNRM2017
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Keynote Speakers
Distribution and sustainable
fisheries management

Decision taking during forest fire emergencies
Mr. Marc Castellnou, Wildfire management

Dr. Linda Nøstbakken, Resource economics
BIO

BIO

Linda is professor of resource economics at the Norwegian School of Economics (NHH). Prior to joining NHH’s
economics department in 2013, she spent several years on the faculty of the Alberta School of Business at
the University of Alberta. Linda’s research focuses on issues related to the use and management of natural
resources and the environment. She has worked on a number of fisheries-related issues and served on two
royal commission on fisheries management in Norway. In addition, she has published papers on issues such
as equity and climate change, petroleum development, wildlife regulations, and technical change in the electricity sector. She currently serves as co-editor of the Journal of Environmental Economics and Management,
and is the program director for NHH’s Executive MBA program in Sustainable Innovation in Global Seafood
(https://www.nhh.no/en/employees/faculty/linda-nostbakken/).

Senior Fire Analyst of the General Department of Prevention and Extinction of Fires and Rescue Services
of the Catalan Government (since 1999). MIMAM Fire Extinguishing Manager (2006). UFF CTFC Manager
(1997-1999). Fire Paradox project integrator (2006-2010). Coordinator of research projects on the fields of
forestry fuel patterns, fire ecology and fire management. Organizer and speaker at international congresses,
specialized courses and technical meetings (1995-2010).

ABSTRACT
In recent years, an increasing number of fisheries worldwide are adopting market-based catch share systems,
which enable the fishing industry to operate more efficiently and to realize more of the potential resource
rent. The potential for further rent realization in global fisheries is nonetheless huge; The World Bank report
the “Sunken Billions Revisited” estimates that net benefits from global marine fisheries have the potential
to increase 30-fold from $3 billion to $86 billion compared to 2012 levels through significant reductions in
global fishing effort and allowing for stock recovery. The transition toward the realization of more resource
rent by fewer fishers (less fishing effort) can have significant distributional effects, which explains some of
the controversy and resistance to adopting market-based management instruments even among fishers. In
this keynote presentation, I will explore what are the distributional effects of increased rent realization in
fisheries, and discuss how distribution matters for efficient fisheries management.

28

ABSTRACT
The main challenge with forest fire modelling is not how fire spreads but how it influences decision taking and
tactics. Managing the fire requires the capacity to manage the emergency, while also managing the ecosystem and the information that is given to the society. It is therefore necessary to focus on reducing uncertainties to gain credibility as public service and how public resources are spent. To remove uncertainty, it is necessary to know very well the results of the decisions and actions taken, and here is where simulations can be
of great help. Nowadays models are better, faster and have the capacity to adjust to real time, this is a great
improvement. However, currently, forest fires require focusing the efforts on simulating the critical scenario.
A critical scenario is the equilibrium between what fire can make and what fire fighters can do. Always taking
as a reference a scale of transversal values and priorities which relies on minimising the loss of common
goods. The emergency system has prioritised the culture of manoeuvers to protect first people, then material
assets and finally the forest mass. This culture is valid; however, it lacks strategy, to first, minimise the loss
of common goods (better saving two people rather than one, or protecting 100 houses rather than 10), and
second, provide the tactical value to avoid collapsing the emergency system (a manoeuver should not overuse
resources to avoid jeopardising the first response of other services). Instead of focusing on one forest fire,
we need to understand the interconnections among them which provide the maximum stress capacity of the
emergency system and show the output of protecting common goods. This challenge is contributing to change
the paradigm of reasoning against the challenges of forest fires driven by climate change. If ecosystem resilience is considered a common good, we shall consider the benefits of taking the tactical decision to protect
forests from flames instead of taking decisions that would create resilient landscapes. Overall this challenge
on decision taking is also a challenge that can be better handled with the help of modelling.

#WCNRM2017
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Keynote Speakers

New Understanding of Wildfire Behavior

Social resilience in honeybee colonies

Dr. Mark Finney, Wildfire modeling

Frank van Langevelde

BIO

BIO

Research Forester on physical fire processes and fire and fuel management strategies. Mark’s research has
included studies with fire spread in deep and discontinuous fuel beds, and fire simulation for purposes of fire
risk assessment which has been done in direct support of the development of two major fire management
systems WFDSS (Wildland Fire Decision Support System) and FPA (Fire Program Analysis). Mark’s accomplishments that have advanced the understanding of fire behaviour and practical management of wildland
fires include: the development of the FARSITE simulation system for simulating the growth of wildland fires;
development of the FlamMap software for landscape fire behaviour assessment and fuel treatment optimization; spatial fuel treatment optimization—the basis for the national SPOTS program (strategic placement of
treatments) and the R5 Stewardship and Fireshed Assessment Process; development of the FSPro fire simulation program that is used by WFDSS to estimate the probability of fire impact for individual large wildland
fires; development of the large fire simulation system (FSIM) for use in FPA—this is used to estimate the burn
probability over very large landscape areas (10s of millions of acres), and the effects of suppression on fire
size distributions and finally worked on fundamental fire behaviour in discontinuous fuels and demonstrated
how fire spreads across fuel gaps by convection not radiation.

Frank van Langevelde is currently associate professor in the Resource Ecology group of Wageningen University, The Netherlands. He obtained his PhD from the same university on the effects of landscape fragmentation
on the spatial distribution and habitat selection of the European nuthatch, a small forest bird. This study was
followed by two postdoc-studies, one on the effects of landscape fragmentation on pollinators and one on the
effects of fire and herbivory on savanna vegetation. The interests of Frank is to study the effect of constraints
of animal movement and distribution, due to for example fragmentation, food depletion, diseases, harsh
weather conditions, on local populations and communities of animals: ranging from honeybees, butterflies,
hedgehogs, impala to elephants. His research and teaching students are generally characterized by the
combination of modeling and experiments.

ABSTRACT
Interpretation and understanding of wildfire behavior is the foundation of safe and effective firefighting as
well as mitigation. Current fire behavior models and their principles have proven to be highly useful for their
intended purpose of providing fire personnel with practical methods of estimating fire spread rate and fire
perimeter and area growth and for training and planning, but these correlations cannot capture fire behaviors
which pose the greatest safety problems to firefighters. This is because models were largely designed to
address steady fire spread rate, not rapid transitions in spread (from non-spreading to spreading) that arise
from patchy or discontinuous fuels, changing winds or slope configurations, or decreasing moisture. Fire
behavior in pure live vegetation, such as chaparral or conifer canopies is mostly guesswork. In fact, correlation-type models aren’t intended to explain how fire spreads at all. That’s because the organization of the
physical mechanisms in wildfires is actually not known. In other words, we don’t know how wildfire spreads.
This talk will present some surprising findings from recent research into physical processes responsible for
wildfire spread – including factors affecting burning rate, heat transfer, and ignition. The intention is to use
this knowledge to produce physically based predictions and explanations of wildland fire.

30

ABSTRACT
Insect colonies are thought to be regulated by self-organisation, where order in a colony arises from local
interactions between individuals that seem to behave disordered. Although self-organisation principles in
insect colonies are well studied, effects of external perturbations on colony functioning and the conditions
when self-organisation fails to maintain homeostasis, are largely unknown. I would like to present our work
on thermoregulation in honeybees. Honeybee colonies in the temperate regions experience alarming annual
losses, especially during winter, and these losses are thought to be caused by multiple stressors, such as
parasites and pesticides. I will discuss effects of these stressors on the thermoregulation ability of individual
bees and the consequences at colony level. Therefore we developed a model to simulate decreasing body
condition and elevated mortality. I will argue that explaining an predicting winter losses in honeybees will
help to prevent colony collapses and increases our understanding ?how insect colonies evolved to maintain
homeostasis in variable environments.
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Spatial and time resolutions: two critical aspects for operational
forest fire spread simulation

Uncertainty in the modeling of spatial big data on bushfires

Presenting Author: Farguell, Angel, Computer Architecture and Operating Systems Department, Escola d’Enginyeria, Universitat

7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands, a.stein@utwente.nl

Autònoma de Barcelona, Carrer de les Sitges s/n, 08193 Cerdanyola del Valles, angel.farguell@uab.cat
Author 2: Cortés, Ana. Computer Architecture and Operating Systems Department, Escola d’Enginyeria, Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona, Carrer de les Sitges s/n, 08193 Cerdanyola del Valles, ana.cortes@uab.cat
Author 3: Margalef Tomàs, Computer Architecture and Operating Systems Department, Escola d’Enginyeria, Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona, Carrer de les Sitges s/n, 08193 Cerdanyola del Valles, tomas.margalef@uab.cat
Author 4: Miró, Josep Ramon, Servei Meterològic de Catalunya, C/Berlín núm. 38-48 4a 08029 Barcelona, jrmiro@meteo.cat

ABSTRACT:
Every year, forest fires burned a huge number of hectares around the world causing important consequences on the atmosphere, biodiversity and economy. For that reason, the scientific community from different
fields have invested lots of efforts in developing models and tools to better understand the behavior of
such as phenomenon. However, this discipline implies the collaboration of scientists from different fields
such as fuel modeling, atmosphere behavior forecast, fire modeling, and so on. Beside the theoretical studies oriented to generate knowledge in order to analyzed past forest fires, this interdisciplinary effort is
also focused to generate operational tools that helps firefighter to take decision during and ongoing event.
In this sense, computer science is a key point. The prognostic data will be useful if it is delivered earlier enough to be used as a decision support data at real time. So, urgent computing will be required.
WRF-SFIRE is a wildland fire simulator, which couples a meteorological model called Weather Research and
Forecasting Model (WRF) and a forest fire simulator, SFIRE. This coupling strategy reproduces the interaction
between the propagation of the fire and the atmosphere surrounding it. The mesh resolution used to solve
the atmosphere evolution has a deep impact in the prediction of small scale meteorological effects. At the
same time, the ability of introducing these small scale meteorological events into the forest fire simulation
implies enhancements in the quality of the data that drives the simulation, therefore, better fire propagation predictions are obtained. Furthermore, the data frequency or time resolution of the input data, also
has an impact in the prediction results. However, increasing time and spatial resolution directly affects
the execution time required to evaluate the mentioned models. So, exploiting the computational resources
to their extreme is mandatory to accelerate as much as possible the prediction system in order to be feasible to be used in operational scenarios. This work shows how HPC (High Performance Computing) is the
way to accelerate all these processes in order to provide reliable results under strict real time constraints.

Presenting Author: Stein, Alfred, Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (ITC), University of Twente, PO Box 217,

ABSTRACT:
Current research interest on big data is increasing. This interest is particularly relevant in spatial and spatio-temporal studies, where satellite images are of an increasing resolution in space and time and hence
produce real ‘big data’. Still, uncertainty remains and spatial statistical tools are exceptionally suited to
handle such data. It offers opportunities to summarize the data, and express measures of variation and
uncertainty. Spatial statistics depends upon the notion of spatial and spatio-temporal dependence. Such
dependence is measured in turn upon the notion of distance between points. Current data structures as
such are usually unable to handle the big data as well. Specific procedures have to be developed that are
able to address issues that are able to combine data in the space-time domain or that have to address
specific questions and problems, i.e., to select data from a big data set for a particular model application.
In this presentation an overview of roadblocks and challenges for spatial statistical methods in a big
data analysis is presented. For the uncertainty analysis, random sets as a generalization of random variables is applied. The presentation will be illustrated with examples on bushfires and slums. It is
shown how the way from ontology to uncertainty analysis is relevant to address most of the problems.
KEYWORDS bushfires; uncertainty; spatial statistics; random sets; earth observation

KEYWORDS forest fire simulation, spatial resolution, time resolution, computer science, high performance computing
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A data-driven fire spread simulator: validation in Vall-llobrega’s fire.
Presenting Author: RIOS, ORIOL, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Eduard Maristany 10-14, 08019 Barcelona, Catalonia,
Spain, oriol.rios@upc.edu
Author 2: VALERO, MARIO MIGUEL, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya,Eduard Maristany 10-14, 08019 Barcelona, Catalonia,
Spain, mario.miguel.valero@upc.edu
Author 3: PASTOR, ELSA, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya,Eduard Maristany 10-14, 08019 Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, elsa.
pastor@upc.edu
Author 4: PLANAS, EULÀLIA, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya,Eduard Maristany 10-14, 08019 Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, eulalia.

A modeling framework for ecological wildfire
effects studies in tropical ecosystems
Presenting Author: PASTOR, ELSA, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Eduard Maristany 10-14, 08019 Barcelona, Catalonia,
Spain, elsa.pastor@upc.edu
Author 2: OLIVERAS, IMMA University of Oxford, Environmental Change Institute, South Parks Road, OX1 3QY, UK, imma.oliveras@ouce.ox.ac.uk
Author 3: PLANAS, EULÀLIA Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Eduard Maristany 10-14, 08019 Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, eulalia.
planas@upc.edu

planas@upc.edu

ABSTRACT:

ABSTRACT:

Wildfires affect annually thousands of hectares of diverse types of ecosystems, leading to biodiversity and
carbon losses and emitting a large amount of greenhouse gases with a clear incidence on global warming.
The problem is envisaged to be even more dramatic in the years to come, as fire seasons are foreseen longer
and affecting new areas in which wildfire incidence is nowadays still remote. Within this scenario, the ecological consequences in particularly vulnerable ecosystems, involving population dynamics, nutrients cycles
or productivity, are also expected to be severe. These consequences are due to the direct effects of fire on the
ecological system, such as excessive biomass consumption, mortality of certain species or soil sterilization.
The traditional approach in fire ecology has been mostly grounded on a poorly described fire dynamics and
behaviour using imprecise methodologies to designate the level of fire impact. In this work, the different
approaches used to model the interaction between fire phenomena and ecosystem processes in the fire ecology literature will be described, pointing out the main advantages and drawbacks of the most common ones.
Next, we will present a new modeling framework, physically-based, aimed at accurately linking the most
relevant fire processes (i.e. ignition, combustion and heat transfer) responsible for the ecological effects to
the consequences of these later, by means of significant and quantifiable variables such as temperatures,
heat fluxes or burning rate. The conceptual model will be tested and discussed under the hypothesis of
non-stationary heat transfer in laboratory fire experiments recreating tropical savannahs fuel complexes.

Wildfires are a global phenomenon that have a dramatic impact in terms of human lives, property and environmental loses. Moreover, they exhibit an increasing trend in both burned area and fire severity. In order to face
this upcoming scenario better tools to tackle and envisage fire propagation will be required. Fire spread is determined by a number of physico-chemical phenomena intimately interconnected. The complex mathematical
description of these underlying phenomena has so far prevented scientists from successfully modeling forest
fire spread with acceptable computation resources. Simulators based on Computational Fluid Dynamics require hardware and computing times far beyond the current available capacity. Consequently, operational fire
spread simulation is at present performed using semi-empirical models which are highly sensitive to input
parameter’s uncertainty. The expectable heterogeneities in fuel, terrain and wind properties usually lead to
an important decrease in the accuracy of these models. To solve this issue, a data-driven simulator has been
developed and partially validated [1]. In this tool, data assimilation techniques are used to on-line calibrate a
semi-empirical fire behaviour model. By matching modelled and observed fire evolution, actual fuel and wind
properties are estimated. This presentation will show the validation extension to a larger scenario of real complexity with intricate terrain. The study case corresponds to a wildfire of significant repercussions occurred in
Catalonia in March 2014. Detailed information about fuel and meteorology was collected by the fire brigades
and allowed reconstructing the fire development with Farsite, a widely employed simulator. This reconstruction was validated using observed data about the burned perimeter evolution. Subsequently, our simulator
was tested without feeding it with any fuel or wind parameters, i.e. imitating its intended deployment conditions. It proved capable of automatically estimating them and correctly simulating the fire spread. These
results showed the simulator is able to correctly handle complex terrain successfully working in large-scale
scenarios. The next step will be testing it with infrared imagery acquired during a real wildfire emergency.
[1] O. Rios, E. Pastor, M.M. Valero, E. Planas, Short-term fire front spread prediction using inverse modeling
and airborne infrared images, Int. J. Wildl. Fire. 25 (2016) 1033–1047.

KEYWORDS Fire Ecology, Physics-Based Modeling, Tropical Savannahs

KEYWORDS wildfire behaviour, inverse modeling, Farsite, case study
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Viability of agro-ecological systems under climatic uncertainty
Presenting Author: Aichouche, Oubraham, GERAD - HEC Montréal 3000, ch. de la Côte-Sainte-Catherine Montréal (Québec) H3T 2A7
Canada, aichouche.oubraham@gerad.ca
Author 2: Georges Zaccour, GERAD - HEC Montréal 3000, ch. de la Côte-Sainte-Catherine Montréal (Québec) H3T 2A7 Canada, georges.
zaccour@gerad.ca
Author 3: Patrick Saint-Pierre, LASTRE, F-75005 Paris., patrick.saint.pierre@gmail.com

ABSTRACT:
In order to cope with the post-war demographic boom and ensure the populations’ food security, agronomic systems have had to drastically change and migrate to agricultural practices based on chemical fertilization of soil and intensive and specialized farming practices. This has increased soil
productivity in the short term, but in the long term have caused serious ecological drawbacks (degradation of soil quality, pollution of water and air, loss of biodiversity, erosion, etc.) and even reversed the trend of the agricultural productivity. It is therefore necessary, even urgent, to think about alternatives and some ways to limit these damages while ensuring an acceptable agricultural yield.
In this work we rely on the mathematical viability theory to study the sustainability of ago-ecological systems
subject to climate uncertainty. Our objective is to determine farming practices and activity sequences that
allow to restore soil quality to a desired level while ensuring an acceptable level of productivity in the presence of risk of major climatic disasters.
KEYWORDS Viability theory; Agriculture; Farming; Climatic uncertainty.

Development of an integrated generic model for multi-scale
assessment of the impacts of agro-ecosystem on major ecosystem
services in West-Africa.
Presenting Author: Mehdi SAQALLI, UMR 5602 GEODE Géographie de l’Environnement, CNRS Université Toulouse 2 Jean Jaurès, 5,
Allées Antonio Machado 31058 Toulouse, France, mehdi.saqalli@univ-tlse2.fr
Author 2: Mahamadou, BELEM, West African Science Service Centre on Climate Change and Adapted Land Use, 6 P.O Box 9507
Ouagadougou 06, mahamadou.belem@gmail.com

ABSTRACT:
This paper presents an integrated model for assessing the impacts of climate change (CC), agro-ecosystem
and demographic transition patterns along a partial overview of economic aspects (poverty reduction, food
self-sufficiency and income generation) on major ecosystem services in West-Africa. The approach is based on
a component-coupling modeling approach including different types of models to take in account the socio-economic, biophysical and policy dimensions of agro-ecosystems in West-Africa. The central component of the
model is based on an agent-based model to represent how rural family units make decisions according to their
socio-economic assets (resources endowment, family composition, farm size, livestock, etc.), their economic
contexts (labor price, crop price, crop products prices, etc.) and their biophysical characteristics (climate, soil
and vegetation spatial variability). The biophysical characteristics in the model are represented by a cellular
automata simulating soil and vegetation dynamics. A multi-scale spatial model is integrated to represent
explicitly the different levels of decision (region, local, farm and plot levels for example). The resulting model
named Model for West-Africa Agro-Ecosystem Integrated Assessment (MOWASIA) is ecologically generic, meaning that it is designed for the same sudano-sahelian environment of West-Africa but may then be used as an
experimentation facility for testing different scenarios combining ecological and socioeconomic dimensions.
In addition, to underline the structure of the integrated model, this paper shows the methodology that supported the model development. Finally, as a confidence-building step, simulation on soil nutrient management
by farmers showed the effectiveness of MOWASIA to tackle the complexity of agro-ecosystems in West-Africa.
KEYWORDS Climate Change, Land Use Policy, Integrated Assessment Modeling, Coupled Component Model
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Legumes production in Europe to mitigate agricultural emissions in
a global perspective

Inter-annual versus spatial variation: which drives mushroom biomass
and diversity in Mediterranean elevational gradients?

Presenting Author: Rémi, Prudhomme, 25 bis rue Erard 75012 Paris, remi.prudhomme@cirad.fr

Presenting Author: Alday, Josu G., Departament de Producció Vegetal i Ciència Forestal, Universitat de Lleida-Agrotecnio Center (UdL-

Author 2: Thierry Brunelle, brunelle@centre-cired.fr

Agrotecnio), Avda. Rovira Roure, 191, E-25198 Lleida, Spain, jgalday@pvcf.udl.cat

Author 3: Patrice Dumas, dumas@centre-cired.fr

Author 2: Martínez de Aragón, Juan, Centre Tecnològic Forestal de Catalunya (CTFC-CEMFOR). Ctra. de St. Llorenç de Morunys km 2,
E-25280 Solsona, Spain, mtzda@ctfc.es

ABSTRACT:
Reactive nitrogen is an indispensable nutrient for agricultural production, since half of the crop production
depends on human nitrogen fertilization, but reactive nitrogen also contributes to climate change through
nitrous oxide emissions. Legumes fix nitrogen that can be used by subsequent crops, and emit less nitrous
oxide than non legume crops. Ruminants use important areas of land, notably pastures and are associated
to emissions of methane through enteric fermentation and methane and nitrous oxide during manure management. Introducing legumes to replace livestock could allow for reductions of Green House Gas (GHG)
emissions, although this effects depends on how this introduction modifies livestock and cropland intensification and extensification. We evaluate the impacts of legume introduction in Europe on global agricultural
emissions and production using a global agricultural intensification model: the NLU (Nexus Land-Use). We
decompose effects of a demand side scenario representing a shift of animal protein to legume protein on GHG
emissions taking into account indirect effects and characteristics of legumes. For a 11.4kg/capita/year legumes introduction scenario, the net effect is an emission decrease of 100 million tCO2eq/year. The reduction
of global demand decreases GHG emissions by 600 million tCO2eq/year. This reduction is partly compensated
by an increase of emissions per unit of production, as livestock extensification leads to emission increases
of 550 million tCO2eq/year. The importance of the indirect livestock extensification effect is caused by the
low efficiency of extensive systems and the exogeneity of forest areas evolutions in the NLU. It emphasises
the importance of taking into account indirect effects because of their major role in emission changes.
KEYWORDS diet change, agricultural emissions mitigation, land-use

Author 3: de Miguel, Sergio, Departament de Producció Vegetal i Ciència Forestal, Universitat de Lleida-Agrotecnio Center (UdLAgrotecnio), Avda. Rovira Roure, 191, E-25198 Lleida, Spain, sergio.demiguel@pvcf.udl.cat
Author 4: Bonet, José A, Departament de Producció Vegetal i Ciència Forestal, Universitat de Lleida-Agrotecnio Center (UdL-Agrotecnio),
Avda. Rovira Roure, 191, E-25198 Lleida, Spain, jantonio.bonet@exchange.ctfc.es

ABSTRACT:
Epigeous mushrooms are important non-wood forest-products in many Mediterranean ecosystems, being
highly vulnerable to climate change. However, little is known about the spatial and temporal variability of
epigeous sporocarps along elevational gradients in Mediterranean climates. Here, Here, we determined the
spatio-temporal variability of epigeous sporocarps and the climatic factors driving their fruiting to plan future
sustainable management of wild mushrooms production. We collected autumn fruiting bodies for 8 years along
a 1000m elevational gradient (North-eastern Iberian Peninsula), making it the largest standardized spatiotemporal epigeous sporocarp collection dataset available over Scots pine forest gradient in Mediterranean
climates. Epigeous sporocarp biomass was mainly dependent on inter-annual variations, whereas richness
was more spatial-scale-dependent. Elevation was only significant in the case of saprotrophic biomass.
There were also clear differences in temporal distribution of biomass and richness between ectomycorrhizal
and saprotrophic guilds. The main driver of variation was late-summer-early-autumn precipitation, being
more influential than mean temperature. As a consequence, different scale processes (inter-annual vs.
spatial-scale) are strongly determining epigeous sporocarp biomass and diversity patterns; temporal effects
(year-scale) for biomass and ectomycorrhizal fungi vs. spatial-scale (plot-locality-scales) for diversity and
saprotrophic fungi. The significant role of precipitation across fungal guilds and spatio-temporal scales
indicates that it is a limiting resource controlling sporocarps production and richness in Mediterranean
regions. Our results have important implications when developing plans for sustainable management
of wild mushrooms, because their high spatial and temporal variability emphasize the importance of
having long-term datasets of multiple spatial points to effectively characterize fungal fruiting patterns.
KEYWORDS mycorrhizal, saprotrophic fungi, permanent plots, ecological scales, precipitation, mushrooms
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Land use analysis and impacts on trade-offs between biodversity
conservation and carbon sequestration.

Conservation challenges in fire prone landscapes

Presenting Author: DAUNES, LISE, UMR Economie Economie Publique INRA - AgroParisTech, 16 rue Claude Bernard F-75231 PARIS

hearne@rmit.edu.au

CEDEX 05, lise.daunes@agroparistech.fr
Author 2: CHAKIR RAJA, UMR Economie Economie Publique INRA - AgroParisTech, 16 rue Claude Bernard F-75231 PARIS CEDEX 05, raja.
chakir@grignon.inra.fr

ABSTRACT:
Land use and land use change are among the major human pressures on the environment, especially
on ecosystem services. This paper investigates the consequences of land use and land use change on
biodiversity conservation and carbon sequestration. It gives insights about the trade-offs between private
landowner economic goal and environmental objectives through a theoretical and an econometric models.
We implement a theoretical approach where a representative landowner compares the land use rents
to choose the optimal land use. Carbon sequestration and biodiversity are introduced through suitable
indicators. We highlight trade-offs between economic (profit maximization) and environmental objectives
(carbon sequestration and biodiversity conservation) by implementing different public policy scenarios
(through taxes and subsidies). We test the previous insights with an econometric application. A land
use share model is estimated for four major land uses in France: agriculture, forestry, urban, and other.
Land use is explained by economic variables (land rents) and on biophysical variables (climate, soil
characteristics). Carbon sequestration is modeled as a function of land use, climate and soil topographic
variables and biodiversity as a function of habitat variables. Public policy simulations show that
there could be some trade-offs between biodiversity preservation and the sequestration of carbon.

Presenting Author: Hearne, JOHN, Mathematical Sciences, RMIT University, 124 La Trobe St, Melbourne, Victoria 3128, Australia, john.

ABSTRACT:
Reducing fuel load through prescribed burning is a common means to mitigating the risk of large wildfires. This
has an effect on faunal habitats and from this perspective great care is needed in the spatial and temporal
scheduling of fuel treatment. In a heterogenous landscape this is a complex problem. In fire prone landscapes
flora generally have a minimum and maximum tolerance for the frequency of fire events. The tolerances differ
with the ecological vegetation class (EVC). These considerations constrain the problem of where and when to
burn to reduce fuel load. More than that, however, are considerations of fauna. The Southern Brown Bandicoot,
for example, requires heathland that is between fire and fifteen years since the last fire. Thus, as an EVC
ages it becomes suitable habitat for some species while losing its suitability for others. With a landscape
comprising more than 40 EVC’s and over 700 treatment units how can we synchronise prescribed burning to
maintain the integrity of the ecosystems? It is necessary to maintain some measure of habitat connectivity
over both time and space. Simultaneously we need to address the main objective of undertaking prescribed
burns to fragment areas of high fuel as much as possible. Some multiperiod mixed integer programming
problems have been formulated to solve this problem. This will be discussed and illustrated with examples.
KEYWORDS Wildfire, fire-prone landscapes, conservation, risk mitigation, habitat connectivity

KEYWORDS land use change, biodiversity conservation, carbon sequestration, ecosystem services, public policy scenarios.
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Flexible design of a network of helipads for a fleet of forest
firefighting helicopters

Multicriteria and Stochastic Optimization applied to wildfires

Presenting Author: Ab lio Pereira Pacheco, INESC TEC and Faculdade de Engenharia, Universidade do Porto, app@fe.up.pt
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Author 7: Gavino Diana, Sardinia Forest Service
Author 8: Silvio Cocco, Sardinia Forest Service

ABSTRACT:
Cost-effective strategic management of aerial forest fire suppression resources involves decisions about
fleet location, in order to efficiently match supply and demand. In this study, we explore the flexible design of
such a system, pooling the demand of several bases into a “zone”, and analyzing alternative partitions of the
territory into zones. Feasible partitions consider an upper limit on the distance between bases, and require
their adjacency, within the same zone. Then, we classify the feasible partitions according to a set of six
criteria and explore the non-dominated partitions. Finally, we select the preferred partition, with the support
of several experts, by applying the AHP method. The considered criteria evaluate, for each partition, the (c1)
mean and the (c2) value at risk of the number of unattended active fires, the (c3) helicopter idleness, and the
(c4-6) Gini index for each of the previous three criteria. We apply this strategy to the island of Sardinia, where
helicopters play a central role in the suppression system, and compare the results with the current design, in
which each base is autonomous (i.e., each zone has only one base). Sardinia has eleven helipad operational
bases, where the helicopters are allocated at the beginning of the fire season, with the objective of fighting
wildfires located in each base’s coverage area. We used fire occurrence and helicopter flight data from 2006
to 2010, which revealed spatiotemporal asymmetries in the forest fire patterns, along the island, and thus
the existence of effective opportunities to benefit from demand pooling. The AHP method was applied with
experts from Sardinia Forest Service, and our results point towards an improvement in the values related to
unattended fires, as well as the Gini indexes, if the proposed strategy of reorganizing the territory in larger
zones (with more than one base) is applied. We explore the results of our approach, and identify efficiency
gains, potential fire management implications, limitations, and opportunities for additional research. In the
scope of the latter, as the optimal value for helicopter idleness is naturally achieved with the current design
(partition in zones with one base), this criterion provides a key trade-off with the other five, that can be used,
for instance, to examine a flexible strategy for helicopter location- allocation along the years, with annual
partition redefinitions, considering all data available up to that point of decision.

Presenting Author: León, Javier, Facultad CC. Matemáticas, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Plaza de Ciencias, 3, 28040, Madrid

ABSTRACT:
Several operational research models can be found in the literature dealing with prevention and
preparedness in order to mitigate the effects of wildfires. These models aim to help decision-makers
with decisions such as where to perform prescribed burning or resource allocation among others.
Most of these models try to integrate different criteria, but often they handle it by adding hard
constraints (for instance, on budget or on some environmental metric). Early response models also
exist, sometimes coupled with preparedness models, dealing with crew deployment and fire attack.
In this work we suggest alternative formulations of some existing mathematical programming
models dealing with preparedness and early response. This will allow us to consider more complex
situations (such as stochastic and multicriteria models) without drastically worsening solution time.
KEYWORDS Wildfires; Early response; Stochastic optimization; Multicriteria decision making

KEYWORDS helicopter basing, flexibility, territory partition, cost-effective, AHP
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Land-use policies to deal with biodiversity: a bio-economic analysis
Presenting Author: Mouysset, Lauriane, CNRS, UMR 5113 GREThA, University Bordeaux IV, Avenue Léon Duguit, 33600 Pessac,

Are the Impacts of Global Changes so Irreversible? An Application of
the Viability approach on tropical agrosystems

France, claire.raisassa@gmail.com
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ABSTRACT:

ABSTRACT:

Dealing with the erosion of terrestrial biodiversity has become of key importance in order to ensure ecosystems sustainability. Agricultural and forestry activities are one major anthropogenic driver of this decline.
The underlying land-use changes result in the alteration of species habitats. Current agricultural and forestry
public policies exhibit drawbacks in terms of biodiversity conservation. Reconciling economic and ecological
objectives of such public policies thus remains an ongoing critical challenge. In that respect, this paper
presents the impacts of contrasted public policy scenarios within a dynamic and spatialized bio-economic
framework applied to metropolitan France. We assessed ecological performances through 5 indicators accounting for various structural and functionnal components of the biodiversity while economic performances
refer to land-use incomes. We demonstrate that long-term synergies between ecological and economic performances can emerge, especially within extensive-farming scenarios. Our results underline the necessary
adaptation of land-use public policies by taking into account the biodiversity component being supported. We
advocate the use of biodiversity indicators into the public decision-making process.

Global changes have strong environmental and social-economic effects on the development of
small islands. The expected negative effects (their abruptness and their intensity) put sustainable
development at a core point of the agenda of these territories. Considering the role of agriculture
for sustainability (ecosystem services, food security, income and wealth...), the earlier the
agroecological transition is implemented, the better these territories will comply with sustainability.
In this context, designing agroecological strategies face to global changes is of paramount importance.
This leads to explore viability paths for agriculture. In this communication, we examine the conditions upon
which French West Indies (FWI) can reach a state of agricultural viability. This approach is broadly discussed
in the viability modeling literature that stresses on Social and Ecological Systems. As far as farming
systems are SES, a mathematical viability model is suggested at the farm scale to define in which ways
agroecological transition is likely to occur. Our representation of farming systems grasps the complexity of
cultivated areas. Two components are encompassed: an agronomic dimension (soil quality at plots scale)
and an economic dimension (accumulated farmers’ income). The suggested model helps (1) determine
viable trajectories of agrosystems in a context of uncertainty related to environmental perturbations and
price instability. It also helps (2) reveal the decision rules that warrant the viability of farming systems.
An illustration is provided for a diversity of farms that combine different crops (short cycle, annual,
semi-perennial, perennial), agricultural practices (intensive vs. extensive) and soil characteristics
(andosol, vertisol, ferralsol, nitisol...). Data show realistic situations. They were collected through soil
analysis that discriminates crops, practices, and soil characteristics. By considering both economic
and environmental perturbations, a numerical computation identifies the guaranteed basin capture
and the associated feedback laws that drive the farming systems towards a robust viability. Our
results shed light on the decision rules that permit farming systems to remain or become resilient.

KEYWORDS Biodiversity, Bio-economy, Land-uses, Public policy, Scenarios

KEYWORDS Viability modeling, Resilience, Sustainable agriculture, Farming systems, Agroecological transition
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ABSTRACT:
Efficient biodiversity management strategies aim to allocate conservation efforts in order to maximize diversity
in ecological systems. Toward this end, defining a diversity criterion is an important but challenging task, as
several different indices can be used as biodiversity measures. This paper elicits and compares two in situ
criterions for biodiversity conservation based on indices stemming from different disciplines: Weitzman’s
index in economics and Rao’s index in ecology. These indices combine information about (1) species’ survival
probabilities and (2) measures of dissimilarity in different ways. As an important step toward real in situ
protection criterions, we add to these elements information about (3) the ecological interactions between
species. Considering a simple three species ecosystem, we show that criterion choice has palpable policy
implications, as it can sometimes lead to diverging management recommendations. We disentangle the role
played by elements (1), (2) and (3) in the ranking outcomes, which allows us to highlight some specificities
of the in situ criterions. An important result is that, other things equal, Weitzman’s in situ ranking tends
to favor « robust species », while Rao’s in situ ranking generally gives priority to « fragile species ».
KEYWORDS biological diversity, indices, conservation policy criterions, optimal choice
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ABSTRACT:
Fires are a concerning topic in Mediterranean areas. They are increasing in number and extension, probably
due to the anomalous dry and hot conditions experienced in this region in the last decade. Both forest fires
ignition and propagation depend on several factors, among them weather patterns play an important role
through their influence on soil moisture and temperature. The cloud-free Soil Moisture (SM) product from
the Barcelona Expert Center (BEC) at high scale resolution, as well as ERA-Interim Skin Temperature (LST)
have been used to obtain prior-to-fire conditions over the Iberian Peninsula. More than 2,000 fires that took
place in the Iberian Peninsula (2010-2014) were analyzed. Most wildfires burned in warm and dry soils, but
the analysis of pre-fire conditions differed among seasons. Absolute values of SM-LST were useful to detect
prone-to-fire conditions during summer and early autumn. Complementarily, SM-LST anomalies were related
to droughts and high fire activity in October 2011 and February-March 2012. These episodes were coincident with abnormally anticyclonic atmospheric conditions. Results show that combined trends of new soil
moisture space-borne data and temperature models could enhance fire risk assessment capabilities. This
contribution should be helpful to face the expected increase of wildfire activity derived from climate change.
KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT:
ABSTRACT:
Wildfires are one of the main environmental threats affecting forest ecosystems. Fire intensity and severity
on vegetation and soil strongly depend on horizontal and vertical distribution of available biomass, and
spatial modeling of surface and crown fuels is required for an adequate prediction of potential impacts
on ecosystems. Identification of areas with presence of ladder fuels is critical, providing relevant
information for fire behaviour prediction and fuel treatment optimization in forest stands. However,
quantifying the spatial variability of vertical fuel structure is challenging and costly. A new approach for
3D fuel structure characterization using a combination of airborne LiDAR data and stereoscopic analysis
of hemispherical images is presented. Vertical fuel profiles based on canopy cover fraction estimations
at different height strata were assessed at plot level in Pinus sylvestris stands in Sierra de Guadarrama
National Park (Segovia, Central Spain). Field information was compared with stand level estimations on
fuel structure derived from hemispherical images and LiDAR data. Preliminary results indicated that both
datasets were useful in retrieving variability of forest fuel distribution at different spatial scales. Data
derived from the stereoscopic analysis of hemispherical images and LiDAR metrics were integrated using
Universal Kriging to obtain crown fuel parameters maps. This study contributes to develop accurate
and cost-efficient methods to improve spatial monitoring of hazardous fuels for wildfire prevention.

Drought-related forest decline events have been reported in recent years around the Mediterranen Basin.
Moreover, ongoing climate change is expected to increase evaporative demand in the western Mediterranean
and, despite the uncertainty in predictions of future rainfall patterns, the expected increase of precipitation
concentration will likely lead to longer and more intense summer droughts, with the corresponding effects
on fire regimes. All these climatic changes will undoubtedly alter Mediterranean forests and their ecosystem
services. Here we present a modeling framework that intends to become an operational tool for monitoring
and anticipating forest drought stress of forests in Catalonia (NE of Spain). The framework is based on the
modeling of soil water balance on forest stands sampled in the Spanish Forest Inventory and uses data
from the Spanish and Catalan meteorology services as climatic forcing. Root distribution parameters are
optimized to soil and climatic local conditions. Future projections of forest drought stress are obtained
using predictions of regional climate change models, which are downscaled statistically to each target
forest stand. We expect this framework to be useful to identify those areas and tree species with higher
vulnerability to drought events under current and future climatic conditions, complementing existing
monitoring programs of forest decline and remote sensing drought monitoring tools. All this information
will be useful to the development of forest management plans and, if necessary, orienting them towards
increasing forest resistance or resilience. Furthermore, this modeling framework could be improved to provide
daily estimates of live fuel moisture content and hence become a useful tool for operational fire danger rating.

KEYWORDS ALS, vertical forest structure, ladder fuels, wildfire hazard, Universal Kriging
KEYWORDS Drought stress, ecohydrological model, fire rating, Mediterranean forests
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ABSTRACT:
Wildfires are one of the most important threats to forest ecosystems. However, they are not only a threat to
the ecosystem itself but to the population and their assets, due to the expansion of scattered urbanization in
forest areas. To inform the management of socio-ecological systems and optimize the intervention against
wildfires by the prevention, vigilance and extinction implies to determine a particular casuistry for each of the
possible fire scenarios that may arise, as each of them will need their particular strategy to fight wildfires.
A fire scenario refers to the contextual factors of a fire regime, i.e., the environmental, socio-economic
and policy drivers of wildfire initiation and propagation on different spatial and temporal scales. This is
basically a landscape concept linking territorial dynamics (related to ecosystem evolution and settlement
patterns) with a fire regime (ignition causes; spread patterns; fire frequency, severity, extent and seasonality).
The main objective of this research has been to identify the various fire scenarios at a regional scale, in order
to provide cartographic results that can be used to standardize wildfire protection actions in each of them.
These homogenous areas can be associated to territorial evolution stages based on a model of the ecosystem
and spatial dynamics, that is, the fire generations. A methodology is developed to establish the Spanish
regional fire scenarios through the use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and statistical analysis,
resulting in a regional scale cartography that can be used in territorial planning and wildfire prevention and
extinction by different agencies. Considering the basic variables that allow the identification of the regional
fire scenarios, a program has been elaborated, making possible to automatically calculate the values that
will be necessary for the classification into the different land-type scenarios. This program is organized in
two Python scripts, one that creates the analysis units for this process, and a second one for carrying out the
analysis giving as a result a series of indicators that will allow the classification of the analysis units into
particular categories through a statistical cluster analysis.
KEYWORDS wildfire, land management, fire generation, territorial dynamics, landscape character assessment
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ABSTRACT:
For natural systems, fire acts as an ecological action and operates as a selection pressure (Pausas et al.,
2009). In playing this role, the post-fire environment integrates the legacy of the pre-fire landscape. The energy
transformation from fire behavior generates a new landscape with unique self-regulating properties, on which
stored energy has been redistributed (McKenzie et al., 2011). Fire regimes co-evolve in a complex net of nonlinear interactions, including human communities as one of the main land transformation forces. The existence
of tipping points in fire regimes implies the management of complex and uncertain scenarios not only in terms of
ecological impacts, but also unfortunately in terms of safety, both for general community and also for Emergency
Management Organizations (EMO) themselves. This study explores the wildfire Generations, a concept proposed
by the community of experts (Castellnou et al., 2007). Here we propose it as a structural mechanism promoting
aggregate patterns in fire regimes. To validate this hypothesis, we analyze frequency-area distributions from
1986-2015 in Catalonia. After, we create a percolation model including wildland urban interface sprawl and
EMO capacities, in order to implement virtual experiments. Finally, we compare the virtual results related to
criticality, socio-ecological vulnerability and frequency-area distributions, with the results extracted from the
analysis of the empirical database. In the current context of Global Change and in order to foster sustainability
based on more resilient scenarios, we emphasize the need to integrate hysteresis (landscape memory) and
criticality events (tipping points in percolation) in the management of fire regimes. In the action field of
Emergency Services there is the opportunity to empower novel capacities to increase safety, as well as working
side by side with natural systems inertia.
KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT:

ABSTRACT:
European Mediterranean forest landscapes are hotspots of global changes. Harsher drought episodes,
more severe fire events, and increasing anthropogenic pressures on the environment put the resilience
of these regions at risk. Guiding land planners and fire-prevention stakeholders in an uncertain context
requires a participative scenario-building approach and tools to quantify management strategies. Here we
evaluated 24 landscape-level treatments devoted to reduce fire impacts on Mediterranean forest landscapes.
Treatments combined fire suppression and agricultural conversion (i.e. the transition from natural
vegetation to croplands). These were defined by the annual rate of agriculture conversion, the spatial pattern
(aggregate vs. scattered), and the preferential location of new agricultural patches. We used MEDLUC, a
demand-allocation land-use change model to allocate agricultural patches on the landscape, so altering
the mosaic. Then we coupled it to MEDFIRE, a spatially-explicit fire-succession model and added a new
feature to this modeling framework: a fire suppression strategy accounting for landscape composition. This
meta-model allowed us to investigate the spatio-temporal effects of land-cover changes and fire-fighting
efforts on fire dynamics. Applied to Catalonia, we quantified the effectiveness (i.e. the ratio of suppressed
area over target burnt area) of all treatments. New landscape mosaics empowered fire-fighting extinction
capacity only after 15 years (on average) of cumulative land transformations. At least 100 km2•year-1 of
land had to be converted to agricultural uses to significantly affect fire regime. But only a conversion rate
of 200 km2•year-1 substantially improved fire suppression effectiveness, while subsequent increases in
conversion rate did not improve effectiveness. When aggregated, new agriculture patches decreased edge
effect on remaining forest patches, but a scattered pattern contributed most to fire reduction. In highly
humanized fire-prone landscapes, fire suppression efforts can be amplified by allocating croplands on
the landscape while still preserving enough forest cover. These alternative strategies could benefit other
regions facing a warmer climate and severe fire seasons to rethink their forest management practices.

There is a generalized idea that wildfires are one of the main drivers of land-use changes, and also
that widfires are just the symptom of deeper socio-economic and land-use problems. However, there
is no clear evidence of these hypothesis: first, because our knowledge on land use and wildfire register
is very short in time, and then because the temporal and spatial scales considered for the comparative
and integrative analysis of both dynamics have not been suitable to obtain conclusive results.
The aim of this paper is to throw some light on this particular issue by investigating the links between fire
history and the evolution of rural landscapes in the inner regions of Spain. The research is framed within
a work line of Historical Geography of wildfires in the Iberian Peninsula, based on the reconstruction of
fire regimes prior to the institutionalisation of fire defense and fire exclusion policies. For this purpose,
a broad, detailed database of historical wildfires has been built, which allow for a first approach to
the evolution of fire regimes at regional and local scale and at the long-term (since 1492). On the
other hand, we have reconstructed the land use evolution since the end of the 19th century from the
interpretation of historical cartography and aerial photography in a selection of local-scale case studies.
This landscape-oriented research approach requires a fine scale of work, which is dealt with by studying
the evolution of rural areas land cover until its present configuration, in connection with historical wildfires
and use of fire. The six considered case-studies were defined at the bassin drenaige scale, with a perimeter
of about 10,000 hectares each, on the basis of fire history evidences and selected according to criteria of
socio-ecological systems representativeness and diversity in the context of the Central Mountains Range
region. The software used for the evolutive and comparative analysis of land use changes and fire regimes
was ArcGis Deskotp 10. The key variables considered have been related to historical and statistical wildfire
register, land uses, forest management, and human population. As a result of this work, the links between fire
history and the evolution of rural landscapes are clarified by analyzing mutual interaction between landscape
structure and fire regime, and by assessing the resilience of rural landscapes to fire over a century: since the
late nineteenth to the beginning of the twenty-first century.

KEYWORDS Landscape management; Fire-succession model; Land-use change model; Fire suppression; Agriculture conversion
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ABSTRACT:

ABSTRACT:

Landscape fire succession models (LFSM) are a key tool to understand fire-prone landscape dynamics
and assist decision-making processes under different scenarios. They integrate in an explicit way basic
ecological processes (vegetation growth, succession and mortality) and other drivers of change such as
fire, land-use changes, forest management or climate, and allow the examination of coupled dynamics that
are not easy to anticipate from isolated analyses of the system’s components. The way fire is handled in
these models ranges from more deterministic top-down approaches (where fire frequency and target sizes
are imposed from historical registers) to more bottom-up (where fire regime is consequence of landscape,
climate and human activities). Here we discuss the hindrances encountered when implementing a more
bottom-up fire regime module in a LFSM (MedFire), previously calibrated for Catalonia, a Mediterranean
region in NE-Spain. MedFire is a spatially explicit LFSM that works for large areas (~32,000 km2) at 1 ha
and 1 year of spatial and temporal resolutions. In its current version, at each time step fire events ignite,
spread, and get eventually suppressed before reaching a target size to burn that currently only depends
on yearly weather conditions. To shift towards a more bottom-up approach is necessary to understand
fire regime drivers at large scales and long temporal horizons. In Catalonia these drivers are related to
the interactions between the frequency of adverse synoptic situations, vegetation availability (related to
fuel amount, moisture and structure), and human responses to fire such as prevention campaigns and
suppression effectiveness (which has improved over the years but may be compromised face to wild-land
urban interface attendance or fires’ simultaneity). The assessment of the specific role of these factors is
arduous because many of them cannot be directly measured. In this context, we propose a mixed methodology
based on a (1) decadal maximum burnt area according to landscape variables (forest surface and fuel
amount), (2) a calibrated target annual burnt area as a function of climatic conditions (drought and adverse
situations), and (3) the adjustment of this target area at different suppression levels mimicking changes
in fire suppression effectiveness. These improvements on fire modeling offers a great potential to enhance
our capacity to design and evaluate alternative fire management strategies under uncertain futures.

We propose a conceptual bridge between the literature on adaptation (Dowd 2014) and
the dynamic of farming trajectories described by Sutherland, (2011, 2012)
in order
to develop a modeling framework of the conversion of farmers to organic farming.
The concept of adaptation has known an important development in the social sciences during this past
decade, in relation to global change, climate, markets volatility or food security. Agriculture is at the front
line to cope with these issues.
At the farm level, Sutherland (2011, 2012) has identified two farmer’s strategies of adaptation:
- a productivist path: keeping a one-side focus on efficient production.
- a non-productivist path: consisting in reducing costs, a “low input strategy”.

KEYWORDS Mediterranean ecosystems; fire suppression; burnt area; decision-making; fuel
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When farmers are following one or the other strategy, they only perform minor changes within the chosen path.
The historical and natural way for development in a stable context is the productivist path due to
the treadmill effect (Cochrane, 1958). Along this path, farmers accumulate knowledge, cultural and
technological lock-in, making more and more difficult to leave the current trajectory. Nevertheless,
increasing magnitude, frequency and uncertainty of evolutions in their environment can force the farmer
to undertake a major change (Sutherland 2012), from the productivist to the non-productivist path.
The emerging literature on adaptation to global changes introduces two key concepts: incremental and
transformational adaptation, very similar with Sutherland’s minor and major changes. Incremental
adaptation is described as undertaking moderate changes, consistent with the current system and goals,
whereas transformational adaptation is defined as “major shifts in goals and/or processes in response to
risk and opportunities” (Dowd 2014). In agriculture, transformational adaptation of farming practices is
considered as inevitable to adapt to global change. We argue that as the conversion to organic farming
can be reached through both incremental and transformational adaptation. Farmers who have followed the
intensification strategy are constrained to a transformational adaptation to convert to organic farming, while
farmers who have chosen a non-productivist path can convert to organic farming through an incremental
adaptation. The modeling framework that we propose thus integrates the concepts of farming trajectories,
incremental and transformational adaptation, in order to provide a better understanding of the farmer.
KEYWORDS Adaptation, Transformation, Farming trajectories, Organic farming, Modeling framework
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ABSTRACT:

ABSTRACT:

Recent research distinguishes between transformational (or major) and incremental (or minor) adaptation
in the agricultural sector (Dowd et al. 2014; Rickards and Howden 2012). (Dowd et al. 2014) has identified
that transformational adaptors and incremental adaptors have different types of social networks. “Transformative adaptors had significantly less social support ties than incremental adaptors, yet had significantly more information ties” (Dowd et al. 2014). We aim at modeling farmer’s conversion to organic farming which is an example of transformational adaptation according to Rickards and Howden (2012), and
we studied the data drawn from a survey in this perspective from IDARI European project*. Indeed, this data
classifies 6 farmers’ decision stages towards organic farming: “never envisaged the conversion”, “briefly
considered”, “seriously considered but not decided yet”, “seriously considered but decided against”, “in
conversion” and “organic”. These stages indicate the level of engagement in the decision making process
towards organic farming. Consistently with (Dowd et al. 2014), the data shows that organic farmers have
slightly less peer interlocutors and much more types of information sources than those who have never
envisaged the conversion. Going further, we found that the number of peers the farmer discusses with,
the composition of these peers and the number of types of information sources vary with the stage of the
process. The data indicates that the more farmers engage in the decision process, the larger is their peer
network. The number of interlocutors decreases when the farmer has taken a decision. Regarding the information networks, the more engaged are farmers in the decision process, the more they actively search for
information. When they have never envisaged the conversion, farmers only receive the information coming
to them. These findings demonstrate that the characteristics of the social networks relate to the differences in individuals’ trajectories. Thus it concerns not only the personal traits or the characteristics of the
change, but also the level of engagement in the farmers’ decision making process for changing. We will
further investigate the effect of various types of information sources, and various forms of surroundings.

Resources such as fishing and forests are indispensable for living beings, for example, trees purify the air,
by absorbing the carbon dioxide generated by the exploitation of coal, oil, and others. Also, it refines water
through photosynthesis, and some trees provide food and protection to fish as is the case of forests in the
Amazon. On the other hand, fishing is involved in food security, and several people are living through this
economic activity despite the fact that in recent years has decreased production, according to the director
of the National Aquaculture and Fisheries Authority (ANAP). Such resources are disappearing due to wood
harvest, intentional fires, the misuse of the soil, water pollution, and other activities, which are performed
by humans to meet their needs. Therefore, sustainability seeks to satisfy the needs of a community in a
way that resources do not disappear. This paper proposes a mathematical model of nonlinear differential
equations, which allows studying the dynamic interaction between human population, forest exploitation,
fishing, and mining. The model follows the scheme proposed by D’Alessandro, that is “production - consumption,” and in which the human population and the exploitation of the forest are studied. Here we
take a quadratic approximation of the production function for the forest. The values of the parameters are
taken from bibliographic references. Numerical simulations are carried out using Matcont. Several specific
situations (proportion of people dedicated to mining equal to zero) are further analyzed, and we check the
stability of the equilibrium points. Also, there are initial conditions where we find sustainability in the population when parameters such as technology in certain sectors and the proportion of people in each area
are varied. As for mining, this study reveals that when the human population reaches a break-even point,
mining tends to disappear since it is a resource that is found on land and it is only an extractive activity. To
determine if a community is sustainable or not, they must have several criteria that are defined by experts.

Presenting Author: Trullols, Enric, Technical University of Catalonia, School of Engineering, Avda Victor Balaguer, Vilanova i la Geltru,
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How pollinator diversity affects the probability distribution of
pollination and of farm income

The role of economic cooperation between two rural communities
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ABSTRACT:
Food production depends partly on insect pollination. Many fruit producing farmers rely solely on pollination services by the honey bee (Apis mellifera), although wild insect species are
known to be effective pollinators, too. We study how wild pollinators such as wild bees (e.g., Andrena spp., Osmia spp.) and hover flies (Syrphidae) affect the probability distribution of pollination services and thus, of farm income. We study almond orchards in California, using existing data about species-specific and weather-dependent flower visits (Klein et al. 2012).
To study the effects of pollinator diversity on fruit production, we develop a statistical model to temporally
and spatially upscale the data – from the scale of field observation during a limited time interval in limited
parts of some trees to the scale of an entire season and an entire tree. Our study is novel and innovative as we
use an interdisciplinary approach by combining ecological and economic data with statistical models to obtain a large-scale income probability distribution from small-scale experimental data for further economic
analyses. This is important as there are currently no other reliable upscaling methods for experimental data.
Our statistical model assumes a compound distribution including different underlying distributions for the
flower visits per branch and of the different pollinators. We include data on weather, spatial data of the
pollinators and data on species-specific pollination effectiveness on a per-visit basis to obtain a realistic
pollination probability distribution. This yields species-group-specific pollination probability distributions
for an entire season and an entire tree. Using agronomic and economic data, we convert this pollination probability distribution into an income probability distribution. We analyze this distribution in terms
of its statistical moments, namely its mean, standard deviation/coefficient of variation and skewness.
Thus, we analyse the effects of pollinator diversity on the expected income and income risk for farmers.
Preliminary results indicate that wild pollinators lead to an increase in mean farm income and the standard deviation of income, yet they may decrease the coefficient of variation, i.e. normalized standard
deviation. They can lead to a more left-skewed income distribution. With these statistical effects and depending on the famer’s risk preferences, pollinator diversity can be interpreted as an economic insurance.

Presenting Author: Olivar Tost, Gerard, Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Campus La Nubia, Manizales, Colombia, golivart@unal.edu.co

ABSTRACT:
The dynamical interaction between population and natural resources in an isolated society has been
extensively studied. Main results suggest that the success or failure of a community depends on the
way their natural resources are managed. Namely, management is directly related to the parameters
of the system whose values allow the approaching to different sustainable levels in the long run. The
aim of this work is to introduce and study the fact of cooperation between two similar societies in the
sense that an economic exchange may exist between them. For this purpose, we assume that each society behaves according to the same set of two ODEs that represent a Ricardo-Malthus model where
population changes according to the consumed calories and the natural caloric level needed to survive
while renewable resources dynamics depends on the natural growth rate and the harvesting rate. In the
absence of cooperation both societies independently evolve, but once the economic exchange is introduced into the system, flows of input and output appear and the two planar systems become a 4-dimensional one that describes the dynamics of economic cooperation between the two societies implicated.
We study the long-run effect of cooperation when it occurs not only constantly but also intermittently over time.
In the first case, we define exchange rates as new parameters of the system. In the second case, these rates
change depending on the available level of resources that each society has at any time. For this purpose, we
state sets of thresholds of resources for each society which define different regions where different exchange
rates take place. Thus, the smooth 4-dimensional system becomes a Filippov system with multiple boundaries.
Our results show that sustainability, i.e., positive values of resources and populations, in the long run, is
possible under the appropriate economic cooperation either in the smooth system or the Filippov system.
That is to say that, under certain parameter values and initial conditions isolated societies could be
non-sustainable, but with the introduction of input and output flows the coupled system behaves as a
sustainable one in the long-run. Different development paths are presented through numerical simulations and steady-state analysis by constructing bifurcation diagrams and phase portrait diagrams.
KEYWORDS
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Effect of sedimentation ponds on the mitigation of eutrophication
lake: evidence from lake Aydat (France)

Modeling quota prices in multispecies fisheries with and without a
discard ban
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ABSTRACT:

ABSTRACT:

Individual transferable quotas (ITQs) have become the economic instrument of choice for fisheries management and are increasingly being employed in practical fishery management regimes around the world.
Although the properties of ITQ markets are now very well studied in the economic literature, this has
largely been in the context of single species (single product) fisheries. There has been relatively little examination of ITQs in multispecies fisheries, in particular the conditions under which quota market
equilibria can be expected where there is joint production. There has also been relatively little attention
paid to the implications of disposal (discards, illegal landings) for the determination of equilibrium quota
prices, particularly where there is a excess quota demand/supply for some species. This paper develops
a theoretical model of quota price formation in a multispecies fishery, taking into account discarding
and the imposition of a discard ban (landing obligation). The conditions for quota price determination
are examined in relation to the number of species under quota management, the relative magnitude of
total quota supplies and the existence of discarding or a ban on discarding. The analysis suggests that
we should not be surprised by uncertainty about quota prices in multispecies fisheries and the existence of significant price dispersion. The results are illustrated using a numerical simulation model.

Lake eutrophication is mainly caused by a nutriment excess in its water, especially phosphorus. This
yields negative changes in ecosystem and deterioration of water quality, which may make the water
non-drinkable and may cause catastrophic effects for the environment. This is a usual issue in agricultural or densely populated areas. Nowadays, a possible answer to this problem is the development of
infrastructures in the upstream area of the lakes - for instance sedimentation ponds -, in order to limit
nutriment inputs and therefore to mitigate lake eutrophication. We propose to use a dynamical system
approach for studying the effect of the sedimentation ponds on the phosphorus dynamics in the lake.
For this purpose, we use a dynamical model derived from the one developed by Carpenter et al. (1999).
The model considers as the state variables the phosphorus quantities in the ponds, in their sediments and in the lake. Such a model allows us to better understand the effect of the ponds on the
phosphorus dynamics. We especially focus on the maintenance of the ponds, i.e. periodic extraction of the sediments from the ponds. We show that there is a trade-off between the frequency of sedimentation extraction and the recovery time for having an acceptable level of phosphorus in the
lake. Finally, we consider a real case study, the Aydat lake (France) for illustrating our approach.
KEYWORDS
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Optimal harvesting strategies of a fish stock affected by habitat
degradation

Optimal harvesting for a stochastic fishery model - the role of
information
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ABSTRACT:
ABSTRACT:
As the human population continues to grow, there is a need for better management of our natural resources
in order for our planet to be able to produce enough to sustain us. One important resource we must consider
is our marine fish population. Moreover, harvest-driven habitat damage and degradation has reduced the
habitat’s ability to sustain fish stock populations. The overexploitation of fisheries has called for an improved
understanding of spatiotemporal dynamics of resource stocks and their respective habitats, as well as their
harvesters. There is pressure to find methods for optimally solving management strategies that incorporate
these concerns. We develop a simplified mathematical model for both a fish stock as well as a habitat
resource. Both are modeled by nonlinear, parabolic partial differential equations, where the growth rate of
the fishery stock is dependent on the habitat. We consider varying movements and boundary conditions. The
objective is to find harvest rates that maximizes the discounted yield while minimizing the negative effects of
harvesting on the habitat. Optimal harvesting strategies are found numerically.

We analyze a stochastic stock-based fishery model, stated in the form of a controlled stochastic
differential equation, where the (profit maximizing) decision maker is able to influence the harvesting
rate. In particular we derive optimality conditions for a decision maker who is able to observe
the (stochastic) stock size at any time during the fishing season, and for a decision maker who
uses only an estimated start distribution (and is not able to observe stock size). The two setups
are used to quantify the value of information, i.e. the economic value of observing the stock size.
KEYWORDS fishery,
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ABSTRACT:

ABSTRACT:

Fishing-induced habitat damage has become the subject of increasing concern and study, particularly the
way in which this habitat damage may affect the sustainability of fish stocks, as well as affecting the
profitability and employment prospects of fisheries. Here we explore options for limiting or preventing habitat
degradation through use of quota allocations between two fleets: a highly efficient but environmentally
destructive fleet (the ‘high impact’ fleet) and a fleet that is less efficient but also has zero environmental
impact (the ‘low impact’ fleet). These types of quota allocations generally occur in fisheries where commercial
and community or recreational fleets operate. In these fisheries, the total allowable catch (TAC) associated
with the maximum economic yield (MEY) is determined based on the high impact commercial fleet and
a portion of this catch then allocated to the low impact community/recreational users. In this paper, we
develop a bioeconomic model to explore two scenarios: (1) where only a high impact commercial fleet fishes;
and (2) where both high impact and low impact fleets fish. We determine the TAC by maximising the profits
of both high impact and low impact fleets to explore (a) the consequences these quota allocations have for
the TAC of the fishery; (b) how the optimal allocation between fleets changes with habitat conditions; and
(c) the consequences these allocations have for profitability, biomass and habitat. We find that allocating
the total catch between the two fleets’ results in a higher TAC over a range of environmental conditions,
compared to where the high impact fleet receives the entire TAC. This difference is particularly significant
for slow growing habitats, as the quota allocations permit the fishery to remain open. However, as habitat
conditions improve, the high impact fleet received a higher proportion of the total catch. Determining
the TAC by maximising the profits of both fleets also results in higher overall fishery profits, biomass and
habitat. There is thus a change in the distribution of harvest and profits between fleets as the habitat
conditions change. The next step in this research is to explore the consequences of a management
mandate to maintain viable commercial or community fleets in particularly slow or fast-growing habitats.

Sarkar [1] has developed a real option approach for an optimal harvesting of a renewable resource such
as sh, when the variation of the stock is govern by a Gaussian process. However, the [1] model does not
take into account the occurrence of large and sudden fluctuations that cannot be modeled by the Gaussian
white noise, for examples hurricanes, disasters, tsunamis and crashes. Following [1], we think that
by adding a Poisson jump component in the stochastic dierential equation that govern the variation of the
stock, we can nd the real option value and the optimal stopping time to harvest. So, this paper derives
the optimal shery harvest policy in a real-option model with a general stochastic logistic growth process
with a jump part, harvest-sensitive output price, and both xed and variable harvesting costs. The policy
species the harvest trigger and harvest size, while outputs from the model include the value of the
shery and the risk of extinction. We also carry out some sensitivity analysis to see how the optimal policy
(and the resulting shery value and risk of extinction) change when the input parameters are varied, particularly
the ecological parameters intrinsic growth rate, volatility of the stock, the intensity and frequencies of the jump
part of the process and also the economic parameters. If the optimal policy is followed, the risk of extinction
will depend on the volatility of the biomass variation and the parameters that characterize the jump part of the
stochastic dierential equation. In the absence of jump, we have also find the expected value and the variance of
the MSY and MEY, and discuss their implications in economic policy for a sustainable harvesting by fisheries.
KEYWORDS Fishery Harvesting ; Real Option ; Jump diusion Process; Natural Catastrophes ; Sensitivity Analysis.
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ABSTRACT:
To prevent the catch of inefficiently young fish, harvest quotas are often accompanied by gear restrictions
such as minimum mesh sizes. We question the need for such gear restrictions in a deregulated secondbest setting: While the regulator sets the fishing quota, the fisherman selects the target fish size. In
this scenario, we study how a simple change of ``currency’’ for individual fishing quotas may affect
the second-best outcome. By measuring quotas in terms of numbers rather than in terms of biomass,
fisheries management could improve the incentives to target larger fish, thus solving the persistent
growth overfishing problem without gear restrictions. The intuition is clear: A fisher has much stronger
incentives to select for large fish when she or he has the right to catch a number x of individual fish,
rather than x tons of fish. We theoretically show under which conditions this simple change in how
quotas are measured leads to welfare gains, and under which conditions biomass quotas can outperform
number quotas. We find that the age-dependence of prices, fish weights and natural mortality rates all
play a role in these conditions. In addition to these theoretical results, we illustrate the effect of biomass
and number quotas in an age-structured bio-economic model of the Eastern Baltic Cod trawl fishery.

ABSTRACT:
We examine how economic growth, international trade of produced goods, and the institutional setting of
resource use, impact the depletion or conservation of renewable natural resources. We also study potential
repercussions of resource use on economic growth. The theoretical model is an endogenous AK-type growth
model where countries trade intermediate goods and use renewable natural resources under the alternative
institutional settings of open access or full property rights. We find that if the resource is depleted over time,
consumption growth is reduced. Economic growth and international trade only impact resource use when
the resource is harvested under full property rights. Then, widening international trade can lead countries
to shift from conservation to depletion. Changes in the institutional setting of resource use in one country may have external effects on trading partners. Our results imply that policies focusing on resource use
or trade (e.g., international trade bans or certified trade) are not sufficient to prevent resource depletion.
KEYWORDS Economic growth, international trade, renewable resource, property rights, depletion
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ABSTRACT:
By means of stochastic optimal control, this paper aims at studying the shadow pricing of renewable
natural resources in uncertainty. Two cases are considered, respectively centralized and decentralized
control processes. The latter is in the form of a stochastic control of the state vector distributed
between several agents. In both cases, the optimal control path that minimizes the cost function,
which is a decreasing function of time, corresponds to the real option valuation as a cost-effective
optional investment in the resource stock preservation in uncertainty. The results obtained from
numerical simulations show coherence with those encountered in the literature on option pricing.
KEYWORDS renewable natural resources; stochastic optimal control; shadow pricing; real options.

A comparative analysis on the effects of carbon trade on different
forest plantation management
Presenting Author: ZHOU, WEI, 483 Wushan Rd. Tianhe District, 510642 Guangzhou, PR China, zhouw@scau.edu.cn

ABSTRACT:
Forestry activities are considered into one of important way to mitigate climate change. This study aims to find
out the carbon trade effects on carbon sequestration, and the management of short-rotation and long-rotation
forest plantations. Two tree species including Cunninghamia lanceolata and Schima spp in Southern China
are analyzed using Hartman model. The results showed, when only considered the wood benefits, the optimal
rotation for Cunninghamia lanceolata and Schima spp are 18 years and 30 years, and the carbon supply for
each tree species are 61.6t C/hm2 and 198.1t C/hm2. Under the current carbon price in China (P=14 CNY/t C),
the optimal rotation for Schima spp lengthened into 31 year and Cunninghamia lanceolata stayed the same.
The carbon supply of Schima spp would be increased to 210.4t C/ hm2. The sensitivity analysis showed, the
optimal rotation for Schima spp is more sensitive to carbon price compared with Cunninghamia lanceolata.
Therefore, the carbon supply are more effective when carbon market considered the long-run forest plantation.
KEYWORDS Climate change; forest management decision; Hartman model
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Predominant sources and sinks of carbon from Mauna Loa data
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ABSTRACT:
The economic value of a natural resource measures the extent to which the resource contributes (as a means)
towards attaining some given social objective (end). Thus, natural ecosystems have economic value because they sustain and enhance human wellbeing by providing various ecosystem services. A core element
of this definition of value is the given social objective (end) against which a value of the natural resource
can then be determined. As natural capital provides, and humans enjoy, ecosystem services over time, the
social objective must specify a preference over the intertemporal distribution of ecosystem services as well.
The predominant social objective in economic analyses of intertemporal resource valuation and management
is the maximization of a discounted utilitarian (DU) social welfare function. Yet, the discussion of sustainable
development (as seminally defined by the Brundtland Commission) has raised the awareness that we should
employ intertemporal objectives that better reflect the core idea of intergenerational justice than the DU social welfare function. Over the past two decades, several intertemporal social welfare functions have been
developed that capture, in one way or another, the core idea of intergenerational justice, that is, sustainability.
In this paper, we study how the economic value of natural capital, i.e. its shadow price, depends on
the choice of the intertemporal social welfare function. Taking the discounted utilitarian social welfare
function as a benchmark, we consider: (1) the maximin and (2) the sustainable discounted utilitarian
as two alternative conceptions of intergenerational justicae. We employ a generic intertemporal ecological-economic model of natural capital and ecosystem services.There are two non-overlapping generations of humans. In each generation, human actors maximize their individual utility from a manufactured
consumption good and two ecosystem services delivered by a renewable resource stock, a consumptive
ecosystem service (i.e. a resource harvest) and a non-consumptive ecosystem service. As for the individual utility function over the manufactured good and the resource stock, we alternatively consider a
Cobb-Douglas-function and a quasi-linear function. Our preliminary results show how the shadow price
of the natural resource depends on the different ecological and economic model parameters, and how this
differs across the different intertemporal welfare functions.
KEYWORDS
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ABSTRACT:
The Mauna Loa Observatory shows the time-history of carbon in the atmosphere from the mid-20th century to the present. The question arises, what were the dynamical rates of transfer in and out of the atmosphere from the many possible sources and sinks both biological and physical and what sources and
sinks can be specified that put further constraints on the global carbon budget? Here we analyze the
Mauna Loa data and incorporate one known large source--ongoing fossil fuel emission-- into the analysis, and demonstrate a mathematical method that allows other sources and sinks to be added as they
become known. Understanding the dynamics of carbon and its isotopes leading up to the present day
can become part of the foundation for understanding the changes in carbon that will occur in the future.
KEYWORDS Climate change impacts, model-based scenarios
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Modeling the effect of climatic and soil moisture conditions on
mushroom productivity and related ecosystem services under different
climate change scenarios
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ABSTRACT:
Wild mushrooms contribute to a wide variety of provisioning, cultural and supporting ecosystem services.
Weather is the main factor determining mushroom productivity in forest ecosystems. The expected drier and
warmer conditions for the Mediterranean region as a consequence of climate change, are raising concerns
about future mushroom productivity due to the expected reduction of soil water availability for fungi. Indeed,
soil moisture is an important driver of mushroom productivity since it integrates the combined effect of climate, site variables and forest characteristics. But the relationship between these drivers and soil moisture
in relation to mushroom productivity has not been studied in depth. The aim of this study is to increase our
understanding of the interaction between climate and soil moisture in relation to mushroom occurrence and
productivity in Mediterranean forests within a climate change context. Mushroom yield data were obtained
from 28 permanent mushroom inventory plots monitored during eight years in pine stands of a coastal Mediterranean area. All mushrooms were collected during the autumn fruiting season and classified as total,
edible and marketed. Climatic information was obtained through interpolation of climatic variables from
meteorological stations. Soil moisture data were obtained from continuous plot-level measurements. A process-based soil water balance model was used to complement soil moisture field observations and predict
soil moisture under four climate change scenarios. Climate conditions were also projected according to these
scenarios. Mixed-effects models were fitted to mushroom occurrence and productivity data. Mushroom production was primarily dependent on weather and soil moisture conditions during the same month, with the
exception of precipitation, whose effects exhibited a one-month delay. High temperatures limited mushroom
productivity at the beginning of the fruiting season, but tended to enhance it at the end. Although precipitation-based models showed better fitting statistics than soil moisture-based models, the latter allowed further
insight into the drivers of mushroom fruiting. Surprisingly, the analysis revealed no apparent negative effect
of climate change on long-term mushroom productivity, but rather the opposite, due to an elongation of the
fruiting season arising from the combined effect of increased precipitation at the beginning of the fruiting
season and warmer temperatures at the end.
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ABSTRACT:
Empirical evidence has shown both success and failure of a self-governing community to manage common-pool resources (CPRs) such as water in various contexts. Enhancing cooperation to sustainably manage
a CPR such as irrigation water can be a challenge. This is especially the case if governing institutions are
weak and resource inflow is highly variable due to climatic change. Previous studies have shown that punishment among CPR users can promote cooperation in a self-governing community who appropriate a shared
resource. However, the effect of resource scarcity on cooperation is not conclusive and the interplay between
social dynamics, institutional settings and external disturbances in enhancing or undermining cooperation
is not well understood. We develop a stylized agent-based model to understand effect of externally and
internally-induced scarcity of resource on cooperation. We consider the case of a self-organizing irrigation
community incorporating feedbacks between socioeconomic and water subsystems. The model has three
components: biophysical, economic and social dynamics. The biophysical model simulates available water
stock in a reservoir over time through a simplified water balance model. The economic model distinguishes
sustainably-minded and short-sighted farmers who allocate land and water resources between rainy and
dry seasons to maximize profit. The sustainably-minded farmers withdraw water at social optimum level
and punish the short-sighted farmers who extract water at individual optimum level as if water is not environmentally and institutionally constrained. The social dynamics model follows how the two water extraction
strategies evolve according to difference in utilities derived from resource appropriation, emerged from the
interactions between norm compliance, punishment, and resource scarcity. System properties such as resilience and emergence of cooperation will be analyzed using the agent-based modeling. The novel contribution
of this study is to improve understanding of how social and resource dynamics co-evolve to affect resilience
of social-ecological systems to resource variability and uncertainties.
KEYWORDS agent-based model, resilience, self-governance, cooperation, scarcity

KEYWORDS fungi, pinus, global warming, yield, weather
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How ecosystem sustainability could impact the spread of infectious
diseases.

A flood risk preparedness model that aims at the construction of
resilience indicators

Presenting Author: Duffy, Kevin Jan, Institute of Systems Science, Durban University of Technology, Durban 4000, South Africa, kevind@dut.ac.za

Presenting Author: Huet, Sylvie, Irstea − Lisc 9 avenue Blaise Pascal − CS 20085 63178 Aubière − France, sylvie.huet@irstea.fr

Author 2: Collins, Obiora, Institute of Systems Science, Durban University of Technology, Durban 4000, South Africa, obiora.c.collins@gmail.com

Author 2: Martin Sophie et Isabelle Alvarez Irstea - Isc 113 Rue nationale, 75013 Paris, Sophie.Martin@irstea.fr
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ABSTRACT:

Author 4: Erdlenbruch Katrin et Bonté Bruno - Irstea, 361 Rue Jean François Breton, 34196 Montpellier, Katrin.Erdlenbruch@irstea.fr

Maintaining sustainable ecosystems are important for all the inhabitants of earth. A part of this is the balances required to limit infectious diseases. We formulate a consumer-resources model, where the resource is
plants, to explore how ecosystem sustainability could of itself limit the spread of infectious diseases. The important mathematical features of the model are discussed using the basic reproduction number and the consumption number. The results suggest that ecosystem sustainability, through species coexistence, could decrease the spread of infectious diseases in ecosystem resources. Alternatively, a possible consequence could
be a decrease in plant diversity as diseases increase if, for various reasons, consumers are driven extinct.

ABSTRACT:

KEYWORDS Differential equations, consumer-resource model, ecosystem dynamics, ecosystem sustainability, epidemiology

We present the dynamics of preparedness of a population to flood risk. The modeling considers various socio-psychological theories (Maddux & Rogers, 1983; Rogers, 1975; Rouquette, 1998, Slovic 1987) that have
been applied to the flood issue (Baggio & Rouquette, 2006; Raaijmakers, Krywkow, & van der Veen, 2008,
Richert, Erdlenbruch, & Figuières, 2017). They all refer to basic close concepts that are embedded in three
interrelated variables in our model. These variables indicate the population’s state in terms of perception of
the risk and confidence in their capacity to cope with. They are: (1) the perceived importance of damage in
case of flood (or catastrophic potential); (2) the perceived level of personal exposure to the risk (or understanding of the risk); (3) the perceived control of people in their ability to protect themselves against flood risk
(or controllability). These variables are used to compute the preparedness to face the risk of the population.
The perceived damage depends on the existence of collective protection infrastructure such as a dam for
example, and on possible institutional actions diminishing the cost of damage. When a flood event occurs,
it is also updated considering the difference between the expected damage (ie variable 1.) and the real
observed damage. Overall, in absence of unexpected flood, the perceived damage decreases over time. This
is also the case of the perceived level of exposure which can be increased through media campaigns or
real floods. The perceived control of the flood risk depends on the preparedness of the whole population
which is taken as a norm indicating what to do and the easiness of the adaptation (the more adopted,
the easier). It is also impacted by flood events, especially through the difference between the expected
damage and the real observed damage which indicates the confidence to attribute to the current level
of preparedness. People are exposed to flood series varying in intensity and frequency. They adapt by decreasing or increasing their preparedness. They can benefit from institutional actions such as a media
campaigns about possible options for protection, public aid after a “declaration of natural disaster” helping them to recover from the damage, or some subsidies to set up adaptation measures in their homes.
Our talk will show the behavior of the model for various flood series (with different intensities and frequencies), and for different possible institutional actions.
KEYWORDS adaptation modeling, flood risk, resilience indicators
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The role of food web interactions in multispecies fisheries
management: an optimal bioeconomic analysis of Baltic salmon
Presenting Author: Lai, Tin-Yu, Department of Economics and Management, P.O. Box 27, 00014 University of Helsinki,

Turbulence and fishing alter size-abundance scaling relationships in
the aquatic biosphere

FINLAND, tin-yu.lai@helsinki.fi

Presenting Author: McKerral, Jody, School of Computer Science, Engineering & Mathematics, Flinders University, jody.fisher@flinders.edu.au

Author 2: Lindroos. Marko .Department of Economics and Management, P.O.Box 27, 00014 University of Helsinki, FINLAND, marko.

Author 2: Mitchell, James, School of Biology, Flinders University, jim.mitchell@flinders.edu.au
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Author 3: Seymour, Justin, Climate Change Cluster, University of Technology Sydney, Justin.Seymour@uts.edu.au
Author 4: Kleshnina, Maria, Centre for Applications in Natural Resource Mathematics, University of Queensland, m.kleshnina@uq.net.au

ABSTRACT:
Food web interactions among salmon and other species play a role in the population development of a salmon stock and further affect the sustainable harvest level for fisheries. To estimate the maximum economic
yield (MEY) for salmon fisheries, this study developed a bioeconomic multispecies model by considering
the food web relations among Baltic salmon, Bothnian herring, and grey seals. The grey seal population in
this model reduced the profit of salmon fisheries through two mechanisms: (1) increasing the seal-induced
damage affecting directly on salmon fisheries, and (2) enhancing the natural mortality of migrating salmon
during the homing and post-smolt stages. Meanwhile, post-smolt salmon took young herring as food. Thus,
the Bothnian herring population inversely influenced the natural mortality rate of post-smolt salmon. For
policy orientation, we assessed the effects of herring fisheries on salmon fisheries. We optimized the salmon
harvest value to achieve MEY under three scenarios related to herring fisheries harvesting: (1) at the current harvest level; (2) at the given maximum sustainable yield (MSY) level; and (3) at the MEY level. In the
second scenario, the optimal harvests of salmon in some years stood near zero. This low harvest of salmon
resulted from herring stocks falling below sufficient levels for salmon when herring were harvested at the
MSY level. In the third scenario, we optimized the harvest value of salmon and herring simultaneously to
simulate multispecies management. Such multispecies management, compared to the first two scenarios,
increased the economic value for fisheries and created a higher spawning stock biomass for both species.
These results demonstrate the importance of adopting multispecies management in fisheries management.

ABSTRACT:
The scaling relationship between organism body size and abundance is a fundamental ecological phenomenon that links individual-level traits to population-level dynamics. We considered this scaling relationship across the aquatic biosphere by comparing size-abundance data for 1788 organisms ranging
from viruses to blue whales. The resultant size-spectrum was characterized by a clear discontinuity, where
two discrete scaling regions, distinguished by significantly different exponents, occurred. This break in the
scaling relationship coincided with the transition point between smaller planktonic and benthic invertebrates and the larger nektonic vertebrates. We considered the role of two independent processes in generating this break: firstly, the disproportionate loss of large organisms due to human fishing practices,
and secondly, the influence of aquatic turbulence. The rationale for the latter effect is that large swimming animals must divert energy from growth and reproduction to search for resources continually dispersed by turbulence. After accounting for these factors, a single, cohesive size-abundance scaling relationship was generated, with exponent comparable to that of terrestrial ecosystems. This result is further
supported by a predator-prey dynamical system model, which incorporates the impact of turbulence on
size-abundance scaling. We subsequently argue that these unrelated physical and anthropogenic processes reinforce each other to influence ecological scaling relationships throughout the aquatic biosphere.
KEYWORDS fishing, ecology, scaling, turbulence, anthropogenic impact

KEYWORDS bioeconomic modeling, food web interactions, multispecies, Salmo salar, age-structured model
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Dynamics and biological reference points of a stochastic agestructured fish population model with illustration with the
Patagonian toothfish population
Presenting Author: Riquelme, Victor, Departmento de Ingeniería Matimática and Centro de Modelamiento Matemático Universidad de
Chile, Beauchef 851, Casilla 170-3, Santiago, Chile, vriquelme@dim.uchile.cl
Author 2: Ramírez Hector Departmento de Ingeniería Matimática and Centro de Modelamiento Matemático Universidad de Chile,
Beauchef 851, Casilla 170-3, Santiago, Chile, hramirez@dim.uchile.cl
Author 3: Quinn Terrance J., II Juneau Center, College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, University of Alaska Fairbanks, 17101 Point
Lena Loop Road, Juneau, Alaska, 99801 USA, Terry.Quinn@alaska.edu

ABSTRACT:
We investigate theoretically how stochasticity in recruitment of an age-structured population affects
expected recruitment, fishing mortality, spawning biomass, yield, and biological reference points:
maximum expected sustainable yield (MELSY), maximum expected logarithm of sustainable yield, and the
maximum expected harmonic sustainable yield (MEHSY). First, a standard deterministic age-structured
model with a spawner-recruit relationship was constructed. It was then modified by making recruitment
stochastic by including a random variable parameterized by a coefficient of variation (CV) parameter.
We develop equilibrium quantities for the deterministic model, and then by computer simulation, we find
the analogous quantities for the stochastic model as a function of CV. We then calculate MESY, MELSY,
and MEHSY. The simulation uses parameters similar to those estimated in the stock assessment of
Patagonian toothfish (Dissostichus eleginoides), comprised of four different fleets. Our results based
on 500,000 replications show dramatic effects on all population quantities with increased CV. In
particular fishing mortality and yield decrease and spawning stock biomass usually increases at MESY,
MELSY, and MEHSY as CV increases. MEHSY is the most risk averse, followed by MELSY, and then MESY.

Optimal biodiversity loss in mixed fisheries
Presenting Author: TROMEUR, ERIC, iEES Paris, Université Pierre et Marie Curie, 4 place Jussieu, 75005, Paris, France, eric.tromeur@
agroparistech.fr
Author 2: DOYEN, LUC, Gretha, Université de Bordeaux, 33608, Pessac, France, luc.doyen@u-bordeaux.fr

ABSTRACT:
As marine ecosystems are under pressure worldwide, many scientists and stakeholders advocate the use
of ecosystem-based approaches for fishery management. In particular, management policies are expected
to account for the multispecies nature of fisheries. However, numerous fisheries management plans remain
based on single-species concepts such as Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) and Maximum Economic Yield
(MEY), that respectively aim at maximizing catches or profits of single species or stocks. In this study, we
assess the bioeconomic sustainability of multispecies MSY and MEY in a mixed fishery. First, we analytically
show how multispecies MSY and MEY can induce overharvesting and extinction of species with low productivity and low value. Second, we identify and discuss incentives on effort costs and landing prices, as well as
technical regulations, that could promote biodiversity conservation and more globally sustainability. Finally,
a numerical example based on the coastal fishery in French Guiana illustrates the analytical findings.

KEYWORDS Multispecies fishery, ecosystem-based fisheries management, maximum sustainable yield, maximum economic yield, overexploitation, technical interaction

KEYWORDS fisheries, population dynamics, age-structured model, stochasticity, sustainable yield, toothfish
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Optimal Management when Extraction Damages Habitat:
A Dynamic Model

The Point-Input, Point-Output Forest: A Micro Prototype for Economic
Accounting
Presenting Author: Cairns, Robert Cairns, 2 Fairfield, robert.cairns@mcgill.ca

Presenting Author: Neubert, Michael, Biology Department, MS 34, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA 025453-1049
USA, mneubert@whoi.edu
Author 2: Moeller, Holly, Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology, Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA
93106 USA, holly.moeller@lifesci.ucsb.edu

ABSTRACT:
Commercial fishing puts tremendous pressure on fish stocks through the removal of fish biomass, threatening
a stock’s ability to sustainably provide economic benefits. In addition to increasing fish mortality, harvesting
can negatively impact habitat quality. Habitat damage is a particular problem in coastal fisheries, where
bottom trawling has been compared with forest clearcutting. Fishing damage may reduce the habitat’s
ability to support fish stocks through biomass removal and reduction in habitat complexity. Previous
analyses of spatially explicit bioeconomic models that include the potential for habitat damage have shown
that marine reserves—areas in which fishing is prohibited—may be necessary to maximize equilibrium
rent. These analyses, however, assume that habitat quality responds instantaneously to changes fishing
pressure and ignore economic discounting. In some habitats, these assumptions are not bad, but in other
instances, habitat recovery can be slow. We will present the results of our formulation and analysis of a
model that incorporates the dynamics of habitat destruction and recovery and accounts for the discounting
of future costs and benefits, including the benefits of ecosystem services that intact habitat may provide.

ABSTRACT:
The point-input, point-output, plantation forest was first analyzed by Martin Faustmann in the mid-nineteenth
century. It has since been the subject of intensive study. Analysis of such a forest reveals implications for the
perception of income from forestry and by extension income from other industries. Since realizations of revenue
and cost are lumpy and discrete, and the objective is non-convex, the economics of forestry is microeconomic.
As such, it closely represents the decisions and responses to policy which economic accounting seeks to record.
A main consideration in accounting is the identity of income and expenditure or product. In economics, the
corresponding foundational notion is the circular flow of value embodied in physical inputs and out-puts. The
paper argues that the determination of income is definitional, not mathematical: it depends on the properties that
one wishes income to have. A forest is a salient example of the importance of the role of price effects in accounting.
KEYWORDS forest economics, green accounting, economic accounting, income, capital gains

KEYWORDS marine reserves, destructive harvesting, habitat dynamics, fisheries bioeconomics
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Social tipping points and environmental management decisionmaking: a biodiversity offsets example
Presenting Author: THEBAUD, OLIVIER, Ifremer, UMR AMURE, BP 70, 29280, Plouzane, France, olivier.thebaud@ifremer.fr
Author 2: Boschetti Fabio, CSIRO, Perth, WA, Australia, fabio.boschetti@csiro.au

ABSTRACT:
While the recent literature on environmental management has emphasized the existence of ecosystem tipping
points and the risks associated with irreversible changes in bio-physical processes, relatively limited attention
is being paid to the role of social tipping points in decision-making processes. Indeed, despite an increasing
awareness of environmental issues and of the potentially large losses in ecosystem services associated
with degraded marine and coastal ecosystems, lags are still often observed in the societal response to such
losses. These lags may arise from a lack of understanding of ecological systems, poor measurement of system
properties or natural inertia in the social processes that determine collective action towards environmental
protection. In addition, social response to environmental degradation may occur in strongly non-linear
patterns. Depending on their importance relative to the speed of environmental change, these lags and
non-linearities in social response may have a determining impact on the effectiveness of management.
We develop a stylized system dynamic modeling framework of a biodiversity offsets policy regime applied to
a marine-based example, where resource abundance depends on a habitat that is affected by a sequence
of development projects, and biodiversity offsets are understood as habitat restoration actions. The model
incorporates a social response function which relates habitat degradation and loss in utility from the resource
to a requirement for policy intervention in the form of compensatory habitat restoration. We consider the
consequences on the policy and its effectiveness of alternative assumptions regarding the social response
function, including cases where it exhibits “tipping points”. Based on the simulation results, we discuss the
key components of social response which would require further research, in order to strengthen policy advice.
KEYWORDS Social Tipping Points, Ecolological-Economic Modeling, Biodiversity Offsets

Marketable pollution permits with intermittent energy sources
Presenting Author: Chiba, fadoua, 23 rue de lalande 33000 Bordeaux, France, fadoua.chiba@u-bordeaux.fr

ABSTRACT:
Electricity production from fossil fuel is one of the main cause of global warming due to greenhouse gas emissions. This sector has therefore attracted considerable attention in the debate on climate change mitigation.
Several environmental policy instruments have been created to support renewable energies and to increase
their share in the energy mix. Among the policy measures that help tackle this problem, emission trading
systems are very popular, and are often considered as an efficient instrument. They have been widely applied
to different kind of environmental issues in the last decades. The recent liberalization of the electricity market
and the integration of renewable energies are changing the structure of the electricity market. It is therefore
important to analyze the effectiveness of pollution permit markets in achieving environmental objectives
in this new context. The paper analyses the development of the intermittent technologies to produce electricity, facing the competition of the incumbent sector, using conventional technologies. In our analysis of
the interaction between these two sectors, we consider the environmental damage caused by the electricity
production from fossil fuel. This allowed us to represent the social cost of electricity production. Below, using
a stylized model, the optimal capacity of intermittent renewable technologies can be explicitly calculated. We
show that it is socially favorable to keep some conventional capacities in reserve. We then investigate the
efficiency of emission allowance markets of internalizing of the environmental damage. The assumption of
increasing environmental marginal damage, prevents us to decentralize the optimal resources allocation with
the pollution permits markets.. Effectively, this requires a variable emissions cap, which seems unrealistic in
practice. So that we determine the constrained second-best equilibrium and the emissions cap that decentralizes it. Interestingly, we find that the interaction between a retail price and pollution permit, both constant
and the intermittency of renewable energy, yield to two phenomena that, on average, promote the investment
in intermittent capacities. This result is important from the perspective of policy implication and highlights
the importance of the quantity-based instruments for promoting renewable energies.
KEYWORDS Electricity, Intermittency, emission allowance markets, Renewable Energy, Pollution.
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Spatial differences between ALS-based forest inventory units have an
impact on the spatial efficiency and dynamic treatment units in forest
management planning
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ABSTRACT:
The purpose of this contribution is to measure the effect of using alternative forest inventory units in size
and shape on multi-objective forest management planning, considering both spatial and non-spatial
management goals. The hypothesis was that the use of segments as forest inventory units would ease the
aggregation of cuttings compared to cells, and provide acceptable management units even in the absence of
spatial goals. The study area was divided, alternatively, into square cells (i.e. pixels) as well as into segments
of two different sizes (i.e. small and large), which represented the basic forest inventory units. LiDAR data
and sample plots were combined using the area-based approach to estimate stand-level characteristics at
present state in each inventory unit based on models. We used ALS data to generate nano-segments. The
forest planning problem formulation aimed to maximize growing stock volume at the end of a forest plan with
periodical even-flow cuttings. Overall, 18 different forest planning formulations were solved using cellular
automata conducting non-spatial and spatial optimization. The performance of segmentation methods was
tested against the division into square cells in the forest inventory process. The results proved that using
segments as calculation units was already satisfactory even in the absence of spatial goals, but the addition
of spatial goals provided even better treatment units in terms of size and compactness, especially as the
forest plan moved toward the third period. Segmentation acts as a first-phase spatial clustering of forest
treatments that further eases the aggregation process in spatial optimization. In the case of square cells,
the results for non-spatial problems were quite similar to those obtained based on segmentation techniques,
but the practical implementation of the resulting forest plan was not realistic, as the spatial clustering
was considerably poorer and the amount of isolated cells was remarkable. The benefit of using spatial
optimization was higher when using small and large segments as inventory units compared to square cells,
even though the spatial layout of cells highly improved compared to the non-spatial problem. The cellular
automata algorithm efficiently handled optimizations when multiple calculation units were involved, which
can lead to boost forest management planning by increasing the spatial resolution of forest inventory units
based on ALS inventories.

Viable control of an epidemiological model
Presenting Author: Michel, De Lara, Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, 6 et 8 avenue Blaise Pascal, 77455 Marne la Vallee Cedex 2,
France, delara@cermics.enpc.fr
Author 2: Lilian Sofia Sepulveda Salcedo, Universidad Autonoma de Occidente, Cali (Colombia), lssepulveda@uao.edu.co

ABSTRACT:
In mathematical epidemiology, epidemic control often aims at driving the number of infected humans to zero,
asymptotically. However, during the transitory phase, the number of infected individuals can peak at high
values. Can we limit the number of infected humans at the peak? This is the question we address. More precisely,
we consider a controlled version of the Ross-Macdonald epidemiological dynamical model: proportions of
infected individuals and proportions of infected mosquitoes (vector) are state variables, and vector mortality
is the control variable. We say that a state is viable if there exists at least one admissible control trajectory --time-dependent mosquito mortality rates bounded by control capacity --- such that, starting from this state,
the resulting proportion of infected individuals remains below a given infection cap for all times. The socalled viability kernel is the set of viable states. We obtain three different expressions of the viability kernel,
depending on the couple control capacity-infection cap. In the comfortable case, the infection cap is high, the
viability kernel is maximal and all admissible control trajectories are viable. In the desperate case, both control
capacity and infection cap are too low and the viability kernel is the zero equilibrium without infection. In the
remaining viable case, the viability kernel is neither zero nor maximal and not all admissible control trajectories
are viable. We provide a numerical application in the case of the dengue outbreak in 2013 in Cali, Colombia.
KEYWORDS

epidemiology; control theory; viability theory; Ross-Macdonald model; dengue
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Is forest insurance a relevant vector to induce adaptation efforts to
climate change?
Presenting Author: Marielle, Brunette, Laboratory of Forest Economics, 14 rue Girardet, 54042 Nancy, France., marielle.brunette@inra.fr

Will conflicts between Eucalyptus globulus and protected areas
increase in Iberian Peninsula under climate change scenarios? A
model-based framework

Author 2: Stéphen Couture, MIAT, Castanet-Tolosan, France., stephane.couture@inra.fr

Presenting Author: Deus, Ernesto, Centre for Applied Ecology ”Prof. Baeta Neves”, InBIO Associate Laboratory, School of Agriculture,
University of Lisbon, Tapada da Ajuda, 1349 - 017 Lisboa, Portugal, ernestodeus@isa.ulisboa.pt

ABSTRACT:
One of the challenges of forest adaptation to climate change is to encourage private forest owners to
implement adaptation strategies. In this context, we suggest the analysis of forest insurance contracts
against natural hazards as a vector to promote the implementation of adaptation efforts by private forest
owners. For that purpose, we propose a theoretical model of insurance economics under risk and under
uncertainty. Our results indicate that when climate change makes the probability of the occurrence of the
natural event uncertain, then it may be relevant to include adaptation efforts in the insurance contract,
leading to an increase in the adaptation efforts of risk-averse and uncertainty-averse forest owners. In
addition, we show that the relevance of insurance as a vector to promote adaptation efforts is greater
when the forest owner’s effort is unobservable by the insurer as compared to a situation of perfectly observable effort. Consequently, under some realistic assumptions, the forest insurance contract seems to be a
relevant tool to encourage forest owners to adapt to climate change.
KEYWORDS forest, insurance, risk, uncertainty, climate change, adaptation strategy.
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Author 3: Castro-Díez, Pilar, Department of Life Sciences, Faculty of Sciences, University of Alcalá, Ctra. Madrid-Barcelona, 28805
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ABSTRACT:
Plantations of Eucalyptus globulus are widespread in the Iberian Peninsula. It is unknown how climate change may affect its distribution and which spatial conflicts may arise from such dynamics. This work aimed to
project current and future potential distributions of plantations applying different climate change scenarios
and to predict possible future conflicts with the Natura 2000 network. We modelled the potential current distribution of E. globulus plantations associated with a degree of habitat suitability using bioclimatic indices
and geology as environmental predictors for modeling. Species distribution was forecasted for 2050 and 2070
applying two contrasting representative concentration pathways (RCP): RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5. Possible spatial conflicts were assessed based in the combination of the degree of habitat suitability for E. globulus with
the number of Natura 2000 sites within a grid of cells covering Iberia. The final outputs consisted of maps
with seven classes of potential conflicts ranging from “no conflict” to “highest concern”.Under RCP2.6 there
are no considerable changes whereas under RCP8.5 there is a conspicuous shrinking of the suitable area for
E. globulus. Yet, in both scenarios, the proportion of area with optimal habitat suitability increases as well as
the potential conflicts with Natura 2000 sites.
KEYWORDS Climate change; forestry; exotic plantations; Natura 2000; biomod2
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Development of a regional forest inventory and a fuel model
cartography for Castilla-La Mancha (Spain) using LiDAR and remote
sensing information
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ABSTRACT:
The combined use of LiDAR data generated through the National Plan for Aerial Orthophotography
(PNOA), spectral information derived from remote sensing images and field survey data has led
to the development of a regional forest inventory for the main 11 vegetation strata in CastillaLa Mancha. The result is a cartography of different dasometric variables based on statistical
models derived from LiDAR point cloud metrics. Even if the focus is regional, its application to local
scale is available through a calibration tool. This tool has been implemented via web, based on
geoprocesses and statistical analysis, allowing the input of dasometric data from a local study area.
Besides, a fuel model cartography has been obtained for the entire region by using different satellite images
with a wide range of spectral information (spatial, radiometric and temporal). Using this information,
an object based image analysis (OBIA) has been carried out. This analysis has used classification
methods based on decision trees and supported on products obtained from LiDAR point clouds. This
fuel model cartography has been validated through the cartographic modeling of expected fire behavior.

Market size and the resilience of the commons
Presenting Author: Quaas, Martin, Department of Economics, Kiel University, Wilhelm-Seelig-Platz 1, 24118 Kiel, Germany, quaas@
economics.uni-kiel.de
Author 2: Fricke, Lorena, Department of Economics, Kiel University, Germany, l.fricke@economics.uni-kiel.de

ABSTRACT:
Why have fish stocks collapsed in some marine ecosystems, but not in others? What are the economic
conditions that do or do not lead to such regime shifts? We derive conditions on market supply functions
for inputs and market demand for outputs of an unregulated fishery under which collapse is or is not an
equilibrium outcome of open-access fishing. Collapse may occur in particular if (1) the supply of inputs
(labour, capital) to the fishery is inelastic, (2) demand for fish is inelastic, or (3) the stock-output
elasticity is low. We apply our theoretical model using stock assessment data for 177 fisheries. We find
clear differences in open-access harvest functions across fisheries and show that the probability of a
fisheries collapse is affected by the shape of the open-access harvest function in the predicted way.
KEYWORDS natural resource economics; fisheries; regime shifts; ecological-economic modeling

KEYWORDS inventory, LiDAR, remote sensing, calibration, modeling
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Methods for a sustainable rebuilding of overexploited natural
resources: a viability approach
Presenting Author: Pedro Gajardo, Pedro Gajardo, Departamento de Matematica, Universidad Tecnica Federico Santa Maria. Avda.
España 1680, Valparaiso, Chile., pedro.gajardo@usm.cl
Author 2: Maximiliano Olivares, INRIA-Chile. Avda. Apoquindo 2827, Santiago, Chile., maximiliano.olivares@inria.cl
Author 3: Hector Ramirez, Departamento de Ingenieria Matematica and Centro de Modelamiento Matematico, Universidad de Chile.
Beauchef 851, Santiago, Chile., hramirez@dim.uchile.cl

ABSTRACT:
What is the ability of a natural resource to satisfy some constraints (objectives), usually in conflict, from
now on? (e.g., to sustain a minimal level of biomass and to get a minimum profit due to harvesting).
The viability theory has addressed this problem for more than 15 years. In general, given desired constraints, the idea is to find the states of the resource, for which it can be assured there exists a future
viable trajectorie, that is, a way to manage the resource from now in order to satisfy the desired contraints. The set of these (initial) states is called the viability kernel, a key concept in the mentioned theory.
In this contribution, we analyze a different problem but strongly related: given the current state of the resource (i.e. the initial condition), what are the constraints (parametrized by thresholds) that can be satisfied from now on? We call the set of these constraints the set of sustainable thresholds. Mathematically, it can be seen as the inverse mapping of the viability kernel. If for the current state of the resource the set of sustainable thresholds is not so large, the resource should be recovered, that is, to manage
the resource in order to enlarge the set of sustainable thresholds. This process can be carried out optimizing a criteria (e.g., time, cost). During the talk, we will present the formalism for defining the set of
sustainable thresholds and the recovery problem, together with examples concerning some Chilean fisheries. These examples are implemented in a web platform, designed in order to be a visualization
tool for the stakeholders, that usually must take decisions about biological and productive objectives.
KEYWORDS Recovery problem, sustainability, viability, overexploited fisheries
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Forming coalitions against climate change
Presenting Author: Geir B. Asheim, Dept. of Econ., University of Oslo, P.O. Box 1095 Blindern, N-0317 Oslo, Norway g.b.asheim@econ.uio.no

ABSTRACT:
In spite of the Kyoto protocol, the Paris agreement and 22 Conferences of the Parties, the UNFCCC process has
not slowed down the increase in the atmospheric CO2 concentration: The increase in CO2 concentration during the 25 years of this process is 50 % bigger than the increase during the previous 25 years. In this paper,
I point to fundamental reasons why the UNFCCC process has not produced results and indicate two possible
perspectives that suggest novel directions for climate research in economics and the social sciences.One
perspective is to consider insights from competition policy. Competition policy creates conditions under which
the collusion between firms becomes difficult to sustain. In analogy to greenhouse gas abatement, successful
climate policy should avoid such conditions. Promoting cooperation is competition policy in reverse. This
amounts to reducing the number of parties, allowing larger parties to “abuse” their dominant position, promoting collusion by providing the parties with opportunities to punish each other, allowing concentration of
fossil fuel ownership, and leading to results that might not be equitable. In contrast, the UNFCCC process has
a large number of parties, it disallows larger parties to abuse their dominant position, it works in a context
where it is difficult to punish each other and to concentrate ownership, and it emphasizes equity and just
distribution of rights. The other perspective is to regard climate change as a security risk. Climate change
threatens the livelihood of future generations, thus being similar to the spread of authoritarian and totalitarian regimes. In the case of WW2, the allies rapidly formed a coalition, completely bypassing bodies designed
to maintain world peace and comprising parties with very different characteristics and values. It is also similar to the security risk caused by the proliferation of nuclear weapons, where coalitions of nations with and
without nuclear weapons have sought to prevent other nations to attain nuclear capability, relying on complex
strategic interaction. The paper discusses the relevance of these perspectives for forming effective coalitions
against climate change, e.g., by shifting the focus from accelerating one’s own extraction of carbon (before
climate policies might become effective) to retarding the extraction of carbon by others.
KEYWORDS Climate change, environmental agreements, sustainability
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An integrated approach to analyzsing risk in bioeconomic models

Wetlands Response to Climate Change Impacts
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ABSTRACT:

Zaragoza., etelvina@unizar.es

Our work provides a framework for analyzing the optimal decision of a planner facing different sources
of threat to the system. We also provide a new, composite formulation for such risk. The consequences of
such formulation are important. First,we have found a support for precautionary principle even in cases
where previous literature found an ambiguous effect, because they used different, and in a way aggregate,
specification of risk which ignored the composition of risk. Second, our formulation provides a clear portrayal
of aggregate risk and allows analysts to focus on different (endogenous and exogenous) parts of such risk.
Third, our formulation also admits different uncertainty assumptions about hazard rate. Fourth, our work
provides evidence that response to exogenous risk crucially depends on the presence/absence of endogenous
risk in the system. We contribute to the age old problem of how increase in exogenous (as well as endogenous)
risk affects behavior of individuals. Increase in exogenous risk in the absence of endogenous risk is well
understood in literature; in general, its effect will lead to over-exploitation, as Yaari (1965) showed long ago,
and as has been agreed upon by the economists since then. However, we also provide the characterization
for the situation in which exogenous risk increases in the presence of endogenous risk. In such a situation, if
the risk of the stock collapse increases, people respond by increasing precaution. Suppose, an Armageddon
is about to hit the earth. This is purely exogenous risk, and people respond to it by over-consuming and merry
making. On the other hand, suppose people recognize that there are two differentways in which atmosphere
may collapse: one is increased solar ultraviolet rays and another is terrestrial consumption of green house
gases. If solar ultravioletrays increase, people respond by decreasing their terrestrial consumption, even
though the the only risk that increased was exogenous risk. This is one of the new insights from this paper.

ABSTRACT:

KEYWORDS exogenous risk, robustness principle, steady state analysis

Wetlands are one of the most important ecosystems because of their richness in biodiversity, species, and
habitats. These ecosystems are essential to guarantee a well-development of the general environment and to
provide several of goods and services to societies. Wetland resources are linked with water bodies (surface and
sub-surface systems) which support, directly and/or indirectly, their terrestrial and aquatic species. However,
the large pressure on water resources which involves serious problems of water scarcity and contamination
is affecting the performance and survival of wetlands. Currently, most of these ecosystems around the
world have been degraded. Furthermore, the predicable impacts of climate change, including decreases
in precipitations and increases in temperatures and evapotranspiration, are the greatest threat to these
habitats (Woodward et al. 2010; IPCC 2007). Negative changes in the habitat conditions may provoke several
alterations in the wetlands ecosystem functioning which may range from the inhibition of specific species
to the degeneration of the entire ecosystem. Some studies suggest that while changes in ecosystems can
be gradual and smooth, most of the systems respond with abrupt and drastic changes to habitat alteration
(Scheffer et al. 2001). The aim of this paper is to analyze how climate change can affect wetlands when they
exhibit more strongly responses to habitat deterioration. We have modeled the wetland behavior as a function
of the water availability in a specific water body. The equation representing the wetland behavior presents a
grade of hysteresis with alternative stable states. On the other hand, we have defined the hydrological behavior
of the water body including a stochastic element which indicates the possible impacts of climate change in
the water availability. We have model the system by using a set of ordinary differential equations to analyze
how different climate change scenarios affect the well-functioning, or even the survival, of the wetland.
KEYWORDS wetlands, climate change, water scarcity, abrupt shifts in ecosystems, hysteresis.
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Identification and characterization of storm damage to forests using
Sentinel-2 imagery and LiDAR data: study case in Sierra Espadán
Natural Park (Spain)

3

Cat-3/MOTS optical and GNSS-R Earth Observation data fusion satellite mission for mapping surface soil moisture as a key environmental variable

Presenting Author: Martin-Alcon, Santiago, C/ Duque de Fernán Núñez, 2, 28012 Madrid, smalcon@agresta.org
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Author 2: Adriano José Camps Carmona, Full Professor, Fellow IEEE, Department of Signal Theory and Communications, Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, UPC-Barcelona Tech, Barcelona, Spain; and Institut d’Estudis Espacials de Catalunya (IEEC).

ABSTRACT:
Natural forest disturbances caused by wind and snowstorms are reduced to infrequent extreme events in
the context of Mediterranean forests, but when they occur they can seriously compromise the productive
and protective functions assigned to them. From the perspective of fire management, so important in our
context, the most immediate impacts are a massive conversion of living forest biomass to dead fuel, an
increase in fuel bed depth, and decrease in dead fuel moisture. Indeed, previous studies have indicated
that the occurrence and intensity of wildland fires increase in storm-impacted areas in the years after its
occurrence. Therefore, fuel models need to be adjusted to account for such variability, which require an
efficient approach to measure abrupt fuel changes. Knowing the location and severity of forest damage is
also critical to adequately delimit post-storm management operations (e.g. logging and fuel reduction).
In this study we develop and test a simple and cost-effective methodology for conducting a detailed
and spatially continuous assessment of forest storm damage from widely available remote sensing
data, using a large forest area recently affected by a winter storm in the Mediterranean basin as study
case. The study area is part of the Sierra Espadán Natural Park, a mountainous area located in the
eastern Iberian Peninsula. The total forest area included in the assessment was close to 16,000 ha.
We first used pre- and post-disturbance Sentinel-2 images, and IR-MAD (Iteratively Reweighted Multivariate
Alteration Detection) methodology to identify and map storm damage. Then, we related IR-MAD-based
estimation of the severity of change (based on the chi-square value) to a field estimation of storm damage
severity conducted in a set of observation points. Once the damage-severity measure obtained from the IRMAD analysis was calibrated, we used LiDAR-based assessment of pre-disturbance forest biomass stock in
order to produce a spatially continuous estimation of the amount of dead biomass produced by the storm.
Our methodology should be useful for the definition of vegetation management and restoration strategies
over large areas affected by disturbances, and may be easily adapted to assess vegetation changes due
to other forest disturbances, such as large-scale disease outbreaks, in a wide range of forest ecosystems.
It may also have important applications in the field of early damage evaluation after catastrophic events.

ABSTRACT:
The 3Cat-3/MOTS mission is a joint initiative between the Institut Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya
(ICGC) and the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya-BarcelonaTech (UPC) to take in new and innovative
technologies on Earth Observation (EO) and Earth Science (ES) based on data fusion of Global Navigation
Satellite Systems Reflectometry (GNSS-R) and optical payloads on a 6U CubeSat platform. The 3Cat-3/MOTS
is settled on three pillars: viability (budget, human resources and know-how), feasibility (technological
readiness) and desirability (useful results). These three concepts converge in the 3Cat-3/MOTS as the most
innovative solution combining optical/GNSS-R payload data to measure soil moisture at a high resolution.
The geophysical knowledge of the territory is an indispensable asset in the chain of decision making and
intervention in areas with vulnerabilities. This work summarizes the mission analysis of 3Cat-3/MOTS
including payloads results and key requirements in terms of power budget (PB), thermal budget (TB) and data
budget (DB). This mission analysis is addressed to transform Earth Observation data into territorial climate
variables (humidity and land cover change) at the best possible spatio-temporal resolution.
KEYWORDS Soil moisture, remote sensing, GNSS-R, multispectral imagery, Earth Observation, Earth Science.

KEYWORDS storm damage, remote sensing, Sentinel, LiDAR, forest change detection
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The chaotic nature of wind generated power and how to forecast
future output

Spatially-connected concessions with limited tenure
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ABSTRACT:

Marseille FRANCE, agnes.tomini@univ-amu.fr
Author 3: Costello Christopher, Bren School of Environmental Science and Management, UCSB, Santa Barbara CA, 93106,

The technological development and increased abundance of wind powered generators has rapidly progressed
over the past couple of decades. The generated power is fed into the national power grid and bought by
the retailers at a flat rate. Since the power generated by the wind changes rapidly, it is very difficult to
predict, and thus power is sold at a minimum rate since it cannot always be provided on demand. Thus, to
reduce the error in prediction of future generation of power, given a defined time window, improved models
are needed. Researchers have found that wind generated power time series, have chaotic characteristics,
and various methods have been used to forecast in the short-term. This study builds upon earlier
research and explores the chaotic nature of wind generated power inherent in a South Australian wind
farm power output time series. The results indicate that there is definitely a chaotic pattern evident in
the time series and the methods used to find these self-similarity patterns are discussed in this paper.
KEYWORDS windpower; chaotic time series; alternative energy;

USA, costello@bren.ucsb.edu

ABSTRACT:
Spatially-allocated concessions with limited-duration ownership are increasingly employed to manage
natural resources in many countries. Among other example, such concession systems are implemented
in many developing countries (including India, Bangladesh, Chile, Vietnam) for fisheries management.
Yet they have received little attention from economists. We develop a spatially-dynamic game theoretic
model to analyze the effects of spatial concessions with limited tenure for mobile renewable natural
resource management. The resource migrates around the system and thus induces a spatial externality,
so complete decentralization into spatial property rights will not solve the tragedy of the commons. We
analyze a system in which concessions can be renewed, but only if their owners maintain resource stocks
above a pre-defined target. We show that this instrument improves upon the decentralized property right
solution and can replicate (under general conditions) the socially optimal extraction path in every patch,
in perpetuity. The duration of tenure and the dispersal of the resource play pivotal roles in whether this
instrument achieves the socially optimal outcome, and sustains cooperation of all concessionaires.
KEYWORDS Concessions; cooperation; natural resources; spatial externalities; dynamic games
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Forest Inventory combining dense image matching data and
terrestrial Photogrammetry in a Mediterranean pine forest

Multi-objective forest management under risk by exploring Pareto
frontier
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ABSTRACT:
ABSTRACT:
In Spain, the National Geographic Institute (IGN) has full nationwide LiDAR coverage within the Spanish
National Plan of Aerial Orthophotography (PNOA-LiDAR). LiDAR information captured within this program
has a mean density of 0.5 points/m2 and vertical RMSE ≤ 0.20 m. Hence, the use of low density LiDAR data
captured is the main option to significantly reduce forest inventory costs. However, sometimes LiDAR data are
obsoleted due to changes in vegetation due to harvesting, forest fires or diseases. Photogrammetry is emerging
as an alternative data source for forest inventories. PNOA´s aerial images captured every three years suppose
a great opportunity to use dense image matching (DIM) derived point clouds to develop area-based approach
forest inventories based on statistical relationships between predictor variables derived from DIM data and
response variables measured in ground plots. Conventionally, field sample has been measured using simple
tools. Nevertheless, there are other options for cost-effective field sampling such as terrestrial laser scanning
(TLS) or ForeStereo, a photogrammetry tool for 3D forest measurement based on stereoscopic hemispherical
images. This study presents a methodology of two stage forest inventory based on aerial photogrammetry and
ForeStereo field sampling in a Pinus pinaster Ait. forest of Guadarrama mountains, Madrid. DIM-based point
cloud was normalized by LiDAR-derived digital terrain model (DTM). Data from 40 sampling plots measured by
ForeStereo was used to fit non-linear regressions for the estimation of dominant height, basal area, and stem
volume. Models were evaluated and validated by bootstrapping. This study demonstrates the usefulness of the
combination of DIM and ForeStereo as an alternative to ALS and manually-measured field plots to develop forest
metrics and high quality inventories when a LiDAR-derived DTM is available in order to normalize tree heights.
KEYWORDS Aerial stereo imagery, area-based approach, forest inventory, LiDAR, ForeStereo

Forests play an important role in many different cycles: carbon sink cycle, biodiversity cycle (loss or
deterioration of individual species), timber cycle, and consequently in regulating the global climate
system. This role is directly and indirectly affected by changing climatic conditions. Moreover forest
are the source of a wide range of goods and services to human societies and decisions of forest owners
affect forest ecosystem. With a growing society demand for a larger set of goods and services from forest
ecosystems, and forests being threatened by climate change, there is a need to provide support to forest
owners for managing forests under risk taking into account conflicting objectives. There is a growing
literature dealing with the problem of optimal forest management taking into account different objectives,
principally timber production, biodiversity conservation, and carbon sequestration (Nguyen and Nghiem,
2016). Nevertheless, the determination of optimal forest age cut for the provision of multiple ecosystem
services under risk continues to be a significant challenge to forest management. Common forest economic
optimization methods aggregate multiple weighted objectives into a single value. These weighted sum
approaches involve a high degree of subjectivity. The corresponding optimal solutions are very sensitive
to the weighting values of the different objectives. This study focuses on developing an explicit multipleobjective forest management model to examine the interactions of timber production and biodiversity as
well as net carbon sequestration in a forest ecosystem under fire risk. The multi-objective optimization
approach used here is based on the concept of Pareto optimality, and on computing the Pareto frontier
(the set of non-dominated solutions), instead of a single solution. This problem of forest management
under risk is modelled as Markov Decision Processes (MDP), and evaluations of the different functions of
the forest are simultaneously considered by building Pareto fronts. The MDP framework is applied to the
management of a private forest located in southwestern France. We identify (i) ``optimal’’ forest management
practices for each objective separately and (ii) trade-off policies considering all objectives jointly.
KEYWORDS Forest, Fire Risk, Multi-criteria, Markov Decision Processes, Pareto Frontier
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Application of a mixed modeling approach to standardize catchper-unit-effort data for an abalone dive fishery in Western Victoria,
Australia

Cooperative vs Non-Cooperative Benefits in the Black Sea Anchovy
Fishery
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ABSTRACT:
Despite the prevalence of catch per unit effort (CPUE) as a key metric in fisheries assessments it can be
fraught with inherent problems that often cause its use as an index of abundance to become contentious. This
is particularly the case with abalone, a sedentary shellfish targeted by commercial dive fishers around the
globe. It is common practice to standardize CPUE to at least partly address issues about how well it reflects
the actual abundance of a stock. Differences between standardized and unstandardized trends may lead to
controversy between scientists and stakeholders when standardized trends provide a less optimistic picture
of stock status. It is within this context that we applied a Linear Mixed Model (LMM) using Restricted/Residual
Maximum Likelihood (REML) and Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) methods to standardize CPUE for
the Western Zone blacklip abalone fishery in Victoria, Australia. This fishery was chosen for our evaluation
because it included substantial population losses from a disease shock during the middle of the time series.
The effects of diver, reef location, month and their interactions with year were included as random effects in
these models and the results compared with nominal arithmetic means. The two standardization methods
provided concordant results and clearly demonstrated that a large proportion of the variance could be attributed
to diver and spatial effects. The temporal trend in variability attributed to divers and spatial scales reveals
the impact of disease as well as any homo/heterogeneity effect. The CPUE trends responded to the impact
of disease against a backdrop of declining stock, however when compared with the inter-annual pattern in
nominal CPUE, the standardized trends showed that the decline immediately following the onset of disease was
less precipitous. In contrast to what appeared to be an increase in the nominal series during the more recent
post-disease period, there was only a slight non-significant increase observable in the standardized trends.
In the this paper we compare the two methods of standardization, evaluate the performance of the chosen
models and explanatory variables, and provide some plausible explanations about how and why those
variables affected the nominal CPUE to make standardising essential. The results from this exercise suggest
the GLMM method to be statistically superior to the LMM method.

Presenting Author: Tunca, Sezgin, Latokartanonkaari 5 Talo C 3rd Floor Room 333: Campus Vikki Helsinki Finland, sezgin.tunca@gmail.com

ABSTRACT:
The Black Sea anchovy, Engrauilus encrasicolus ponticus (Alexandrov, 1927), the fish species implying the
Black Sea fishing culture, is no doubt the economically most important harvested species in the Black Sea.
The stock has been shared by the 6 riparian state in the region, mainly, by the Turkish fleet followed by
Georgian and Ukrainian fleets. The first aim of this study is to conduct a simple optimization for the effort by
Turkish, Georgian and Ukrainian fleets. Secondly, we will construct a cooperative and non-cooperative game
theoretical model to determine net present value flow over the time period. Further, different coalitions within
the game would be investigated to better understand the benefits of whole cooperation, partial cooperation or
free riding is beneficial for the players or not. For this purpose, the surplus production model results from the
existing literature was used to construct bioeconomic model. Recent available economic parameters from the
literature and from on-site face-to-face interviews with the fishermen were used to constitute the economic
extension of the biological model. The outputs of the model will be analyzed comparatively among different
game models. The results are supposed to better understand the current share of benefits for the purpose
of establishing good management practices for the Black Sea anchovy fishery in the Black Sea region.
KEYWORDS European anchovy, Black Sea, cooperative and non-cooperative games
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Dynamic food web model and fisheries interactions of Bay of Bengal
ecosystem

Spatially replicated mark-recapture study reveals demographic
responses to protection in a harvested marine species
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ABSTRACT:

ABSTRACT:

In order to manage the fisheries of Bay of Bengal we developed a 29 functional groups mass balance
model. The food web dynamic and trophic structure model helps the managers to develop the strategies
to improve this exploited ecosystem in an ecosystem based approach. This Bay of Bengal food web
dynamics model was developed in Ecopath with Ecosim (EwE) software version 6.5. Results highlighted
that there was an important interaction between pelagic–benthic production of plankton, benthic
invertebrates and detritus. Organisms placed at low trophic levels, (i.e. phytoplankton, zooplankton and
benthos), as well as higher trophic level organisms like, Arius sp., Scomberomous spp and Sciaenidae
were identified as keystone groups of the ecosystem. Result reflected that all consumers were heavily
exploited in the system, as their ecotrophic efficiency (EE) being close to 1. This study established
the value of trophic dynamic models to better understand the ecosystem structure and interactions
among the fishes, for the development of novel hypotheses for management of this exploited ecosystem.

Marine protected areas (MPAs) providing full protection to commercially valuable species are usually
considered to have positive demographic effects on the target populations but replicated scientific
evidence of such benefits in time and space is still rare, especially in the case of northern MPAs. In
addition, those studies looking at the benefits of marine protection on harvested species seldom provide a
range of demographic quantities for the target populations, thus limiting our understanding of how MPAs
function. To shed some light on the matter, we took advantage of an 11-year replicated mark-recapture
experiment on European lobster (Homarus gammarus) conducted at several protected and unprotected
sites in southern Norway to investigate the impact of MPAs on local population dynamics by means of a
“before-after control-impact” study approach (BACI). Lobster survival, abundance and population growth
rates were estimated by applying Multi-state, Robust design and temporal symmetry models to the data
respectively. Overall, the obtained demographic quantities pointed to a positive effect of protection on
lobster populations, with the highest abundances and survival rates being recorded within protected areas.
However, local estimates differed among sites and between classes of individuals: female lobsters (which
cannot be harvested when carrying eggs) always showed higher survival rates than males, whereas in
the case of males, protection improved the survival of large-sized individuals (those targeted by fishers).
In addition, female numbers significantly increased at all reserves and some control areas, while male
numbers increased only at the reserves, with total abundance levels differing among protected sites,
a fact probably linked to local habitat features. Our results are expected to increase knowledge on how
MPAs function and help to improve the management and design of both current and future lobster reserves.

KEYWORDS Food web dynamic, Ecosystem, Ecopath with Ecosim, Keystone group, Bay of Bengal.

KEYWORDS
Marine protected areas, Lobster, population development, replicates, demographic parameters, markrecapture models, management
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A step-by-step approach for operationalizing viability in systems
based management, an example from fisheries management in the
Southern Benguela
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Author 2: Shannon, Lynne. Marine Research Institute and Department of Biological Sciences, University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3,

ABSTRACT:
The increasing technological efficiency of harvesting equipment has been identified as one of the main
causes of overcapacity and overexploitation of natural resources. In this paper, a formal model is developed
which studies the effects of technological efficiency as an endogenous variable within a bioeconomic system.
We model capital investments in a fishery as a fast-slow dynamics, where investment decisions are made
less frequently than the allocation of effort. We study how the possibility to invest in capital affects open
access dynamics, and also the evolution of cooperative harvesting norms. We find that the possibility to
make large capital investments can destabilize cooperation, especially if enforcement capacity is low.
Further, we find that communities can preserve cooperation by agreeing on a resource level that is lower than
socially-optimal. This reduces the incentive to deviate from the cooperative strategy and invest in capital.
KEYWORDS Bioeconomics, Social-Ecological Systems, Social Norms, Differential Equations, Fisheries

Rondebosch 7701, Cape Town, South Africa., lynne.shannon@uct.ac.za
Author 3: Jarre, Astrid. Marine Research Institute and Department of Biological Sciences, University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3,
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Author 4: Olivier Thébaud - AMURE; & Luc Doyen - CNRS, olivier.thebaud@ifremer.fr

ABSTRACT:
The viability approach has been suggested as a useful way to operationalize ecosystem-based marine
management. Broadly speaking, a viability approach seeks to discover what states and associated
regulations will assure a desirable (e.g. healthy or operational) system, which might be represented through
desirable, measurable objectives for a system, over time. In the context of fisheries management, it examines
how economic, social and environmental constraints might be met through time with various management
conditions, by maintaining the system within the bounds of acceptable limits (e.g. limit reference points). In
terms of viability modeling, there are often limitations on the number of constraints that can be assessed in
practice. Decisions must therefore be made on which constraints, that is. indicators and thresholds, to include
in the analysis and these decisions represent value-judgements that are made, for example, between different
management or stakeholder objectives and priorities. We lay out, step-by-step, how the viability approach
could be used to implement systems-based management. We emphasize the importance of stakeholder
participation in this process and clear documentation of how decisions on constraint selection were made. The
hake fisheries in the Southern Benguela ecosystem off of the coast of South Africa is used as an illustrative
example of how this approach might be operationalized in the context of fisheries management, including
how it might relate to ecosystem and economic objectives. The effect of managing low trophic level species at
different fishing mortalities on the viability of hake is assessed through applying the viability approach to an
existing ecosystem model (EcoPath with EcoSim) and an existing bio-economic agent-based model (HakeSim).
KEYWORDS viability; ecological-economic modeling; socio-ecological systems; ecosystem-based fisheries management;
renewable resource management
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On the importance of accurate estimation of coarse woody debris
decomposition rates when modeling forest ecosystems
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ABSTRACT:
ABSTRACT:
As part of developing scientific decision support tools for operationalizing ecosystem-based fisheries
management (EBFM), multi-species population models have become increasingly important as a tool to
understand the effects of primary species on each other in marine ecosystems. Although a broad range of modeling
approaches for EBFM have been suggested, multi-species assessment models that focus on ecologically or
economically important stocks have the potential to provide tactical catch advice while accounting for species
interactions and the effects of species composition on the productivity of commercially important stocks. We
developed a general state-space multi-species age-structured assessment model which accounts for species
interactions and stochasticity in population processes and associated observations. We apply this model to a
community of finfish stocks on Georges Bank, fitting to survey indices of abundance, catch at age (from both
fishery and surveys), and diet composition data. Model fits to these data are evaluated, including comparison
among models that differ in their representation of process error. Results for derived model quantities are
compared to those obtained from models that do not include species interactions to assess the consequence
of adding these details for providing management advice. The model is the first known implementation
of a state-space multi-species age-structured fisheries assessment model and advances the science of
multi-species modeling approaches. The model improves understanding of the influence of ecosystem and
species relationships on living marine resources in order to provide integrated scientific advice to managers.
KEYWORDS multispecies model, stock assessment, state-space, species interactions, observation and process errors

Coarse woody debris (CWD) are important ecological features of forests, as they can be a reservoir of carbon
and nutrients for long periods, due to their slow decomposition rates. Estimating such rates (particularly
for underground components such as large roots or buried branches) is a challenging task, and as a
consequence there is a scarcity of published data available for calibrating forest ecosystem models. The
traditional way of solving such issue is using assumptions that have been rarely rigorously tested, such
as using similar decomposition rates for large roots and branches. To estimate the potential error that
such assumptions could introduce when simulating forest growth, field data on CWD decomposition rates
from two experimental sites part of the North American Long-Term Soil Productivity Study in south-eastern
British Columbia (Canada) were used. During the period 2002-2008, wood stakes from two species (Populus
tremuloides and Pinus contorta) were used to study two different CWD categories (placed on the forest floor or
surface mineral soil, mimicking fallen branches; and inserted vertically into the mineral soil, mimicking dead
roots). The design was repeated in each site under three different forest management regimes: no harvesting
(plots established in the original Douglas-fir-dominated cover); stem only harvesting (plots established after
cutting the original forest and removing the stems); and whole-tree harvesting plus litter removal (plots
established after removing all aboveground organic matter). Data were used to create probability distributions
of decomposition rates for each CWD category. Using a Monte Carlo approach, 50 decomposition rate values
for each CWD category were selected and used to calibrate the ecosystem-level forest model FORECAST. The
model was then used to simulate the growth and development of Douglas-fir-dominated forests in each plot
type for 70 years (600 runs in total). Significant effects of CWD decomposition rates (particularly for large
roots) on tree growth were found, especially in intensively managed forests, as belowground CWD became
the main reservoir of organic matter and its associated nutrients. Therefore, our first results indicate that
the uncertainty associated to calibrating CWD decomposition processes should be taken into consideration
when calibrating forest models and special efforts should be made to gather site- and species-specific CWD
decomposition rates, particularly for roots.
KEYWORDS ecosystem-level models, sensitivity analysis, uncertainty analysis, forest ecosystem, forest management.
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A parsimonious method for modeling complex nonlinear
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ABSTRACT:
Underground media are characterized by their high surface to volume ratio and by their slow solute movements that
overall promote strong water-rock interactions. As a result, water quality strongly evolves with the degradation of
anthropogenic contaminants and the dissolution of some minerals. Chemical reactivity is first determined by the
residence time of solutes and the input/output behavior of the system, as most reactions are slow and kinetically
controlled. Especially important are exchanges between high-flow zones where solutes are transported over long
distances with marginal reactivity and low-flow zones in which transport is limited by slow diffusion but reactivity is high because of large residence time. The dominance of these characteristic features up to some meters to
hundreds of meters have prompted the development of numerous simplified models starting from the ``double-porosity’’ concept. In these models, solutes move quickly by advection in a first porosity with a small volume
representing fast-flow channels and slowly by diffusion in a second large homogeneous porosity. Exchanges between the two porosities is diffusion-like. Such models have been widely extended to account not only for one diffusive-like zone but for many of them with different structures and connections to the advective zone. Such extensions are thought to model both the widely varying transfer times and the rich water-rock interactions. The two most
famous ones are the Multi-Rate Mass Transfer model (MRMT) and Multiple INteracting Continua model (MINC).
Theoretical grounds are however missing to identify classes of equivalent porosity structures, effective calibration
capacity on accessible tracer test data, and influence of structure on conservative as well as chemically reactive
transport. One can wonder if MRMT and MINC models are not too restrictive to represent real structures. In this work,
we show that for a large class of finite dimensional input-output positive systems that represent networks of transport and diffusion of solute in geological media, there exist equivalent MRMT and MINC representations, which are
quite popular in geosciences. Moreover, we provide explicit methods to construct these equivalent representations.
The proofs show that controllability property is playing a crucial role. These results contribute to our fundamental understanding on the effect of fine-scale geological structures on the transfer and dispersion of solute.

ABSTRACT:
Development in information technology led environmental scientists to the illusion that efforts should be
focused on developing models that reduce uncertainty rather than models adjusted to the existing uncertainty. As a result, environmental relationships are represented by non-parsimonious and suboptimal models,
which in many instances could be even wrong. The objective of this research is to provide scientists modeling
ecosystem processes a procedure that supplies parsimonious correct results. The procedure transforms the
response variable to achieve normality of the residuals and a linear model can be obtained. After parameters
of the transformed model are estimated, the bias induced by back-transforming is corrected. We computed
the bias corrections for 10 popular functions (i.e., power, trigonometric and hyperbolic) by considering the
truncated normal distribution, when necessary. Using generated data, we showed that the proposed procedure supplies unbiased results. We identified a sample size artifact of data generation, such that when
variance increases, truncation of distribution starts altering the corrections of predicted values, sometimes
more than 50% from the actual values. Our results indicate that uncertainty, measured by variance, impacts
the analysis in a non-intuitive way when defining domain of the response variable is restricted. The subtle
way of uncertainty on influencing the development of complex nonlinear models advocate even-more the usage of parsimonious linear models, which are less sensitive to the method of processing data by a particular
software. Finally, ecosystem processes should be modeled with strategies that consider not only modeling
and computation aspects, but also uncertainty, in particular reducing variance to levels with no significant
impact on the results.
KEYWORDS bias correction; linearization; sample size artifact; truncated distribution.

KEYWORDS Underground water, equivalent mass transfer models, positive linear systems, controllability
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ABSTRACT:
We consider an infinite horizon optimization problem with arbitrary but finite periodicity in discrete
time. The problem can be formulated as a fix-point problem for a contraction operator, and we provide
a solution scheme for this class of problems. Our approach is an extension of the classical Bellman
problem to the special case of non-autonomy that periodicity represents. Solving such problems paves the
way for consistent and rigorous treatment of, for example, seasonality in discrete dynamic optimization.
In an illustrative example, we consider the decision problem in a fishery with seasonal fluctuations. The
example demonstrates that rigorous treatment of periodicity has profound influence on the optimal policy
dynamics compared to the case where seasonality is abstracted from by considering average effects only.
KEYWORDS Bellman, contraction operator, optimization, periodicity

Presenting Author: Filar, Jerzy, Centre for Applications in Natural Resource Mathematics, School of Mathematics and Physics, The

ABSTRACT:
Whenever scientists attempt to model a complex environmental phenomenon such as climate change they
need to be cognisant of both the nature and the magnitude of the uncertainties that will, invariably, be
embedded in the model’s outputs/forecasts. Upon some reflection, it is possible to classify the nature
of the uncertainties into five distinct types: 1. Uncertainties caused by errors, Eo, in observations, 2.
Uncertainties caused by errors, Ep, in the estimation of parameters, 3. Uncertainties caused by errors, Es,
due to the solution algorithm, 4. Uncertainties caused by errors, Ec, due to the computer implementation,
and 5. Uncertainties caused by errors, Em, in the modeling. Arguably, of all of the above types of
uncertainties, it is the modeling uncertainty Em that is most often overlooked or misunderstood. Indeed,
there appears to be no professional group that specialises in the analysis of Em type errors. What makes
the modeling error especially challenging in many climate and other environmental models is the fact that,
often, such models are producing outputs in the ranges that reach 100, 200 or even 1000 years into the
future. Thus a fundamental question arises: Even if the modeling error Em is small initially, how does
the uncertainty due to this error propagate over time, when the model is run over large time horizons?}
In this presentation, the author will discuss some concepts and results from the subjects of stochastic
dynamical systems, risk theory and perturbation theory illustrated in the context of modeling climate
change and El Nino phenomena. It will be seen that while the problem of cascading errors is very
significant, it can be understood, quantified and analysed. Time permitting, the underlying problem
stemming from the lack of synchronization between the time scales of human development and natural
processes of the biosphere will also be raised as a fundamental challenge that cannot be easily alleviated
by ``band-aid” type solutions to climate change that feature prominently in public debate on this issue.
KEYWORDS Uncertainty, environmental modeling, cascading errors, time scales synchronization
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ABSTRACT:

Author 4: Hector Ramirez Cabrera CMM, Centro de Modelamiento Matematico Av. Blanco Encalada 2120 Piso 7 Santiago de Chile, hramirez@

With the recently expanded inclusion of coral species as Threatened under the U.S. Endangered Species Act
(ESA), current and future predictions of coral population dynamics and species distributions are needed
to enable effective species based management for conservation and to minimize potential threats to
populations. This calls for consideration of both spatial and temporal dynamics in the coral populations in
the development of predictive maps of species distributions are necessary. To this end, we apply processbased dynamic range models (DRMs) to jointly model the spatio-temporal population dynamics and spatial
habitat suitability of Threatened Acroporid coral species in the U.S. Caribbean and Southeast Florida under a
hierarchical Bayesian framework. The models can be separated into three submodels: (1) a niche model that
correlates environmental predictors with population growth rate; (2) a size-structured population model that
describes local population dynamics and dispersal, and (3) an observer model that represents the level of
accuracy affected by detection probability. To assess the applicability of the DRM framework to the included
coral species, we evaluate the model performance and compare it with widely-used correlative species
distribution models. In the preliminary results, we expect to see an improved model performance of DRMs on
predicting both current and predicted future scenarios.
KEYWORDS process-based model, species distribution modeling, Acropora corals, hierarchical Bayesian modeling,

size-structured population model

dim.uchile.cl
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ABSTRACT:
In many natural environments, water resources are not directly usable because thier quality does not fulfill the
drinking water norms, and therefore treatment or control needs to be applied. It could also happen that the quality
of these resource is temporarily acceptable but impacted by its extraction. This is typically the case of coastal
lagoons that communicate with the sea. Depending on the level of water in the lagoon, the communication
with the sea increases its salt concentration and then one may want to maximize the water pumping within
giving bound on the salt concentration, and preserving water volume in the lagoon for its sustainability.
In this work, we model the problem as a non-autonomous optimal control problem under state constraints,
distinguising two seasons (dry and humid) in the year. The state of the system describes the salt and
volume concentration of a coastal lagoon connected to the sea, and the constraints represent bounds
on the salt concentration and water volume of the lagoon. The control variable is the output flow
rate from the lagoon and the objective the maximization of the total water extracted during one year.
Instead of deriving necessary conditions of optimal control under state constraints (i.e. Maximum Principle
under state constraints), we first characterize the viability kernel over the year period, that is the set of
initial conditions for which there exists a (time-varying) control such that the corresponding trajectory
satisfies the constraints over one year. Then, we study the optimal control within this set, expliciting for any
initial condition an optimal control policy, as a state feedback, maximizing the pumped water over one year.
This problem has been motivated by the case study of the Tunquen lagoon in Chile, but the modeling approach
and the methodolgy could be extended to similar situations.
KEYWORDS Water extraction, lagoon, constraints, viability, optimal control
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ABSTRACT:
It is well known that coastal pollution can severely affect marine biodiversity and is thus of considerable
concern. In this regard, one largely neglected aspect has been what role increased coastal lighting due
to the development of tourism facilities and housing on or near the coast may play. Nightlight pollution
particularly harms marine turtles, where their beach nesting and mortality rates of the newborns
are negatively affected by coastal lights. In this paper we set out to study the effect of nightlight
regulation in the coastal areas of Florida. Our approach to quantitatively estimate the effect of this
conservation policy on turtle populations is to combine nesting data sets with a measurement of
ordinances strength, together with proxies of coastal activities, nightlight intensity and storms.
We focus on loggerhead turtles, which is the most common sea turtle in Florida (nesting beaches in
Florida and Oman host 80–90% of the world’s loggerhead nesting activity). We consider two loggerhead
nest-count surveys in Florida, the Statewide program and the Index program. The strength of coastal
communities ordinances to protect sea turtles is set by means of an aggregated score. This number
summarizes, on the one hand, to what extend the ordinance create favorable lighting conditions for sea
turtle nesting. And on the other hand, it measures the compliance and enforcement of these conditions.
We found that nightlight legislation has been effective in terms of reducing lighting at nesting beaches.
Moreover, sea turtle protective legislation has significantly acted to increase nesting activity of loggerheads.
The additional nests to be gained for a beach with no legislation in place to one with the highest possible
score is 1,119 nests. If we consider the mean score of all nesting beaches in Florida, i.e., 23, then our
results suggest that on average an additional 255 nests annually can be attributed to the current legislation
implemented in Florida. With these estimates in hand, we incorporate the positive effect of legislation into a
turtle’s population model in order to evaluate as well the generational dynamic implications of this wildlife
management strategy.

6N5, moll@telfer.uottawa.ca
Author 2: Lane, dlane@uottawa.ca
Author 3: Beigzadeh,

ABSTRACT:
This research develops and applies a system dynamics (SD) model for the strategic evaluation of Environmental adaptation options for coastal communities. The paper defines and estimates asset-based measures
for community vulnerability, resilience, and adaptive capacity with respect to the environmental, economic,
social, and cultural pillars of the coastal community under threat from storms. The SD model simulates the
annual multidimensional dynamic impacts of severe coastal storms and storm surge on the community pillars under alternative adaptation strategies. The calculation of the quantitative measures provides valuable
information for decision makers for evaluating the alternative strategies. Adaptation strategies are defined
to develop simulation scenarios that include controllable (adaptation strategies) and uncontrollable (severe
storms) model variables illustrated for the coastal community of Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada. The dynamic trend of the measures and model sensitivity analyses for Charlottetown, facing increased
frequency of severe storms, storm surge, and sea –level rise provide impetus for enhanced community strategic planning for the changing coastal environment. This research is presented as part of the International
Community-University Research Alliance (ICURA) C-Change project “Managing Adaptation to Environmental
Change in Coastal Communities: Canada and the Caribbean” sponsored by the Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) and the International Development Resource Centre (IDRC).
KEYWORDS Vulnerability, Resilience, Adaptive Capacity, Coastal Community System Dynamics.

KEYWORDS Marine biodiversity, Coastal pollution, Nightlight regulation, Wildlife management, Sea turtles.
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ABSTRACT:
We develop a static two-sector general equilibrium model of a developing economy, highly dependent on
agriculture and fisheries, to study the interacting external effects of ocean acidification, global warming and
eutrophication on socially optimal environmental policy. The model captures that CO2 emissions not only
contribute to global warming through an increase of the atmospheric temperature relative to the pre-industrial
level but also cause ocean acidification. In addition, the model accounts for agriculture run-off of pesticides
and fertilizers, which results in eutrophication of the ocean. The utility of a representative consumer reflects
both use and non-use values of agricultural and fishery resources by incorporating not only the consumption
of their products but also a biodiversity value. The latter decreases in the three environmental damages. We
derive optimal rules for taxes on CO2 emissions and agricultural run-off and show how they depend on both
isolated and interacting damage effects. The results contribute to understanding about the economics of
ocean acidification in interaction with other important environmental stressors within developing economies
that are particularly sensitive to environmental change.
KEYWORDS ocean acidification, global warming, eutrophication, environmental policy, general equilibrium

A dynamical systems framework for exploring resilience
Presenting Author: Zeeman, Mary Lou, Mathematics Department, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME 04011, mlzeeman@bowdoin.edu

ABSTRACT:
Joint with Alanna Hoyer-Leitzel, Sarah Iams, Ian Klasky, Victoria Lee, Steven Ligtenberg and Katherine Meyer.
As climate change and human activities deliver new disturbance patterns to urban and ecological systems,
resilience questions make us look at familiar mathematics through a new lens. Resilience is a slippery
concept that has different meanings in different contexts. It is often described as the ability of a system
to absorb change and disturbance while maintaining its basic structure and function. There is an inherent
interplay between qualitative and quantitative data in resilience questions. If we interpret the “structure”
of a system as it’s dynamical state, then its “function” is more value-laden, as there are typically “desirable” and “undesirable” regions of state space (which may or may not map on to dynamical features
such as basins of attraction), corresponding to desirable or undesirable properties of the system. From
a management point of view, the goal may be to increase resilience (e.g. of ecosystem services, grazing
land or crop yield), or to decrease resilience (e.g. of invasive species or of the collapsed state of a fishery).
From a dynamical systems point of view, the different meanings of resilience are often about interactions
between transient dynamics of a system and disturbance to the system. In this work, we subject the flow of an
autonomous system of ODEs to regular shocks (“kicks”) of constant size and direction. The resulting flow-kick
systems occupy a surprisingly under-explored area between deterministic and stochastic dynamics. Natural
questions to ask include: Does the resulting flow-kick system equilibrate? If so, where? Is that a “desirable”
region of state space? What are the dynamics near the flow-kick equilibrium? Does that represent resilience?
And what can it tell us about a system subject to stochastic disturbances from a compact domain?
KEYWORDS Resilience, disturbance, flow-kick, bifurcation, transient dynamics
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Falling off the Resource with Rising Inequality
Presenting Author: Mirza, M Usman, Wageningen University and Research Centre, Wageningen, Netherlands, 6700 AA, usman.mirza@wur.nl

ABSTRACT:
Overexploitation in human nature interactions is long known to be a non-trivial problem leading to ecological
degradation and persistent poverty. However, in the modern globalized world we see a pattern of resource
exploitation in regions with growing inequality. Cases such as water stress in Pakistan, land degradation in
Bangladesh, forest overharvest in Sub-Saharan Africa and the Amazon, provide evidence of resource overuse
consistent with growing inequality. Empirical evidence suggest that while the poor primarily depend on the
natural resource, the wealthy are able to control and overuse the resource. In this paper we ask whether there
are consistent mechanisms linking resource exploitation with rising inequality in growing society. Inequalities
have risen substantially and will continue to rise as societies grow, adapt new technologies, industrialize and
open up to globalization. To investigate impacts of this persistent rise in inequality we develop a coupled
dynamic systems model of socio-ecological interactions for a growing society. We show that rising inequality
will reduce both societal and ecological resilience, leading to resource degradation and consequently pushing
most vulnerable members of society off the resource deep into chronic poverty.

KEYWORDS Socio-ecological interactions, Resilience, Dynamic System Model, Inequality, Critical transition

Measuring responsibility for ecosystem collapse through over-harvesting in a stylized ecological-economic model
Presenting Author: Theresa, Voß, University of Freiburg, Dept. of Environmental Economics and Resource Management, Tennenbacher
Str. 4, 79106 Freiburg, Germany, theresa.voss@ere.uni-freiburg.de
Author 2: Stefan Baumgärtner, University of Freiburg, Dept. of Environmental Economics and Resource Management, Tennenbacher Str.
4, 79106 Freiburg, Germany, stefan.baumgaertner@ere.uni-freiburg.de

ABSTRACT:
Ecosystems provide humans with numerous vital ecosystem services. As a result of over-harvesting, the ecosystem may collapse. This may entail severely negative consequences for the human societies relying on the
ecosystem services. As ecological-economic systems are dynamic and subject to many stochastic influences,
e.g. from weather or ecological interactions, collapse is not a deterministic consequence of a particular, too high
harvesting level. Rather, it is an uncertain consequence of harvesting, that may entail with higher probability
for higher harvesting levels and lower probability for lower harvesting levels. As with all stochastic events,
actual collapse may even come about with low harvesting at a low level which would imply collapse only at a
very low probability (“bad luck”). And vice versa, harvesting at a high level that would imply collapse with a
rather high probability, does not necessarily bring about actual collapse (“good luck”). Here, we employ a stylized ecological-economic model where an ecosystem user harvests an ecosystem service from a dynamic and
stochastic resource stock, say, fish or timber. The dynamics of the resource stock is described by logistic growth
with a minimum viable population size. The natural regeneration rate of the resource is a random parameter,
normally distributed with given mean and variance. This captures stochastic ecological effects in our model,
and implies that the consequences of harvesting are stochastic. We consider different harvesting strategies.
We measure the extent to which the actual collapse of an ecosystem can be attributed to the harvesting
strategy of the ecosystem user, as the difference in the probabilities of collapse with and without harvesting
over a given time horizon. That is, we are concerned with measuring the causal-descriptive responsibility of
an actor for potential collapse of the system. With this concept of causal responsibility, we study how the
responsibility for collapse of the ecosystem under a given harvesting strategy depends on the different ecological and harvesting parameters, and how it develops over time. We also compare the different harvesting
strategies in terms of how they differ in the extent to which they are causally responsible for the potential
collapse of the ecosystem.
KEYWORDS ecological-economic system, harvesting, responsibility, collapse, stochastic
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ABSTRACT:
Social-ecological system (SES) framework, a framework which combines the social and the biophysical context in one system, is of growing concern to several scientific disciplines [Ostrom 2009]. Viewing resource systems, not just from a biophysical point of view but also from a social perspective contributes to a better understanding of the overall system. In addition, analyzing the robustness of the system also contributes in devising new management strategies that will have positive effect on the sustainability of the resource system.
We apply the SES framework on an uneven-aged forest located at “Massif de Vercors” in France. From this
diagnosis, we build a model that ambition to create a new management tools to help decision makers responsible for the resource system exploitation (the forest) in the management process. For this purpose,
we use the data extracted from surveys for applying the SES. The data extracted from these surveys deal
with biophysical, social and economic aspect of the system This framework therefore presents a clear
connection between the social aspects (such as communities, tourism, local and national government)
and the resource system (the forest). Then we construct the robustness framework [Anderies et al. 2004]
of the system to help in identifying potential vulnerabilities of social ecological system to disturbances.
From this diagnosis, we propose to model the human interaction with the forest, which is seen as the management strategy used on the forest, as a dynamic that is affected by the many social variables described by
the SES framework. For example, tourism in the area can affect the decision of whether to cut fewer trees or
not, or even prohibit the cutting of trees in some parts of the Vercors area. All this social dynamics can help
provide a forest growth model, based on a recent work (Mathias et al. 2015) that will provide more realistic
view on the evolution of the forest in the presence of human activity. Results enable us to better understand
the connection between the many institutions that describe the system and better understand the connection
between the biophysical infrastructure and the social infrastructure.

Presenting Author: van der Meijden, Gerard, De Boelelaan 1105, 1081 HV Amsterdam, g.c.vander.meijden@vu.nl

ABSTRACT:
We develop an oligopoly-fringe model to understand the consequences of recent developments on the global
energy market: the collapse of OPEC as a cartel and the shale oil revolution in the US and Canada. Our model is
able to explain simultaneous supply of conventional and shale oil, despite differing extraction costs. We show
that a final limit-pricing regime will occur, during which the OPEC oligopolists just undercut the price of renewable energy, if the stock of the shale fringe is not too large. The break-down of OPEC has an ambiguous effect
on climate damages. On the one hand, aggregate oil extraction will become less conservative, which increases
damages from climate change. On the other hand, extraction of the fringe is postponed, which lowers climate
damage if the fringe’s resource is relatively dirty (e.g., tar sands). The recent shale oil revolution not only leads
to increased climate damages, but may even lower global welfare. We also show that renewables subsidies do
not cause a Weak Green Paradox if the relative stock of the oligopolists is large enough, compared to the fringe.
KEYWORDS limit pricing, non-renewable resource, monopoly, climate policies
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ABSTRACT:
Climate change is expected to be one of the key threats for biodiversity conservation in this century. Conservation literature has pointed to the inadequacy of current biodiversity conservation practices relying predominantly on static approaches and showed the need to develop “climate-proof” conservation strategies.
However, this debate has taken place largely in the conservation planning literature so far and ignored
incentive-based conservation policy instruments such as conservation payments. Our general understanding
is thus poor about how should conservation payments be designed so that they can contribute to biodiversity conservation under climate change in a cost-effective manner. Here, we develop a conceptual dynamic
ecological-economic model and investigate the impact of different ecological and economic parameters on
the cost-effectiveness performance of four payment design options. Our analysis includes (1) spatially homogeneous payments, (2) adaptive spatially differentiated payments that consider heterogeneity in terms of
climate-suitability for the conserved biodiversity within a region, (3) payments targeted at the presence of a
species in an area, and (4) adaptive spatially differentiated payments that are also targeted. We consider a
landscape whose dynamics is driven by climate change, while analyzing the impact of changes in key economic and ecological parameters. Our results demonstrate the cost-effectiveness gains enabled by payments
targeting and differentiation for biodiversity conservation under climate change which come, however, at the
expense of higher transaction costs. Moreover, we demonstrate the existence of connectivity/area trade-offs,
whose intensity is dulled by the speed of climate change.

Author 2: College of Economics and Business administration, South China Agricultural University, 483 Wushan Avenue,Tianhe district,
Guangzhou, 510642, yijing_becky@163.com
Author 3: College of Economics and Business administration, South China Agricultural University, 483 Wushan Avenue,Tianhe district,
Guangzhou, 510642, zhoueragon@foxmail.com

ABSTRACT:
Given the debates about whether Protected Areas (PAs) exacerbate local poverty or might contribute to poverty alleviation, there is a critical need for evidence to examine the impacts. In this study, we have conducted a household investigation of 712 rural households in 7 PAs of Sichuan province of China. We used
matching method to value impacts of PAs on local livelihoods. The results showed that compared to the
Average Treatment Effect, the results of traditional regression model exaggerate the negative impacts of
the PAs. However, we should notice that the overall impact of PAs on local household wealth was still negative. Households inside the PAs had more Non-timber Forest Products gathering income and compensation, but fewer crop production income and forestry income. Better conservation policies need to be initiated
to realize the harmonious and concurrent development of ecological objectives and livelihood objectives.
KEYWORDS protected areas; poverty alleviation; matching method; giant panda

KEYWORDS Biodiversity, conservation payments, cost-effectiveness, climate change, payments for ecosystem services
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Interactions between pelagic trawlers, demersal trawlers and smallscale fisheries and consequences on biological and socio-economic
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The window of opportunity to prevent a collapse of a fishery under
different population productivity regimes
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ABSTRACT:
In multi-species fisheries, technical and social interactions between different fisheries components can make
it difficult to maximize economic yield. Furthermore, the fish stocks contributing to the overall catch may
be subject to different levels of natural variability, making it difficult to determine optimal management
strategies. Since bio-economic performance of multi-species fisheries is subject to high levels of biological
and economic uncertainty, successful fisheries management should identify and cope with risk and uncertainty when assessing management strategies. In this paper, using a case study of French fisheries in the
Mediterranean Sea’s Gulf of Lions, the bio-socio-economic performances of various management strategies
under conditions of uncertainty are assessed. The Gulf of Lions multi-species and multi-gear fisheries are
divided into three main components: 1) demersal trawlers largely exploiting hake (Merluccius merluccius),
2) pelagic trawlers that were previously directed to catch small pelagic species (mainly anchovy Engraulis
encrasicholus and sardine Sardina pilchardus), but which have recently reallocated their effort to demersal
species due to the collapse of anchovy and sardine stocks; and 3) small-scale fisheries typically including
small vessels that capture hake, small pelagics and a variety of other species. A multi-species, multi-gear
bio-economic and stochastic model (Impact Assessment model for fisheries management, IAM) is used to
explore the bio-socio-economic performances of the different components of the fishery. Different management strategies are tested and compared in the context of the change in fishing strategy of the pelagic trawlers. Taking into account the interactions between pelagic and demersal trawlers on the one hand
and trawlers and small-scale fisheries on the other hand, the trade-offs between biological and socio-economic indicators are quantified for the different management strategies through the use of the IAM model.

Presenting Author: Andries, Richter, CEES, University of Oslo, Blindern, Norway, andries.richter@wur.nl

ABSTRACT:
Globally, the viability of many fish stocks is threatened by the increasing human exploitation due to a growing
demand for food. In addition, fish stocks are exposed to climate driven environmental changes which can exacerbate harvesting effects. Prevention of a stock collapse is a prerequisite for sustainable management, but its
success in doing so depends on how quickly fisheries managers respond to a decline and take appropriate actions.
With an age-structured population model for a cod-like fish species we investigate the implications of
increasing sea surface temperature and different population dynamics at low abundance (compensation,
weakened compensation, depensation) for fish stock management. We show that both negative temperature dependency and reduced compensation erode the population’s recovery potential and result in a lower
maximum fishing pressure the population can withstand. In addition, an increasing rate of depletion
requires a fast response of management actions to prevent a collapse. Under critical depensation, the rate
of stock decline may be so fast that a collapse is unavoidable even with fishing pressure fully banned. We
investigate how the rate of population decline affects the window of opportunity for management actions
to prevent stock collapse and thus sustain a healthy fish stock needed to ensure long-term food production. Finally, we discuss management implications for a population with uncertain or unknown population
dynamics at low abundance.
KEYWORDS fisheries, resilience, collapse, social-ecological systems, age-structured model

KEYWORDS fisheries management, bio-economic modeling, socio-ecosystems, trade-offs, uncertainty and risk,
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ABSTRACT:

Av Leon Duguit, 33608 Pessac, France, et Université des Antilles et de la Guyane, cisse.ahad@hotmail.com

A groundbreaking study took place in Tasmania in the first half of 2016: visitors to Tasmania were equipped
with GPS devices, which allowed for extremely precise location data to be generated throughout their trip on
the island. This extremely precise location data (the GPS devices were “pinged” every thirty seconds) can be
used to reconstruct each visitor’s trips to coastal and marine sites, including travel time and stay time at the
site. From these reconstructed trips, a random utility model with unprecedented levels of accuracy is being
created. In this project, for the first time, the quality of the random utility model does not depend on subjects
diligently remembering their day to day movements between sites, nor their precise stay time at each site.
Through a modeling approach similar to travel cost, this model will allow for the valuation of Tasmanian
coastal and marine sites that have been visited by tourists. The site attributes and ecosystem services
identified through consideration and review of each visited site will be valued through the random utility
model. These attributes will be identified through a combination of the study of available Tasmanian
spatial data, as well as visits to the sites, and the use of predefined coastal and marine values agreed
upon by a group of Tasmanian locals (Your Marine Values study, Ogier and Macleod, 2013*). The site
attributes and ecosystem services to be valued include good accessibility of the area (well-paved roads,
parking available), presence of facilities (BBQ/picnic benches, WC/showers), presence of interesting
geological features, opportunities for personal research or education, seascape and coastal landscape
quality, water quality and cleanliness, marine sediment quality, and species presence and diversity.
As well as providing a measure of the value of coastal and marine sited and their attributes, this method
produces a ranking of marine and coastal sites and their attributes, a result expected to be useful in the
policy-making and tourism management spheres.

ABSTRACT:
This paper examines the impact of climate warming on the bio-economic performances of Bay of Biscay mixed
fisheries and gives insights into the best management strategy for coping with global warming. To achieve
this, a multi-species, multi-class, multi-fleets and dynamic model is first developed and calibrated using ICES
and IPCC data. The climate represented by the Sea Surface temperature is assumed to affect the recruitment
of the species. Three management strategies are then compared in terms of bio-economic outcomes: StatusQuo (SQ), Multi-species MSY (MMSY), Multi-species MEY (MMEY). The ranking of the strategies is done with
respect to three climate scenarios. Our results first highlight that the SQ strategy is not optimal and is
characterized by a major decline of Sole. By contrast, the MMSY and the MMEY strategies which improve
the ecological state and economical performances of fisheries display therefore better outcomes than the
SQ strategy. Furthermore, as expected, the MMEY strategy yields the highest profits level in the long run.
However, the negative impact of the temperature on Sole prevents the MMEY strategies of bringing back its
stocks above the precautionnary threshold set by the ICES. In line with this, the MMEY strategy suggests that
the sole gill netters activity should be significantly reduced.
KEYWORDS Bio-economic model, Global warming, Bay of Biscay, Fisheries, Sustainability

Ogier, E., Macleod, C.K., 2013.
Your Marine Values:
Public Report, IMAS Technical Report.http://www.tarfish.org/documents/Your-Marine-Values-Report-2013.pdf
*

KEYWORDS Random utility model, marine and coastal, ecosystem services, GPS tracking, tourism
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ABSTRACT:
The eastern Arabian Sea experiences intensive upwelling during the southwest monsoon wherein deeper
colder nutrient rich but oxygen deficient water comes to a very shallower depth and have mixed response
on the coastal ecosystem. To understand this complexity, intense sampling was carried out from 2013 to
2015 along the Indian west coast across the shelf region to study the summer monsoon characteristics and
associated biological responses of the Eastern Arabian Sea. A high resolution coupled bio-physical ROMS
model has also been employed to study ecosystem variability of the eastern Arabian Sea. The persistent
presence of deep chlorophyll maxima was observed at 50m depth during southwest monsoon along the
coast. The upwelled water was significantly low in its dissolved oxygen content and was present at a shallow
depth of 20m below the surface. The model could successfully capture these observed variability and well
in agreement with observations. The model simulations suggest that the upwelling event of Kochi and
Goa-Mangalore coasts are two independent events. The upwelling starts during the early summer monsoon
along the Kochi coast and is driven by high along shore wind whereas at the Goa-Mangalore coast the
though upwelling starts during the early summer monsoon but gets intensified during the late phase of
the summer monsoon. The transport of nutrient rich water fuels high surface productivity but low oxygen
content drives the fishes away. The presence of low oxygen water at a very shallow depth have cascading
effect on the local fisheries as they tend to migrate away from the oxygen stressed condition, evident from a
significant decrease in fish landing at a coastal stations along the west coast of India. Seasonal transition
during the observation period also seems to have significant effect on the coastal ecosystem dynamics.
KEYWORDS Eastern Arabian Sea, ROMS, Upwelling, Productivity, Hypoxia

ABSTRACT:
Inappropriate development and overexploitation has seriously degraded highland aquatic resources in
China. Conservation measures initiated for the Beijiang River to protect biodiversity and bolster catches
include closed-fishing seasons, protected areas and restocking. Potential impacts of such actions on the
livelihoods of fishers were evaluated using bioeconomic modeling. Costs and benefits for baseline scenarios
came from logbooks from 30 fishers and a survey of 90 households in three villages. The financial net benefit
for a household was ￥11,160 (US$1583) annually, representing a 142% and 387% return on capital and
operating costs, respectively. Increased catches from restocking high value species (>￥20 kg-1) generated
a net benefit of ￥11,596 (US$1645) annually. Stocking endangered species could enhance biodiversity
but would not benefit fishers financially. A closed-fishing season, fish protection zone and aquatic habitat
restoration could generate a return of ￥12,846 (US$1822) annually, but pollution would continue, affecting
all users and disrupting ecological functioning. Enhanced pollution control resulting in decreased operating
costs (-20%) and increased catches (+20%) would increase the net benefit by 15.9% to ￥12,938 (US$1835)
annually. Stringent pollution control measures are essential to conserve aquatic biodiversity and enhance the
livelihoods of fishers but will impose added costs on the public and private sectors. Fishing on the Beijiang
River appears economically unsustainable and short-term financial gains from conservation measures
limited. Increasingly aged fishing households require government assistance to diversify their livelihoods,
access alternative urban employment and survive with dignity. Adopting the bioeconomic modeling approach
presented here could enable responsible authorities to evaluate options to enhance the livelihoods of smallscale fishers whilst ensuring fisheries are managed sustainably and aquatic ecosystems are restored and
protected by 2020, thus helping achieve Target 6 of the United Nations’ Convention on Biological Diversity
Strategic Plan for Biodiversity.

KEYWORDS small-scale fishers; stock enhancement; biodiversity conservation; bioeconomic modeling; Beijiang River, China
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ABSTRACT:
As the field of life and environmental science involves to depend on quantitative approaches and mathematical modeling, tertiary biology education is evolving. Although each institution’s programs are unique
with varying needs, the education community can make larger strides working together. We invite the community to work together, from anywhere, from everywhere, to improve quantitative outcomes of students.
QUBES is a community of educators, institutions, and professional societies that are working together to improve tertiary quantitative biology education. QUBES’s virtual center (qubeshub.org)
facilitates collaboration through its cyberinfrastructure tailored to STEM educational collaboration, facilitated peer faculty mentoring networks, and partner educational research and resources.
Like many socio-ecological systems, QUBES depends on the active participation of stakeholders,
ownership of the problem and the solution, though the ecological landscape is tertiary environmental and life science education. We have made considerable progress, and we’ve learned valuable lessons about working with the life science community on the teaching of quantitative skills. For example - what does “modeling” mean to different stakeholder groups and how is that meaning the
same or different? There are opportunities for the entire community to be involved in this dialogue.
QUBES is supported by NSF (DBI-1346584, DUE-1446269, 1446284, 1446258), BIO SIGMAA, SIAM, and by
powered by people like you.
KEYWORDS Education, community, quantitative biology, virtual center

ABSTRACT:
A consensus stresses the negative spillovers of conventional agriculture: environmental depletion, risk to human health, dependence from external markets, prices volatility… These features
are resolutely recognized as strong limits for development in small island territorities. Consequently, the time has come for an effective agroecological transition. Nevertheless, inertia in agricultural pathways particularly matters for small islands due to their long run trade specialization that
complies with the conventional model principles: monoculture, synthetic chemical inputs, mechanization and genetic engineering. This strategy is yield oriented with exclusive external market outlets.
This feature is particularly true in the in French West Indies for which the banana industry is dominant. Considering this initial state, we wonder if an agroecological transition is likely to occur. How
to change for alternative agricultural systems? What does the transition cost? How long does it take?
To evaluate the cost, the duration and the means to convert into an agroecological transition, a viability
model is built at a farm scale with several plots. A viable farming system provides economic output while
preserving the natural capital in each plot. An indicator of soil quality is a proxy of the state of the natural
capital. Soil quality is targeted at a minimal threshold. The agronomic module defines the couple (agricultural practice-crop) as a control variable that drives the evolution of the state of soil quality. The economic
module defines the production function that allows a minimal income to the farmer. Both agronomic and
economic modules are contingent to unpredictable (climatic and economic) uncertainties. Numerical computation based on robust control viability leads to the following results: (1) the agroecological transition
is possible provided ecological intensification and changes of crops. (2) There is a tradeoff between the
cost to be paid and the duration to finalize this transition. (3) The transition path is sensitive to the prior
duration of banana production and to the farmers’ social acceptability of costs to be paid. (4) We evaluate
the financial incentives that policymakers should support to favor the agroecological transition as soon as
possible. Based on these considerations, agriculture will promote resilience in these small island territories instead of being a determining factor of vulnerability.
KEYWORDS Agroecological transition, conventional vs. ecological intensification, Viability modeling, Resilience, Multiplots farming systems,
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ABSTRACT:
Almost all modern fertilizer spreaders use centrifugal spreading. This spreading technology is based on the
action of one or (more often) two horizontal, symmetrically rotating discs, which are typically attached to the
back of a tractor. The granular fertilizer is poured on the discs and those accelerate the particles with aid of carefully engineered vanes. The objective is a robust control of the spread pattern, which is the spatial distribution
of the grains after hitting the ground. A uniform pattern avoids excess fertilizer waste and optimum dosages.
The design of the discs, vanes and accompanying passive or active mechanical parts is critical to the effectiveness of the method, since small take-off inaccuracies tend to be amplified during the particles’ flight,
substantially affecting the final spread. Moreover, the particles’ geometry and mechanical properties sensibly
influence their trajectories as well. Unfortunately, experiments are time consuming and costly, given the large
amounts of materials needed, the scarcity of suitable laboratories and the large number of relevant parameters.
In this work we describe a numerical method devised to aid in the design process and to minimize the need for
such costly experiments. Our tool is based on the discrete element formulation that was put forward by Casas
et al. (2015). We review its main capabilities, highlighting its industry-oriented features regarding inlet
definition, moving parts, granulometry and post-process statistics. Furthermore, we comment on current work
about coupling the disc and particles with the surrounding air, which has not yet been explored in the literature.
KEYWORDS fertilizer, rotary spreader, discrete element, numerical
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ABSTRACT:
With the rapid growth of Chinese economy, environmental problems have been recognized as a severe
consequence to the society. Especially for those environmental high-related industries, performances
of industrial productions and trades have been under keen examinations. The forest products industry
has undergone a dramatic development in China. Nowadays, China has already become one of the biggest producers of paper and wood products, as well as become a very important player in forest products trade. However, along with the high concerns of environments worldwide, lack of environmental
certifications, high industrial pollutions caused by paper and pulp productions constraint the further
development of the forest products industry in China. In this decade, Chinese government has implemented stringent environmental regulations for the forest products industry aiming to legitimize the industry development. However, its impacts on forest products trade have not been examined yet. Thus,
our study paid a special attention on forest products trade under the massive environmental regulation changes in China, aiming to explore how forest products trade were affected by Chinese environmental regulations. This research tries to quantify environmental regulations and to build the empirical models based on the panel data of eight forest products categories from 2002 to 2014. Fix effect
modeling and seemingly unrelated regression were employed. Results show that forest products imports
into China have been negatively affected by the stringent environmental regulations, however, forest
products exports have been positively affected by the stringent environmental regulations. Specifically, paper and wood products trading are sensitive to the change of environmental regulations, however, wooden furniture trading are rarely being affected by the strict environmental regulations in China.
KEYWORDS environmental regulation, forest products, international trade, China
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Incompetence in microbial games

Modeling the relationship between forest management, tree growth
and fungal dynamics
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ABSTRACT:
Evolutionary game theory aims to predict whether types of species, or strategies, may coexist or ultimately
become extinct in a long run scenario. Incompetence, in this context, means players have some probability of making mistakes when executing their chosen strategy. When incorporated into evolutionary games,
these probabilities perturb the fitness matrix and may change the outcome of the replicator dynamics. In
this talk we introduce microbial interactions with incompetence and show how this idea may affect equilibria of the system depending on the environmental conditions. We consider three possible types of environments and show how environment and incompetence of players affect the survival strategy of bacteria.
KEYWORDS Evolution, game theory, incompetence, replicator dynamics, microbial interactionss
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ABSTRACT:
Mushrooms are valuable non-wood forest products that have gained ground worldwide due to their ecological
and economic importance. There are different environmental drivers affecting carpophore emergence and
productivity. Although climatic conditions are a key driver of fungi production, there are other factors
contributing to mushroom yield such as forest growth. For instance, mycorrhizal fungi which are in symbiosis
with trees, should be more benefited by improved forest growth than non-mycorrhizal fungi which do
not receive carbohydrates from the host tree. Therefore, the aim of this research is to shed light on the
relationship between forest growth and mushroom yield, as well as fungi diversity, under Mediterranean
climatic conditions. We hypothesize that increasing tree growth would be linked to higher carbohydrate
allocation to the mycorrhizal fungi and, consequently, in higher mushroom productivity. This study was
carried out in a Mediterranean Pinus pinaster forest located in Catalonia (NE Spain). Mushroom yield data
were measured during the period 2008–2014 in 27 plots within a thinning experiment. Dendrochronological
analyses were conducted in each plot to characterize and quantify seasonal radial growth (earlywood and
latewood width). In addition, we also quantified the frequency of intra-annual density fluctuations (IADFs)
which provide information on growth responses of Mediterranean conifers to water availability in summer
and fall. The main results are: 1) thinned plots presented higher basal area increments and larger mushroom
yields than unthinned plots; 2) the largest differences in mushroom yield between thinned and control
plots were found in 2009, right after thinning; 3) latewood production and mushroom yield were positively
correlated with late-summer precipitation; and 4) years with high IADF production are characterized by
elevated mushroom yields. In short, mushroom production depends on stand density but is also improved
by wet fall conditions as latewood production does. Thus, in Mediterranean forests characterized by summer
drought, fungi production can be reconstructed by investigating latewood production and IADF formation.
Thinning seems also appropriate to improve the yield of mycorrhizal fungi.
KEYWORDS tree growth, dendroecology, mixed models, non-woody forest products, mushroom
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ABSTRACT:
Objectives: Perform a multi-dimensional (environmental and economic) forecasting of the long-term
evolution of the forest sector at a national level (here, France), explicitly considering (a) the cascade of
biophysical and economic drivers (in particular, climate change impacts and related adaptation actions); (b) the capacity of forest resources to both provide ecosystem services and sustain the downstream timber sector and (c) the large uncertainty surrounding the climate change causality links.
Methodology: We employ a bio-economic model (FFSM++) which integrate (a) a biological forest growth
module (a spatially explicit inventory-based Markov transition matrix model), (b) an harvested wood products
market module (a regional, recursive partial-equilibrium model), (c) an area allocation module (an agentbased model of forest owners behaviour) and (d) a carbon balance module (registering carbon emitted, sequestrated and substituted). FFSM++ itself has been coupled for this study with a statistical model of forest
response to climate change and a statistical land-use model to deal with competition of forest activities with
agricultural ones. Entry points of the climate change cascade of impacts modelled in this study are climatic
anomalies and variations in international prices for timber products.
Results: (a) although climate change impact is more strong on coniferous species compared to broadleaved
ones, its effect is not strong enough to override substantial profit-driven preferences for coniferous forests
by forest managers; (b) despite an increase in harvesting intensity and increasing climate change impacts,
forest resources continue to expand; (c) due to the long term horizon of forest investments, future climate
change impacts already have strong consequences on today’s forest investment profitability; (d) the expansion of harvesting wood products markets advantage both producers (+89.9% in producer’s surplus)
and consumers (+12.0%); (e) forest sector mitigation potential is estimated at 123 Mt CO2eq/y (94.7 Mt
CO2eq/y from sequestration and 28.4 94.7 Mt CO2eq/y from substitution); (f) the forest capacity to provide
sequestration opportunities for atmospheric carbon is strongly declining with time and it ceases around
2070-2080; (g) uncertainty derived from employing different climatic models over the same IPCC storyline
has the same order of magnitude than the uncertainty derived from employing the same climatic model under
different storylines.
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ABSTRACT:
Coffee farming in Colombia is a significant agricultural activity, both economically and socially. First, more
than half of its municipalities are coffee producers (590 out of 1122). Second, coffee institutions represent
strategic social capital in rural areas of Colombia. Moreover, according to the National Coffee Growers Federation of Colombia FNC, coffee farming will play a crucial role in post-conflict. Unfortunately coffee has
diseases and pests. Within the latter, there is the drill (Hypoteneus Hampei Ferrari), the one which affects
more in the world. Although it appeared in Colombia in 1988, it is currently present in all coffee producing
countries. Its importance lies in the significant reduction of production and quality of the grain, as it attacks
the fruit in the most optimal state to be harvested, causing large amounts of the product to be lost and making it more vulnerable to attack by other pests. Also, the same habits of the drill make it difficult to control, for
example, once the drill reaches the endosperm of the grain, the insecticides are no longer effective. Although
the drill has several particular characteristics, we emphasize the ability to fly. Females have well-developed
wings that allow them to fly with skill, while males have atrophied wings, which is why their function is
clearly reproductive. Moreover, the male always remains inside the fruit and dies there. It is also important to
mention that not all crops are favorable for the displacement of the drill. Research has shown that in addition
to coffee plantations, grasslands are suitable for dispersal, while forests and crops of large plants, such as
banana and citrus, become a natural barrier. According to the above, we propose a population model based on
a complex network, whose nodes are coffee farms. In each node dynamics will be considered, incorporating in
each of them a system of ordinary nonlinear differential equations that describes the behavior of the female
drills. We de not consider dynamics in the edges. With the study of the model, it is intended to analyze the
population behavior of the coffee borer beetle in a representative coffee zone of the region, formed mostly by
farms dedicated to coffee cultivation, but where citrus, banana and livestock farms also exist.
KEYWORDS Differential Equations, Coffee Borer Beatle, Nonlinear Dynamics, Complex Networks, Pests

KEYWORDS Forest sector, Climate change, Bio-economic model, Adaptation, Mitigation
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ABSTRACT:
In many countries, the movement of individuals searching for new places to live represents a situation
that raises economic, social, political and environmental problems. There is the case of the United States
with the Latin-American immigrants that cross the Mexican border, arrive at the Florida coasts by boat
or come in some other way. There is the case of big groups of people in the Middle East running away
from the war in their countries. There is the case of Colombian displaced getting to departments capitals trying to survive. There is also the case of the ones who are just looking for a better place to live,
a better life quality. Besides the big amount of scientific studies developed on this matter, it is still impossible to predict the next massive migration or to control the effects or to prevent it. This document
is focused on building a migration complex network modeled by a Filippov system. This network is constructed using the urban zones of the Valle del Cauca department, and an Indirect Influences methodology is applied. Also, a numerical solution for the system is obtained, and it is concluded that under certain conditions the cities with more population attract migrants if their load capacity is not exceeded. On
the contrary, the neighbor cities of those bigger ones gain popularity when the former has no capacity.
KEYWORDS Complex Networks, Indirect influences, Migration, Modeling, Simulation

ABSTRACT:
The use of stocking programmes to enhance declining fish populations is a widespread practice with unknown
long-term ecological and evolutionary consequences. These are difficult to evaluate in part due to a poor
knowledge of the dynamics of released individuals in the wild, but long-term monitoring of tagged fish may
shed light on the determinants of individual survival and improve our understanding of the demographic consequences of such management actions. To this aim, we tagged 279 individuals of brown trout Salmo trutta
of different origins (106 hatchery-reared, 173 wild-born), quantified their body condition index (BCI) and
standard metabolic rate (sMR) and released them into a mountain stream naturally lacking fish to investigate
whether these intrinsic features influenced their survival in the wild. Live encounter data collected during
4 recapture sessions over a 15-month sampling period was analysed using Cormack-Jolly-Seber models in
program MARK to estimate monthly survival and to model the effects of individual origin, BCI and sMR on this
parameter. We found that monthly survival varied over time during the study period but did not differ significantly between wild and hatchery trout (average survival ± SE: wild = 0.94 ± 0.03 , hatchery = 0.97 ± 0.01 ).
sMR did not perform well as a predictor of monthly survival, but its effects could only be tested successfully on
wild individuals. However, BCI was a predictor of trout survival, with higher average values for both wild and
domestic individuals showing positive BCI. Our results indicate that individual body condition can be an important intrinsic factor determining post-release survival and hence the success of brown trout introductions.
KEYWORDS Brown trout, stocking, capture-recapture models, natural survival, body condition
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ABSTRACT:
Freshwater ecosystems have experienced over the last three decades larger declines in biodiversity than
terrestrial and marine ecosystems. In France, this degradation is represented by a decline in the quality
and quantity of water, and by changes in the distribution and structure of aquatic biota for some rivers.
These pressures on freshwater ecosystems are mainly human-induced and driven by land use changes. The
objective of this paper is to evaluate the effects of different land use classes (agriculture, pasture, forest
and urban) on a selected indicator of the ecological status of surface water, namely a Fish-Based Index (FBI)
measured for various French rivers at the level of hydrographic sectors observed between 2001 and 2013.
To do this, we coupled a spatial panel FBI model with an econometric land use share model. The FBI model
explains the spatial and temporal distribution of the score of FBI by land use and pedo-climatic variables,
while the land use share model describes how land use is affected by economic, physical and demographic
factors. Our estimation results indicate that rivers in areas with more agricutural and urban land relative to
forest area are associated with lower freshwater biodiversity. We use our estimations to simulate the impact
of two fertilizer tax rates (+50% and +100%) on land use and their indirect impacts on FBI index under
two climate change (CC) scenarios (A2 and B1). Simulation results show that the fertilizer tax induces a
decrease in agricultural land areas in favor of of forest areas, which in turn improves the FBI. These results
suggest that a fertilizer tax helps cope partially with the negative impacts of CC on freshwater biodiversity.

Despite of increasing areas of short rotation willow plantations in Lithuania, only very few studies were
done regarding the biomass production in these plantations. To fill this gap, following aim of this study
was formulated: to develop wet weighted and oven dried biomass equations and to estimate the yield of wet
weighted and oven dried biomass in short rotation willow plantations. The data required by this study was
gathered in the western part of Lithuania, Šilutė and Tauragė regions. For this purpose, sample plots were
established in 21 short rotation willow plantations fields managed by “Klasmann-Deilmann Bioenergy“. All of
them were first rotation plantation, grown for 3 to 4 years. It was found that mean annual oven dried biomass
increment varied in these plantations from 0.2 to 7.6 tons per hectare per year. During this study, also were
evaluated relations between stand level values. Thus, stand biomass yield model from the mean stand height
was developed. Also, plant level relations were analysed as well. As a result common plant height as well
as wet weighted and oven dried biomass models from the plant diameter were developed. This study also
tried to clarify the main factors that could cause the comparably low biomass production like clone selection,
browsing of the herbivores and others.
KEYWORDS Short rotation willow plantations,wet weighted and oven weighted biomass, mean annual increment, 		

biomass models, yield

KEYWORDS freshwater biodiversity, freshwater ecosystems, fish-based index, land use, water quality, spatial panel data model
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ABSTRACT:
Forest management planning is increasingly relying on forest inventories conducted based on airborne laser
scanning (ALS) as it represents a source of accurately measured and spatially-continuous information. The
effect of positioning sampling errors on the forest attributes estimated using ALS-based models has been widely
studied, but less attention has been devoted to their implications in the allocation of forest treatments throughout the whole planning process. Errors in inventory data increase uncertainty as inoptimal decisions can result in
e.g., financial losses. Our contribution aims to assess and trace the impact and propagation of plot positioning
errors along a forest management planning process, from their effect on LiDAR-based forest inventories to the
resulting forest management plans. A set of forest inventories were used: the first plan was developed using the
true location of plots to extract LiDAR metrics (reference inventory), and then the process was repeated using
simulated plot locations with different positioning errors. The forest management planning system aimed at
generating treatment schedules using individual-tree growth and yield models in order to generate transient
forest treatment units, so-called dynamic treatment units (DTUs). Heuristic spatial optimization methods were
used to provide optimal solutions to a given spatially-explicit forest planning formulation, aiming at maximising
timber production, while ensuring equal periodical cuttings and by clustering management prescriptions to form
compact and round-shape harvest blocks. The increased uncertainty in the estimated stand characteristics as a
result of the plot positioning errors had a considerable impact, both spatially and quantitatively, on the resulting
management prescriptions. Our results point out that, even with a rather small 5-m plot positioning error, the
implications in terms of estimation of stand characteristics and the spatial allocation of management prescriptions can differ substantially as compared to the forest management plan based on the reference inventory. We
observed a remarkable underestimation of forest attributes resulting from inventory errors that led to increasing
the contribution of forest thinnings, to the detriment of final fellings enhanced in the reference inventory, to
fulfil the established harvesting targets. Reducing uncertainty by increasing accuracy in plot positioning field
operations when using ALS-based inventory was proved

Presenting Author: Adrián Pascual1 / Other Authors: Timo Pukkala1, Sergio de Miguel2, Annukka Pesonen3 and Petteri Packalen1
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ABSTRACT:
The aim of this contribution is to assess the influence of harvesting costs on management prescriptions in
forest planning based on the dynamic treatment units (DTUs) approach. The inclusion on harvesting costs
made it possible to formulate income-oriented solutions in forest management planning, and compare their
performance to production-oriented approaches: timber assortments in each stand determine the income,
but other factors such as felling and forwarding costs, depending on the slopes of the terrain and distance to
road also have a strong impact on economic profit. The study area, located in Central Spain, is dominated by
Mediterranean pine forests. Airborne laser scanning data (ALS) was used as auxiliary information to predict
forest attributes and to delineate forest inventory units (segments). From these inventory data, diameter
distribution and individual-tree growth models were used to simulate alternative management schedules
along a 60-year planning horizon divided into three 20-year periods. Three alternative spatially-explicit forest
planning problems that represented sustained yield forestry approach were formulated to assess the effect
of timber harvesting costs. Spatial and non-spatial goals were included. We used a decentralized celullar
automaton-based optimization approach to conduct spatial optimization and create dynamic treatment units
along the alternative forest plans. Our results showed that benefit-oriented planning was the best alternative
according to the economic indicators, while planning oriented toward maximising only timber production
resulted highly inefficient in economic terms, even similar to minimising net income. This highlighted the
importance of having reliable harvesting costs and their utility when included in the forest planning system.
The spatial layout of DTUs and the distribution of timber removals progressively differed towards the end of
the plan. In benefit-oriented forest planning, the spatial location of cuttings tended to follow forest roads, and
cuttings were concentrated on mature forests, differently from the case when operational cost were not integrated in the planning problem formulation. The level of clustering of the resulting harvest blocks was higher
in income-oriented planning, leading to larger harvest blocks compared to production-oriented planning. This
made harvesting operations feasible and profitable to the owner.
KEYWORDS Forest economics; modeling; optimization; dynamic treatment units; harvesting operations; airborne laser

scanning
KEYWORDS Precision forestry; decision-making; airborne laser scanning; dynamic treatment units; modeling
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Does it pay to invest in better suppression resources? — A discreteevent simulation approach for policy analysis of alternative scenarios
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ABSTRACT:
Rekindles (RKD) and false alarms (FA) are unusually high in the Portuguese wildfire management system.
Together they represent a high burden on suppression resources in particular, and fire management resources
in general. Indeed, e.g., during 2010, according to data provided by the Portuguese Institute for Nature Conservation and Biodiversity (ICNF), in 20,049 occurrences that the suppression system handled in the summer,
12.5% were FA and 15.0% were RKD. During the fire season it is usual to have large usage of resources
(human and material) to combat wildfires and on peak days, firefighters are in a tight spot due to the pressure
to move incessantly from one fire to the next one. In such occasions the system may not be able to effectively
meet the needs, getting out of control. If there are fires waiting to be fought, they keep spreading, becoming harder to extinguish, with an increased likelihood of becoming mega-fires, reaching people, homes and
animals, besides destroying the forest landscape. Consequently, pressured fire crews prematurely abandon
mop-up operations (moving towards the initial attack of new fires), without the needed time to use the appropriate tools to effectively carry out mop-up. When one of these fires with a bad mop-up rekindles, it is one
more to join the other new ignitions or primary fires, and they are generally more aggressive than the latter.
We first developed a discrete-event simulation model (implemented in ®ARENA) of a wildfire suppression system, designed to analyze the joint impact of primary fires, RKD and FA on the system performance. This model
contributes to fill a research gap concerning that impact, and features a novel application of simulation to suppression systems, as screening tools to support more holistic analyses. Recently (unpublished), we explicitly
close the causal loop between primary fires and RKD, and model the suppression resources in greater detail, by

Urban areas constitute an ecosystem where climate trends are having, and will continue to have, big impact
in the short, medium, and long term. Urban ecosystems are very sensitive, as populated areas, to climate
change trends specifically in the Mediterranean basin, mainly due to the addition of the heat island effect,
head waves and associated with air pollution. The new classification proposed by Stewart and Oke (2012)
named Local Climate Zones (LCZ) constitutes a standardization and generalization of urban and rural areas
that have similar thermal characteristics. Hence it is possible to analyze in detail the thermal behavior of
cities, and they can be compared quantitatively and qualitatively between themselves. In the present work it
has presented a high resolution model of LCZ in Metropolitan Area of Barcelona as a result of different data
fusion (physical, radiative and thermal) that explains the meaning of this new classification. Each category
of LCZ constitutes a threshold of vulnerability whereby it can be relate to different socioeconomic data which
can be understood as indicators for resilience studies. Thus, through crossing variables of vulnerability and
resilience with each other it can be identify hotspots. Besides, these indicators can be coupled with an extreme meteorological situation (hazard parameter) and identify risk zones.
KEYWORDS urban ecosystem, local climate zones, head waves, urban heat island

KEYWORDS forest fire suppression, rekindles, false alarms, discrete event simulation, cost-effective
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LIFE MONTSERRAT PROJECT
The LIFE Montserrat project focuses its activity in Montserrat and its surroundings (province of Barcelona).
The project area extends to 32.000 ha and it is mainly forested (64%). Up to 11.100 ha of the project area
belong to Natura 2000 sites, including the Montserrat Mountain Natural Park.

Fieldtrip
VISIT TO ÒDENA WILDFIRE & MONTSERRAT
Monday, June 5 2017
Forest, agriculture and settlements, traditionally shaped a mosaic in Mediterranean landscapes. However,
the rural abandonment during the last 50 years has caused mosaic loss and an increase of the forest area.
An example of the Mediterranean landscape, is the Montserrat region, only 60 km north-west from Barcelona.
In this mountainy area, the increase of the forest area during decades and the high human pressure due to
tourism activities have led to several wildfires that consumed large areas of forest. With the aim to prevent
devastating wildfires in this area, there has been many initiatives to manage the landscape and increase
its resilience.
During the fieldtrip we will visit the Montserrat region to learn and discuss about landscape ecology,
conservation management, wildfire management, the current ongoing projects in the area and the modeling
solutions.
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Fuel-volume accumulation, climate change and the disappearance of crops and traditional forest activities
are among the main causes of the high forest fire risk in the Montserrat area. As a result, some major
forest fires have occurred in the area during the last decades. Thus, the LIFE Montserrat project considers
two main objectives:
–– The development of ecosystem-based measures to increase resilience and stability of forests against
fires in order to improve the prevention of major forest fires by creating and maintaining strategic
areas that will prevent the spread, facilitate the extinction and decrease the intensity and extension
of wildfires and its risk.
–– The contribution to biodiversity conservation and improvement in the Montserrat area through the
creation of a mosaic of scrub, natural grasslands and forests, with habitats and species of high
conservation value, including emblematic bird species such as Bonelli’s eagle (Aquila fasciata), European eagle-owl (Bubo bubo) or Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus), they all reliant on open
areas for hunting and feeding.
The LIFE Montserrat project started in 2014 and it is expected to end up in 2018. Partners participating
in the project are Diputació de Barcelona (Coordinating beneficiary), Fundació Catalunya-La Pedrera,
Generalitat de Catalunya (Fire Department and Department of Agriculture), Patronat de la Muntanya de
Montserrat (Montserrat Natural Park) and Association of Forest Owners of Montserrat Surroundings. They
all work with the support of the LIFE Programme, the main financial instrument of the European Union
for environmental projects.
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Fieldtrip

THE ÒDENA WILDFIRE
After a period of large forest fires in the Catalan region, during the 80s and 90s, the cos de Bombers de la
Generalitat de Catalunya adapted its internal structure, getting more resources and personnel to be better
prepared to face new types of large wildfire emergencies. The management of such emergencies had a larger
risk and required understanding large wildfires as complex emergencies. This new approach implied focusing
on wildfire prevention tasks, through forestry and landscape management, improving the knowledge on wildfire behaviour and emergency management.
The Òdena Wildfire (Manresa, Barcelona) took place in July 2015. The fire consumed 1,000 Ha of forest area,
although it had a potential to reach 8,000 Ha. The tactical and logistic operations carried out by the Catalan
Fire and Rescue Service were key actions to reduce the burnt area and also to prevent the fire spread through
Wildland Urban Interfaces. Sharing knowledge on best practices and lessons learnt is key to improve wildfire
management, provide modeling tools to support decision-making and understand socio-ecological effects.
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Fieldtrip

CATALUNYA-LA PEDRERA FOUNDATION

CERTEC

Catalunya-La Pedrera Foundation is a private foundation created in early 2013, fully independent
and with a clear vocation of service to society. On a general level, the main objective of our Foundation is to help as much people as possible, offering opportunities, promoting talent, creation and
education, while preserving the natural and cultural heritage and we do this by searching new solutions
with independence, sensitivity, originality, and rigor to build a better and fairer future.Focusing on the
environmental activity, the Foundation’s main effort relies on the management of a Network of 28
self-owned Natura Sites that represent over 7800 hectares of high natural value, all of them included
in the European Natura 2000 Network and visited by more than 400,000 people every year.

CERTEC is a research centre of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya with more than 25 years’ experience
delivering technological solutions for risk assessment and emergencies management of diverse types of
accidental scenarios. The purpose of the CERTEC Wildfire Research Programme is to help fire agencies
to protect life, properties and natural resources by providing technological and scientific solutions for a
sustainable cost-effective wildfire management.

www.fundaciocatalunya-lapedrera.com/es/home

Specific aims of the programme are:
–– To improve current wildfire airborne monitoring systems by optimizing infrared technology outcomes.
CERTEC develops infrared image processing systems to quantify fire development (rate of spread, fire
intensity, flame geometry) and aerial fire attack effectiveness.
–– To improve fire behaviour models and simulators used to gain understanding of fire dynamics at
operational level. CERTEC applies data assimilation and inverse modelling techniques to develop
reliable short-term forecasting tools for fire emergencies management.

FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE OF THE GENERALITAT DE CATALUNYA.
The Department of Interior of la Generalitat de Catalunya is itself divided in different areas, one of which is
the Fire Department. Within the Firemen Department, the GRAF (Forest Actions Support Group) is a specialised
unit created in order to deal with major forest fires. The GRAF unit is composed of specialist firefighters and
forest technicians with specific training in forest fire analysis and behaviour.

–– To analyse fire hazards and buildings vulnerabilities at the Wildland-Urban Interface. CERTEC
develops methodologies based on CFD modelling to study the effects of burning residential fuels on
structures relying on performance-based fire safety criteria.
https://certec.upc.edu/ca

Among their functions, there is to follow fire risk evolution and to decide operational recommendations and
scenarios concerning risk coverage. When a forest fire occurs, the GRAF unit is responsible for the operational
strategy and the fire suppression actions based on the use of prescribed burning. They are also in charge of
the implementation of the Prescribed burning Programme.
http://interior.gencat.cat/ca/arees_dactuacio/bombers | Contact e-mail: asier.larra@gencat.cat
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Barcelona:
Practical Information
MEDICAL CARE
If you have a European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) issued by an EU-member state, you can use your EHIC
to access the public healthcare in Spain.
You can use your EHIC to get any required medical treatment (as determined by a doctor) through the public
system at a reduced cost. It does not give access to private healthcare.
Spain has bi-lateral agreements with some countries that allow their citizens having free medical treatments
while their stay in Spain. Everyone else needs to hold a heatlh insurance.
In a serious, life-threatening emergency, call the pan-European number 112 free of charge from any mobile
phone or landline. The Spanish word for A&E or ER is Urgencias.

PHARMACY
You can take a prescription to any pharmacy (farmacia). A green cross indicates the location of the pharmacies
on the street. Pharmacies are usually open Monday to Saturdays from 9:30h to 21:00h. Information about the
nearest 24-hour pharmacy (farmacia de guardia) can be found on the Pharmacy’s door.

SAFETY
Barcelona is one of the safest destinations in Europe. Nevertheless, we strongly recommend you to pay
special attention to all your personal belongings.
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EMERGENCY
112: Emergencies (Police, Health Emergencies, Firefighters...)

TRANSPORT TICKET
You can buy a T-10 ticket in any metro station. With the integrated T-10 ticket you can transfer up to three
times (including train, metro, bus and tram) during the same trip, within one hour and a half. At the beginning
of your trip, please, stamp your ticket as many times as people are travelling with you.

SOCIAL DINNER
Thursday, June 8 2017 · 20:00 h · Restaurant 3 Nusos: www.3nusos.com

PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION
Participants might be photographed and filmed during the Conferences, authorising the Organisers to make
free use of the images and sound acquired.

INFORMATION ABOUT BARCELONA
www.bcn.cat, www.gencat.cat, www.catalunya.com
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